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THE ECLIPSE AGRICULTURAL ENGINE.
cold water pressure of 200 Ibs. to the si des was quite a humorist, and deli ght ed to use hi s peculi ar
I lap-welded, and
We i llustrate herewi th the well known "Ecli pse " engi ne, square i nch is guaranteed to be wi thstood.
talents for purp oses of harmless fun. I t is related that a
The wheels of the wagon have cast i ron hubs, and are favori te amusement, of ' hi s was to vi si t the marke ts, and
mounted on wheels to adapt it for farmers' uses. The machi ne as thus arranged, the manufacturers i nform us, van- large enough to raise the boi ler suffici ently t o enable the there enjoy the astoni shment of the old fruit women when
qui shed all competi tors at the Cinci nnati Industri al Exhibi- forward wheel to pass underneath, so that the enti re vehi cle he gravely extracted gold dollars from thei r ora nges, and of
ti on of 1874, and also duri ng the fi eld tri als held under the can be turned on a small space. The axles are of t he best the egg dealers, when their eggs hatched canaries under hia
auspi ces of the Centenni al Commis si on, gi ving i n both cases refine d wrought i ron; and strong cast iron brackets, contai n marvellous t ouch.
the most power with the least consumptio n of coal and i ng spi ral steel spri ngs, sustai n the wei ght of boiler and
Personally, Signor Blitz was a refined and pleasant gentle 
wat er. From testimoni als from parti es usi ng the engi ne, engine, thus enabli ng the machi ne to be moved over the man and lavi shly charitable to the poor. The best anecdote
submi tted to us, we learn that, wi th an ·8 horse machi ne, roughest roa ds without i nj ury. 'fhe springs are easily acces- that is related of him describ es how one sour- fa ced a sceti c
1,600 bushels of wheat were threshed with three fourths of sibl e fo r repai r or adju stment , with out di smounti ng engi ne came and remonstrated wi th him, and taxed him wi th incul
a t on of coal and only five hogsheads of wat er. Another or boi ler. A new and powerful br ake i s u se d on the wheels. cati ng in the popular mind a p roneness to decepti on. The
wri ter states that, with a 10 horse power engi ne, he is able The fly wheels are turned smooth and true for belts, and are Si gnor poli tely heard hi m through, and di d not excuse hi m
to saw 3,000 feet of 1 i nch oak timb er per day, usi ng a 48 lar ge enough to give the p roper speed for threshi ng wheat, self in the sli ghtest parti cular ; but' i nstead, he qui etly ex
inch saw. We hav e been obli ged to o bt ain our i nformati on etc. The smoke stack i s hi nged, as sh own i n the engr aving; tracted a pack of playi ng cards from hi s visi tor' s coat p ocke t
regardi ng the co nstr uc ti on and advantag es of thi s engine so that, for stori ng or transportati on, i t can be lai d down and then a di ce box and di ce from the crown of hi s cleri cal hat .
mostly from a pamphlet i ssued by the manufacturers ; but out of the way. It is also provi ded wi th an effici ent de The gi ver o f good advi ce departed i n dumb astoni shme nt:
f rom what we learn from other sources, we believe the vi ce for arresti ng and exti ngui shi ng the sparks. Thi s, we
• Iia _
Boller Explosions.
Eclipse en gine possesses all the qualificati ons herei n stated. are i nformed, has been tested by p utti ng stra w and other
The engine i s of the horiz ontal style, the cyli nder and combusti ble materi al on the smoke stack; wit hout it s taking
In referen ce to this subj ect,' a correspondent, H.' p.
G. C., writes to us
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FRICK & CO.'S ECLIPSE AGRICULTURAL ENGINE.
same lead ari d clearcrack, the water
ance when worki ng
come i n contact
as when cold. The pillow blocks are li ned with anti-fricti on fire. The ash pan a lso has 11 close- fitting d oor, to prevent with r ed hot iron, steam in prodigi ous quanti ties will
be formed, and the boiler be unable to resi st the sud
metal, a nd are provi ded with means for taki ng up lost mo danger from that source.
For· further information, a dd ress the manufacturers, den strai n. He recommends t he exami nation and cer
ti on. The crank shaft is double, made of forged i ron, an d
tifi cati on of men in ch arge of stationary e ngi nes, and
is counterbalanced so that its moti on is smooth and equable , Messrs. Frick & Co. , Waynesboro', Frank li n county, Pa.
,
.. �.I"
p oi nt s out many w ell klil own ad vantages of the fusible
even when at high sp eed. The piston has a metallic packi ng
ring, and is self- adjusting; the pi ston rods are of steel The
Aniline Water Colors.
plug.
p ump is dri ven direct from the crosshead , i t s valves may'be
Aniline water colors are extensi vely used for ti nti ng p hocOUlpressed Air Cor Po'Wer.
readi ly removed wi thout di sturbing the connecti ons, and the tographs, and are al so bein g i ntroduced for painti ng water
water supply is easi ly regulated. A heater c onsi sti ng of a color drawings. But as nearly all of these colors are altered
In usi ng compressed ai r as a means of transmi tting powel',
large cast i ron p ipe, bolted near its end to th e steam cyli nder by li ght, fade, and change, no h onest ar ti st wi ll make U se of a veloci ty of about 40 feet per second for the ai r in i ts com
and supported by a bed bracket, receives the exhaust steam them, unless he informs the purchaser by stamping some pressed sta te ha s been found to answer i n practi ce. When
on i ts way to the smoke stack. The steam war ms the feed such "n otice as the following on the margin of the pi cture : the diameter of the pipe i s so a djusted as to s ecure thi s velo
water, the conduits of whi ch pass two or three times through " These colors, although pretty to look at, are good for no- ci ty, the pressure exp ended in overc omi ng fri cti on m ay be
estimated at one per cent of the t otal or absolute pressure of
the enti re length of the heater. All necessary fitti ngs i n thing. T hey will soon fade."
.... I ..
the way o f ai r cocks, self- feedi ng oil c ups, governor, etc. ,
t he ai r, for every five hundred diameters of tke pi pe i n
len gth.-Rankine .
Death oC Signor BIltz.
are added; and the various p arts are manufactured by
------__IHlt-Il
___-- --special machi nery so that th ey can be accurately du
Antonio Bli tz, better known as Signor Blitz , the famous
Fine Workmanship.
p li cated.
ventriloqui st and co njuror, di ed recently i n Philadelphi a, i n
In the boi ler, whi ch is of the locomoti ve style, the water the si xty- seventh year of hi s age. Mr. Bli tz came to this
We reoe ntly received a small lathe chuck from the Morse
space extends enti rely around the fire box and ash pi t, the country from England i n 1834, and at once became famous Twi st Drill, Company, of New B, edford, Mass. , sent as' a
water constantly ci rculating in the ci rcular water bottom for his remarkable dex terity in the art of le gerdemai n. He sam ple of milli ng machine work. It is a superi or specimen
and t hus p reventing the accumulati on of deposi ts. Each was a very ingeni ous i nventor, and many of the most s tart- of . a branch of machi n e shop mani pulation of whi ch we
generator is made of tk e best boil er plate iron, the tubes are li ng tricks of later magici an s ori gi nated with him. H e be-' have reason, as a nati on, f.O be justly pr oud.
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OF ItOTIOlf.

I n his address as Presi dent of the British Sc ie nce As soc ia
tion, in 1871, S ir Willi am Thomson threw out two original
suggesti ons, w hich p rettily i llustrate the differe nt ways i n
whic h new id eas are p opularly rec eived. One of t he sug
gestions was of no value wlJ. atever, yet it was immed iately
c aught up and talked about the world over: we allud e to
th e hyp othesis that the earth mi ght be indebted to a germ
bearing fragment of some exploded p lanet for it s first be
ginnings of life. I t was a bri lliant fanc y, and c aught the
p opular eye at once; but being only a fancy, it vani shed
as sud denly as it fl ashed i nto light .
T he other sllggestion awakened no apparent resp onse; it
may b e tha t it c onveyed no meaning Whatever to more than
a d ozen p ers ons, i n whose m inds it germinated for years
before it bore any frui t fit for trans mis sion to t he general
pU blic. Sir Willi am h ad been di scussing the qu esti on:
"What is the i nner mechanism of the atom?"-8 qu es ti on
which must fu rni sh the explanation not only of atomic elas·tic ity bu t of ch emi cal affi nity and the differenc e of quality
of the diff erent c hemi cal eleme nts, at p resent mere mysteri es
i n science- when he remarked that a finge rp ost p ointi ng th e
way to a full u nderstandi ng of the p rop erties of m atter
might be found in H elmholtz' s exqu isite theory of vortex
motion.
T hi s most p regnant suggestion fell , as w e have s aid , with
out meaning on the ears of the multi tude, and found no
p lace in the p opular di scussi on of the a ddress whi ch followed.
At most-save among a few of the more advanc ed physi ci sts
and mathemati ci ans-i t may ha ve gi ven ri se to the qu erie s,
what is vortex moti on? and what is H elmholtz' s theory? for
whi ch encyclop edi as and tex tbooks furni shed no answer.
Even th e latest and most scholarly of English encycl opedi as
makes no menti on of vortex moti on i n its arti cle on atomic
theori es. Tha nks, however. to the speculati ons of the authors
of" The Unseen Uni verse, " a wi der i nterest i n Sir Willi am' s
suggesti on was aroused. Si nce then Prof essor C li fford has
endeavored to remove the new theory from the narrow world
of p ure mathematic s and make it i ntelli gible to pe ople of or
di nary c ulture: and sti ll later, P rofessor Tait, in hi s lec tures
on re cent advanc es I n physi cal sc ienc e, has done still more
to bring th e subject withi n th e rang e of p opular sci enc e, so
tha t most reading men have by thi s ti me at least heard of
vortex motion, th",u gh they may but vague ly apprehend its
nature o r i ts b ea ring on the dri ft o f sci enti fic sp ec ulati on.
Fairly g ood i llustrati ons of vortex moti on (under fri cti on)
may be s een i n the c loud rings produc ed by the sp ont aneous
exp losion of bub bles of p hosph orette d hyd rogen escaping
from water i nto air. Occasionally p uffs of steam from the
funnel of a loc omotive will show vortex rings; and the same
moti on is also s hown by th e revolvi ng ri ng of tobacc o smoke
sometime s ejected by c lever smokers. By means of a s imp le
app aratus JIl6 de of a c igar box, wi th a round hole in one end
and the other end c lose d with a tightly drawn c loth, P ro
fessor T af t p roduces vortex ri ngs of gre at p erfec ti on and per
si stence. I n th e box, fumes of s a l anl moniac are generated;
and by stri king smartly the cloth-c overed end of th e box,
very beautif ul and durable c loud rings are driven ou t of the
circular opening at the other end. A. more tangible illustra
ti on of vort ex moti on may be seen i n a soft rubber ri ng made
to revolve on a sti ck without ad vanci ng. In thi s c ase the
f ri cti on of the sti ck as it is drawn through t he ring causes
th e in ner p orti on of the ring to move in the same di recti on;
as the ri ng, as a whole, is kept from movi ng forward, the
motion of t he inner surfac e forward is c ounteracted by a
moti on of the outer surface backward, the two resulti ng i n
a revoluti on of the ri ng upon itself wi thout any c hange i n
its form or in· its p ositi on i n sp ac e. I n the case of the smoker' s
Cl oud ring, the fric ti on of the li ps holds back the outer p or
ti on as it makes its exit, whi le by the breath the i nner p orti on
is driv en forward , and th us a vortex moti on i s created , whi ch
l asts unti l the cl oud ring is di ssip ated or its moti on is stopp ed
by the fric tion of the al r.
It seems a JOng way from a puff of t obac co smoke to a
theory of the l nnermost c onsti tuti on of matter; but the sCi en
tlfic i magi nati on often finds the si mplest thi ngs the most sug
g estl ve, and so metimes reason can follow i ts most amhitious
ftights wi th a p erfect bri dge of mathemati cal demonstrati on.
.it has not yet been able to do so in thi s case it must be ad
mitted; nevertheless, the c onditi ons seem very favorable for
ultimate succ ess.
W hi le stud yI ng the equati on s of moti on i n an i ncompressi 
ble fri cti onles s flui d. some fifteen or si xteen years ago,
H el mholt z demonst rated among other thi ngs that in suc h a
flui d a vortex moti on would be indestructible. The c ase i s
purely hyp othetic al; w e know o f n o suc h flUId. and i f i t ex
isted v ortex moti on c ould no t be ori gi nated i n i t, si nce fric 
ti on is essential to its p roducti on. But it i s p erf ec tly legiti
mate in mathematic s to assume any lmagi nab le c ondi ti ons
and then i nvesti gate thei r p rop erti es and results;. and having
sup posed a vortex moti on to exist in a p erfect flUI d, I t
i s demonstrable that i t would c onti nue for ever, p res8l"Vi ng
its p eculiar indi vi duali ty to all eternity.
E ven i n air and water, vortex rings behave· c uri ous ly li ke
atoms; they p reserve thei r i ndivi duali ty to th e end; th ey c an
not be made to destroy· each oth er, nor c an theyb e di vi ded.
Though nothing more than a rotati ng c loud of smoke, the
sharp est knif e c annot sev er a vortex ri ng; it si mp ly wri ggles
around the knife an d keep s l ts c ourse unharme d. In a p er
fec t flui d, vortex filam ents mi ght be of any shap e or degree
of c omp lexity, yet th at s hap e would p ers ist for ever unalter
able.
F acts like these su igest ed t o Si r William Thomson the
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Id ea that maybe the ultimate atoms of matt er are si mpJ;y
vortex rings or filaments in a fri cti onless flui d filling all
spac e. The mathematical veri ficati on of thi s hyp othesi s i n
volves enormous diffic ulti es-wi th p resent means, insur
mountable difficu lti es; but Sir Willi am has p ursued it far
enough to show tha t it explains a great many of the physical
p roperti es of matter.
From thi s vi ew the assumed solidity of the ul timate atoml
of matter gi ves p lac e to extreme flui di ty, the vortex atom
being p ersi stent and i ndivi Si ble, not by reason of its hardnes s
or soli di ty, but because i ts moti on i s i ndivisi ble. The origin
of such moti on remains of c ourse unexplai ned, and, l ike the
origi n of lif e or force, unexplainable.
Ta ken i n connecti on wi th L esage' s theory of gravitati on
the vortex theory offer s many advantages over every oth er
theory of the nature of matter ; and a s P rofessor Tai t h as
remarked, wi th a li ttle further d evelopment it may be s aid to
h ave p assed i ts first tri al, and, b ei ng admitted as a possibility
may be left to ti me and the mathematici ans to settle wh ether
it wi ll real ly acc ount for everythi ng e xp eri mentally foun d.
H avi ng arrived at the conc ep ti on that what we c all matter
may be only more or less varied p has es of vortex moti on i n
a uni versa l fric ti onless flui d. whic h flui d p ossesses i n itE elf
none of th e attri butes of matter, P rofessor C li fford goes fur
ther, and holds it to be a nec essary s upp ositi on that even
where there are no materi al molecules the uni versal flui d i s
full of vortex motion, the inter-materi al sp ac es differi ng
from matter simp ly in havi ng thei r vortic es s maller and more
closely p acked . I n thi s way the di fferenc e between matter
and ether i s reduced to a mere differenc e in the si ze and ar
rangement of th eir c omponent vortex ri ngs.
..e .•

SPECIAL lIIA CHINE WORK VEBSUS ItANIP1JLA.TIVE RILL.

The mechani cal manipul at ion p rac ti sed in. thi s c ount ry is
di sti ngui shable from that p racti sed in Europ e in that h and
work is mostly di splaced by machi ne work ; and thi s is i n
every way d esi rable, because the labor of the mechanic i s li ght
ened, and he be com es less and less an exerter of brute force.
Furthermor e, our p roduci ng c apacity i s greatly i ncreased,
whi le the cost of pr oducti on is p roporti onately dimi ni shed.
That these a re desi rable elements, even in the fac e of the
fact that t heir exi stenc e is op erati ng to some extent to de
stroy the quali ty of our workmen, is undeni able; but that
th ese element s exist, it w ould be folly to d eny. The ver y
obj ect o f Iilpeci al tools i s, i n nearly all c ases, to take th e p lac e
of the most ski llful workmen; and th e ski ll requi red t o ope
rate a sp ecial mac hine is as a rule insignific ant c omp ared
wi th that nec ess ary t o p erform i ts d uties by handwork .
" What matter," it may be asked, " when the n ec essity for
skillful handwork no longer exists?" No matter, p rovi di ng
that such be the c ase; but unfortunately it is not , because
speci al machine work, no matter how well p er formed, c an
never equal the most skillful hand work.
It can p roduce a
quantity of good work at infinitely c heape r c ost, and th ere
by almost exc lude the fines t of work from th e market; and
thi s i s what, i n many c as es, it does. T his i s, no doubt, all
things c onsidered, a gain; but the detriment to manip ulati ve
hand s kill remains. Thi s c onditi on of things , however , has
i ts limits; and these will be found i n the nature of the work.
For examp le, a number of pi ec es of small work, such as
watc hes; sewi ng machi nes, etc . , may b e m ade by sp eci al ma
chi nery of as good quali ty as an equal numbe r of such arti
c les c ould, in th e ord inary c ourse of thi ngs, be made by
hand. A si ngle watch or s ewi ng mac hine may, however, be
made by hand with a p erfection that sp ec ial machine work
c annot app roach. Bu t when we c ome to treat of work of a
larg er si ze, such as the manu fac ture of a lathe or a loc omo
ti ve, the term sp ecial m achine work assumes an enti rely new
aspect. For i nstanc e, an axle lathe may be called a sp ec ial
tool, because i n it nothi ng b ut axles are tm.:n ed . The skill
of the operator I n thi s c ase requires to be just as great, s inc e
hi s op erati ons are n ot p erformed by th e machine, and there
exi sts the same field for hi s manipulative skill . Up on all but
small work, in fact, the sp ecial tools and ap pliances c onsi st
mainly of arrang ements desi gned to assi st I n the c huckIng
and holdi ng of the work, and lD m ac hin es intended for c er
tai n ki nds of work resp ec tlvely, such as p lani ng, boring,
turning, and slotti ng. These op erati ons are p erformed with
th e same c utti ng tools as of y ore. The reason of thi s IS that
the milli ng c utters, emery wheels, etc whIc h wIll answer
well up on small work, c annot be reh ed up on for large, a s
they wi ll not c ut true, and a ny attemp ts hi th erto made to
adap t them to such work has resulted in i nfen or p roductIOns.
Agai n, on s mall work three or four operations c an be per
formed by one sp ecl al machIne without its beI ng unhandy;
but on larger work, the attemp t to c onstruct a machm e f or
p erf orming several op erations p roduces u nwieldi ness, un
h& ndiness, and usually f aI lure.
A nother element of c onsi derati on i s that. while it i s very
easy to c ast or f orge small work uni form i n Sl ze and sh ape
( and it does not matter if an occ asi onal pi ec e l S l ost from a
defect i n its c asting or f orgi ng), a det ect or vari ati on l S mu ch
more li able to app ear In a l arge casti ng; and as th e l oss
would be a seri ous matter, it may, by a sh ght and often lD
c onsid erable variati on, be made to serve. We have also to
remember that the greater part of the fitting of work de
p ends for its truth upon the file, f or machi ne tools do not as
a rule c ut the work suffiCi entl y true. In lathe work, sp ecml
tools are c onfined to ap pha nces, chucks, standard reamers,
gauges, etc . ; and i n work of a medium si ze, the use of these
ai ds tends to make the op erator more expert, and a morlt
ski llful workman. I t i s i ndeed to be remembered that in
small and moderate sized l ath e work, th e du ty p erfol"Jll ed br
.•
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the tools is so great that it requires constant skill and atten
tion to keep them in order ; and the tools in use are in such
continual motion as to render their employment one requir
ing skillful manipulation.
The interchangeability of parts is an excellent and valua
ble assistant in producing new machinery, but its usefulness
is far from being universal, as it is commonly supposed to
be ; because in making repairs the new parts generally re
quire to be larger than their original size, in order to com
pensate for the wear which has taken place in other parts,
and hence it is that, as a rule, repairs are made by the users
and not by the original manufacturers of machines. Repair
shops for this reason are in general demand, and in view of
this necessity, which calls for the highest manipulative skill,
they generally contain the best of workmen and pay them
the highest rates of wages.
.. �., ..

STATE PATENT LAWS.

A bill now before the New York State Legislature, intro
duced by Mr. Lang and known as the patent right bill, is in
tended to protect the people of the interior of the State
against the wiles of the swarms of patent right venders who
perambulate the country, selling rights and taking promis
sory notes for bogus patents. It provides that the words
" given for a patent right " shall be written or printed across
the face of the note, and any person who shall take or sell
a note without the above placed upon it shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor. The bill has been ordered to a
third reading.
We suggest a slight amendment to this proposed law, to
wit . strike out tho words " patent right ; " otherwise the law,
if passed, would be void because in conflict with the Consti
tution of the ITnited States.
The United States courts have more than once decided
that no State has a right to legislate upon the subject of
patents, nor to regulate, nor attempt to regUlate, their sale.
That power belongs alone to Congress.
In the case of M. J. Robinson, arrested by the local authori
ties of Indiana, 1870, for violation of the State law con
cerning the sale of patents, it was held by Judge Davis, of
the United States Circuit Court, as follows :
" This is an attempt on the part of the Legislature to direct
the manner in which patent rights shall be sold in the State,
to prohibit their sale altogether, if these directions are not
complied with, and to throw burdens on the owners of this
species of property which Congress has not seen fit to im
pose upon them. I have not time to elaborate the subject,
nor eve n to cite the authorities bearing on the question, and
shall therefore content myself with stating the conclusion
which I have reached.
It is clear that this kind of legislation is unauthorized To
Congress is given by the Constitution the power " to pro
mote the progress of science and the useful arts by securing
for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive
rights to their respective writings and discoveries. " This
power has been exercised by Congress, who have directed
the manner in which patents shall be obtained, how they
shall be assigned and sold.
The property in inventions exists by virtue of the laws of
Congress, and no State has a right to interfere with its en
joyment, or annex conditions to the grant. If the patentee
complies with the laws of Congress on the subject, he has a
right to go into the open market anywhere within the United
States, and sell his property. If this were not so, it is easy
to see that a State could impose terms, which would result in
a prohibition of the sale of this species of property within its
borders, and in this way nullify the laws of Congress which
regulate its transfer, and destroy the power conferred upon
Congress by the Constitution. The law in question attempts
to punish by fine and imprisonment a patentee for doing
with his property what the National Legislature has author
ized him to· do, and is therefore void. "
In the case of Anthony VS. Carroll, where a State law of
Massachusetts was cited as a bar to a patent right suit,
Judge Shepley held, 1875, as follows:
" The policy of the Government to provide a uniform sys
tem of rights and remedies throughout the United States
upon the whole subject matter of patents for new and useful
inventions and discoveries, by placing it under the control
of Congress and the federal courts, would be frustrated if
such State legislation could directly or indirectly limit, re
strict, or take away the remedy. "
.. �., ..

RECENT STUDmS OF LUMINOUS FLAMES.

For a long time Sir Humphrey Davy'S explanation of the
luminosity of flames-that it was due to the presence of highly
heated solid particles-sufficed for all observed phenomena.
A serious blow to its sufficiency was given, however, when
Frankland discovered that certain flames were luminous
under conditions which left no reason for supposing
that solid matter could be present. For instance, hydrogen
and carbon monoxide, burned in oxygen under a pressure of
ten to twenty atmospheres, yield a luminous flame giving a
continuous spectrum. So likewise the non-luminous flame
of alcohol becomes bright when the pressure is increased to
eighteen or twenty atmospheres. Frankland inferred from
experiments like these that the luminosity of flames was due
rather to the presence of the vapors of heavy hydrocarbons,
which radiate white light, than to incandescent solid matter.
Still further doubt of the prevalent theory was raised by
the experiments of Knapp, which proved that the diminished
luminosity of a flame on the admission of air could not be
due, as had been supposed, to an oxidation of the carbon sus
pended in the luminous gas, since the same effect was pro
duced when nitrogen or carbon-dioxide, or other indifferent
gas, was used as a diluent.
Stein and Blochmann attributed this effect to the direct influ
ence of the diluting gases in separating the particles of car
bon, so that the oxygen of the air might unite with them more
quickly than under the ordinary circumstances of combus-
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tion. Wibel held, on the contrary, that the diminished lumi
nosity was due entirely to the absorption of heat by the
diluting gas, Itnd supported his view by some very ingen
ious experiments. The correctness of this conclusion has
been, in turn, controverted by the later experiments of Stein
and Heumann, particularly the latter, which seem to show
that the diminished luminosity consequent upon dilution is
due not solely to dilution nor wholly to the cooling action of
the added gases, but to both these causes acting together and
frequently supplemented by a third cause-namely, the en
ergetic destruction of the luminous material by oxidation.
Heumann's experiments, which have been particularly ingen
ious and careful, lead to the following results : That hydro
carbon flames, which have lost their luminosity by the
withdrawal of heat, become luminous again by the addition
of heat ; that flames rendered non-luminous, by dilution with
air or indifferent gases, become luminous again on raising
their temperature ; that flames rendered non-luminous by
excess of oxygen, which brings about energetic oxidation of
the carbon, are rendered luminous again by diluting the
oxygen with indifferent .gases. In most cases of diminished
luminosity two or all of these causes are at work.
Another unsettled question with regard to flames has been
the cause of the non-luminous space between the opening of
a gas burner and the flame, or between the wick of a candle
and the luminous envelope. Blochmann attributed it to the
inability of the surrounding air to mix at once with the
stream of gas so as to make it combustible. Benevines, on
the other hand, thought the dark space due to the mechanical
action of the issuing gas, whereby the air is driven to a dis
tance from the orifice of the burner-greater or less, accord
ing to the pressure on the gas, leaving a space wherein the
gas is deprived of the requisite amount of oxygen and conse
quently remains unburned. Both these explanations are
shown to be insufficient by the single circumstance that a
flame never directly touches any cold body held within it.
In all such cases Heumann finds an explanation of observed
conditions in the cooling effect of its surroundings-burner,
wick, cold iron, or what not-upon the gas. For a certain
space around the cooling body the gas remains at a tempera
ture too low for ignition.
Where the gas issues under high pressure, or is greatly di
luted, the distance of the flame is attributed partly to this
same cooling action of its surroundings, but more especially
to the fact that the velocity of the stream of gas in the neigh
borhood of the burner is greater than the velocity of the pro
pagation of ignition within the gas.
"�.I'"

THE FLOWER TRADE OF NEW YORK.

On Broadway, Fifth and Sixth avenues, and the cross
streets near them between Third street and Forty
seventh, there are thirty large florist concerns, each
of which pays a rent from $1,000 to $4,500 a year, and
does a yell-rly business of from six to forty thousand
dollars. There are besides perhaps fifty smaller shops
for the sale of flowers in different parts of the city.
Many of the larger gardens and hot-houses were established
during the flush times between 1860 and 1870, when large
sums were lavished on floral decorations. At the wedding
of Tweed's daughter, for instance, the floral designs,
bouquets, and parlor decorations are said to have cost nearly
$4,000. Since 1871 there has been no notable increase in the
number of flower producers in this vicinity. The number of
retail dealers, however, has increased, and with the greater
competition and smaller demand the prices and profits have
been materially lowered. Indeed, says a Time8 reporter, to
whom we are indebted for a three-column rcoview of the
trade, it is only at holiday seasons that prices can be regarded
as handsomely remunerative. For example, a shipment of
roses and violets sent to Boston just before New Year's
brought $15 a hundred for the roses and $1. 50 for the vio
lets ; but by the 10th the same sorts of flowers were respec
tively worth only $4, and half a dollar a hundred.
At this midwinter season the assortment of flowers in the
New York market embraces ten choice varieties of roses,
four varieties of camellias, several varieties of carnations,
violets in abundance, heliotropes, mignonettes, pansies,
primroses, azaleas, forget-me-nots, the sweet alyssum, etc.
The lilies of the valley seem to gain in popularity constantly ;
and notwithstanding the great number grown about New
York, so high are they in favor that the price is always gocd.
Roehrs, of Union Hill, N. J. , grows 150,000 sprays of them
annually. One day last year he sent to the city by one man
10,000 sprays, for which he received fifteen ceats each, or
$1,500 for a single back-Ioai. Carl Jurgens, of Newport,
Rhode Island, grows this winter 800,000 sJ:rays of these
little beauties. Roman hyacinths, which rival the lilies of
tue valley in popularity, are worth just now from Ecven to
ten cents a spray, or from one and a half to two dollars a
dozen. Orchids are always hard to get and very costly ;
sometimes as much as five dollars has been paid for a single
flower.. The finest collection of orchids grown for the trade
in this country is believed to be that of George Such, of
South Amboy, N. J.
Among foliage plants, ferns and smilax are most common
ly used, and are justly prized for their effect in lighting up
all floral decorations. Ordinary branches of ferns cost but
three dollars a hundred, but some of the rarer kinds com
mand as much as fifty cents each. The amount of smilax
used here is enormous, experienced florists estimating that
from 1,000,000 to 1,500,000 feet of this beautiful vine are
made up annually in this city. Formerly it used to be im
ported entirely from Boston, at a cost of a dollar a yard for
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single strings ; now that the local florists are growing it
largely, the price is greatly reduced. This winter not more
than three thousand dollars' worth of all kinds of flowers and
foliage have been imported from Boston, while considerably
more than that amount has been sent there, besides large
shipments to Philadelpha, Baltimore, Albany, and other
cities.
The best informed of our large flower-growers estimate
that no� less th1n $10,000,000 are invested in the wholesale
florist's business, in land, greenhouses, and stDck in this vi
cinity. The hot-houses cover over forty-five acres. At
Union Hill, N. J. , there are perhaps twenty acres under glass
for the cultivation of flowers for the New York market.
The general average of prices at the present time is, for
loose roses, $1 a dozen, except for choice specimens, which
command fifty cents, or (,ven a dollar apiece ; calla lilies, 25
cents each ; smilax, 30 cents a yard ; heliotropes, carnations,
bouvardia and other small flowers, about 50 cents a dozen ;
hand bouquets from $5 to $25, according to size and com
position ; table designs from $5 to $100 ; funeral designs
from $3 to $150.
For permanent house decorations, grasses, immortelle8
and pressed leaves are in great favor ; the most beautiful
grasses being the magnificent " pampas grass " plumes from
California, which sell from 50 to 75 cents each, or $1 a pair
for handsome specimens. Immortelles, of natural color and
dyed, are brought from France, but not in large quantities.
.. �., ..

PUTTING IN COAL.

We are in receipt of a letter from a correspondent in this
city regarding the annoyances to which householders are sub
jected in putting in coal during the winter season. When a
heavy snowfall blocks the streets, and coal carts cannot back
up to the coal shoots, the drivers often carelessly dump their
loads en the snow heaps, and quantities of coal are thus lost
by becoming imbedded in the snow.
The remedy which will at once suggest itself to many is
the adoption of the English system of delivering coal in sacks,
each containing a given amount, say 200 lbs. This, in Lon
don, is obligatory ; and in order to protect the purchaser
against short weight, wherdn, by the way, he is often woe
fully cheated by the system of delivery in vogue here, every
cart in which the sacks are carried is provided with scales,
so that the sacks may be weighed singly if the buyer makes
the demand. In England, however, this is regulated by
laws, and 3ny similar statutes we . do not possess. Hence
there is no way of compelling coal dealers to deliver their
coal in sacks ; and besides there yet remains the trouble of
emptying the bags into the cellar shoot. For this work, the
extortion would undoubtedly be as great as for shovelling
the coal by hand. Besides, the coal sacks must in some way
interfere with the profits of the business, judging from a
sign (now posted on a prominent thoroughfare in this city,
before the office of a dealer in the commodity) to the effect
that " coal will be delivered in 100 lbs. bags at 50 cents per
sack. " That is $10 per ton, or about double ruling prices
based on bulk delivery.
The best way, we think, to introduce a reform is to make
it profitable in a legitimate way to the persons on whom it
is to act. To this end, we suggest making the bags them
selves an article for sale ; and instead of using h�mp or
other cloth in their manufacture, use paper. There is no
question but that coarse brown paper can be made strong
enough to hold 100 lbs. of coal during its transit from yard
to cellar. Let this paper be well soaked in resinous material
and it will constitute a firstrate kindling, possibly as good
as the " fire lighters " of similar composition now sold. It
will only be necessary then to lift the filled bags from the
cart and toss them bodily down the shoot. Of course, it is
immaterial if they break while sliding into the cellar. Coal
thus transported would be protected from the weather, and
would obviate the necessity of moistening to prevent dust
while it was being deposited in the cellar ; and even if aban
doned by the cart driver on a snow bank, the coal would
hardly suffer the fate of our correspondent's fuel. We live
in an era of reform. It remains to be seen what enterprismg
coal dealer will adopt our suggestions.
.. .1' ..

Slate

Ro&fll.

A very economical system of slating buildings with large
slates is as follows : The rafters are placed at a clear distance
apart about 1 t inch less than the width of the slates. Down
the center of each rafter is nailed a fillet, thus forming a re
bate on each side, in which the edges of the slates rest, being
secured by black putty, or-as this looks smeary and uneven
-by a second fillet 2 inches wider than the first, nailed over
it so as to cover the edges of the slates and hold them down.
Each slate laps about 3 inches over the one below it. Only
half the number is required in this as compared with the or
dinary method of slating, and no boarding or battens are ne
c essary. -Notes on Building Oonstruction.
4.1 ...

IN our description of Mr. Guardiola's sugar evaporator, on
page 82 of our last issue, we stated that the apparatus is cal
culated to produce defecated juice from, say, 8° to 25°
Baume. It should read : "The apparatus is calculated to
produce, in about five minutes, syrup of about 25° Baume in
a continuous stream, from defecated juice of 8°," etc.
.. f et ..

A LAWSUIT has been commenced by one firm of pianoforte
makers against another, for damage caused by the latter's
misrepresenting the nature of the Centennial awards, and
claiming to have received a premium higher than that given
to any other maker.
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BOLAR PHOTOGRAPHS.
I ter. These masses are the result of violent actien taking ern the movements o f a solid body, whence i t follows that
Photography has proved an invaluable aid in the study of place occasionally in the interior of the sun. Sometimes we should regard it as a mass of fluids. The sun's rotation
solar physics. By its help astronomers now obtain pictures these actions are sudden ; at others they take place slowly, is accomplished in a mean period of 25 1-3 days ; and we
of sun spots accurate in all their details, of the different and sometimes their action is renewed from time to time ; cannot as yet explain whether this rotation affects the solar
phases of eclipses, and of phenomena of too short duration and the interior trouble, of which they are but the manifes atmosphere as well as the globe itself, for the interior regions
for the eye fully to appreciate. At the observatory of the tation, perseveres for a long period after their first appear are entirely hidden from us ; but we can cite an indirect
Roman College, Rome, Italy, Father Secchi photographs the ances. In fact, in a great number of instances, there is a proof which has some importance, although it appears at
sun daily by means of the instrument represented in Fig. 1 ; movement constantly going on, from the interior to the ex first to be a little singular.
Herr Hornstein. discussing the magnetic phe
and having carried on this operation for several
nomena observed at Prague, found in the movement
years, he is now possessed of a record of occur
of the magnetic needle a variation of which the pe
rences on the solar surface which has served as the
riod was 26 '33 days. On comparing it with cer
basis of many important conclusions regarding our
tain data, he attributed the phenomenon to the
luminary. By comparing these pictures, the period
magnetic influence of the sun ; and if we admit
icity of the spots has been determined ; and from
that the magnetic period above referred to is the
data thus obtained, astronomers have reached the
same as that of the solar rotation, we find that the
belief that the sun acts not merely as a center of at
sun turns on its axis in 24'55 days. Magnetic phe
traction and luminous source, but that it exercises
a potent effect on magnetic phenomena.
nomena thus give us Ii new idea of the period of
solar rotation, which differs from that which we
The engravings herewith given were reproduced
derived from study of the whole solar surface, but
from Father Secchi's photographs, in order to show
that astronomer's new work on the sun. Figs. 2, 3
which is similar to that formed on a study of the
sun's equatorial region.
and 4 show very perfectly the wavy, unequal, and
.- . .-.
------.
.----granulated surface of the sun, as exhibited by a tele
Inventions.
scope of high power. Fig. 2 represents the normal
Among the general public it is thought that great
condition of the surface projected (much magnified)
inventions are the result of what is called " lucky
on a white screen. Fig. 3 exhibits the granulations
hits, " and that chance has more to do with them than
with their interstices, observed directly. Fig. 4 is
brain work. It is undoubtedly true that the most
a facula on the surface thrown upon the screen.
wonderful inventions are the simplest, and that the
Fig. 5 is a photograph of a sun spot, showing its
truths on which they are founded appear obvious.
rounded form at the moment of complete devel
However commonplace some inventions may seem
opment ; and in Fig. 6 are several such spots, grouped
when they have become familiar to everybody's un
together.
derstanding, it must not be overlooked that for cen
The depth of the immense cavities forming the
turies their truths had lain concealed from the busy
spots is usually about one third the earth's diameter,
brain of man. If the real nature of great discovand never exceeds 4,000 miles. The cavities are by
eries is fairly considered, as well as the intellectual
no means empty, as the resistance which they offer
to the passage of luminous currents shows that they
processes which they involve, none can seriously
hold the opinion that such inventions have been the
are filled with more or less transparent vapors. They
are produced in the luminous exterior envelope of
effect of mere accident ; but, on the other hand, it
the sun-the photosphere-and are craters therein,
must be apparent that such soi-disant accidental dis
filled with dark vapors whieh cut off the light from
coveries never happen to ordinary men. We believe
that inventions dawn gradually on the contemplat
the lower strata. They are the result of vblent
ing mind ; a certain flxed idea becomes, step by step,
crises in the interior of the solar globe, which some
developed, by patiently weighing the pros and cons,
times take place over large areas with great rapid
Fig. 1.-SECCm'S SOLAR PHOTOGRAPHIC INSTRUMENT. until at last a sort of electric spark convulses the
ity : at other times they occur quite slowly, last for
0. considerable period, and are seemingly intermit
brain, momentarily sending a glow of joyful spasm to
tent in their violence. The material which composes the pe terior of the sun ; and this movement is shown to us by the the heart, and true genius is born to the world. -British Mail.
upheaval and the projection of the luminous matter, the lat
Fig. 2.
ter becoming visible under the form known to us as jacula.
CiRNITHOLOGICAL DEFORllITIES.
But generally, if we study the luminous masses which are seen
Mr. W. B. Tegetmeier, a naturalist whose writings on
as spots, we find that they are comparable to vaporous clouds ornithology are widely studied in Europe, asserts that the
suspended in a transparent medium. The currents and the struggle for life finds one of its best examples in the malfor

mations which are occasionally found in animals of different
species. A whale has been known to hurt its lower jaw so
that it could not close its mouth ; yet it lived and thrived,
and when killed it was in excellent condition. He also
states that he has in his possession the head of a salmon
which weighed 12 1bs. , of which the upper jaw had been en
tirely torn off. Yet it lived, and attained a fair average de
velopment. In birds, too, such deformities are not uncom
mon ; and our engraving shows two remarkable instances.

Fig. 3.

particles of the photosphere are driven towards the center of
the spots, where they dissolve and cease to be luminolls.
They are often seen suspended at different heights in the
solar atmosphere ; and frequently the higher ones hide the
lower from our view.
Solar spots are principally seen on two zones parallel to
the sun's equator, one on each side of it, between 10' and
Fig. 6.

30° of latitude. The rotation of the sun was discovered by
the displacement of these spots ; but it is remarkable that.
this rotation is not similar on all points of the sun's surface.
The angular speed is greatest at the equator, and diminishes
numbra of the spots, and the cloudy bridges which cross or as the degrees of latitude augment in numb�r. The sun does
float over the dark portion are masses of photospheric mat- not revolve according to the laws which we suppose to gov-

The first specimen is the head of a hen pheasant, of which
the upper mandible is so curved that it has eleft the lower
mandible in half, and grown down so as to cause the bird to
die of starvation. The second instance is that of a starling,
of which the lower mandible grew to an inordinate length.
The reason of this prolongation cannot be found in any nccessity for it ; for the bird uses its beak simply to dig for
worms in soft earth, and the pl'olongment was formed en
tirely of a species of hom. In caged birds, such formations
can be accounted for, as the captives do not employ their
bills as they do in their native state. Sometimes the pro
tuberance has been clipped off, but it rapidly grows again.
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A TRACTILE POWER ECONOJUZER.

It is well known that any effort of traction applied to a
rigid non-flexible object is much more arduous than if applied to an elastic body. Thus a carriage hung on springs
is easier to draw than one Rot so suspended, yet of like
weight. Herr Schermann, a German engineer, has lately invented an apparatus which ae applies, to the collar of a
horse, for example, on each side and attaches to it the traces.
It consists of an iron cylinder filled with disks of rubber
alternating with disks of sheet Iron. Through the whole
passes a rod having a hook at each extremity of the apparatus. When strain is brought on either end of the rod, the
rubber is compressed, and hence the device scrves
as an elastic medium to pull against. The in·
ventor has made experiments which are said to
show an economy in fatigue and tractile power of
17 per cent during travel ann of 20 per cent in
starting the load.
[The foregoing, translated from Le8 Monde8,
offers another instance of an American invention
advertised abroad as the production of some
foreign scientist. The same device was patented
here, January 18, 1876, by Mr. August J. Peters.
Its construction will be clear from the annexed engraving, in
which C is the elongated eud of the trace hook, entering the
cylinder which contains alternate disks of rubber and metal
as already described. B is the link whereby the device i
connected to the trace chain. If the invention is so econo·
mical of power as above intimated, it is worth examination
by street car owners and others using horses for severe
work.-Ens.]

two shoulders on the stirrup, and is so mounted that it can
not prevent the valve from rising.
For marine purposes Mr. Melling adopts an arrangement
in which a pair of valves are mounted on the same branch
seating. The valves are loaded by means of the two springs,
one at each end of the crossbar, and the tension of the springs
is regulated by means of nuts on the screw studs at the bottom, or in place of the springs two ordinary spring balances
are used ; in either case the springs are out of the direct current of the eRcaping steam. The valves when locked up are
eased from their faces by the double lever and double cam.
We are informed that a number of these valves are now in

This useful invention costs only a few cents ; and when once
used, it becomes a household necessity.
• ••• •

Persian

Petroleum.

Mr. Churchill, an English consul, states that for hundreds
of years naphtha has been extracted by the natives from
the pits at Baku, Persia, and the quantity underground ap
pears to be unlimited. At the present moment a well eighty
one feet deep is shown that was dug by the Persians when
they were masters of the country 200 years ago. In sum
mer, when gases are generated in the bowels of the earth,
the naphtha is thrown up in jets, some reaching 100 feet in
height above the soil ; it then runs to waste, as no
means have as yet been deVIsed to collect such
large quantities of this oil. While at Baku Mr.
Churchill visited the wells situated on the plateau of Balakhana. Strings of high-wheeled
carts were met going to and coming from the
wells, conveying in raw skins naphtha to the
town. The first well we visited, says the writer,
was an artesian well 126 feet deep. It was bored
PETERS' POWER ECONOMIZER.
three years ago, and last year rendered from
16,000 to 20,000 poods of naphtha a day. At
use, and several very favorable reports of their perform- present, the demand having decreased, it only gives about
ances have been received. The need of such applianJes is 5,000 poods (a pood is 36 Ibs. in weight). A horse was employed in raising the oil by means of a pump. Each time
large, and is daily increasing.-Engineering.
this pump was set to work a jet of naphtha seven or eight
• ,., •
feet high and one foot in dhmeter came gushing out, and
The Latest Advertising Dodge.
This time it is a thoughtful financier in Vienna, who has kept on coming for some time. We next visited the well
invented an ingenious method of attracting people's atten- that was sunk by the Persians 200 years ago. With a look
tion to his lottery scheme. He watches the English news- ing glass to throw a sunbeam down it, the naphtha is seen
. , . , ..
papers, in which it is customary to print " births " with the working away at the bottom, some eighty feet below the sur
DIPROVED SAFETY VALVES.
usual notices of " deaths " and " marriages, " and carefully face, like a troubled sea.
We annex engravings of a safety valve designed and pat registers the address of each happy mother. In due time
In the close neighborhood of these two wells has been
ented by Mr. J. W. Melling, of Birkett Bank, Wigan, Eng the parent receives a letter (Photo-lithographed) worded thus : formed a lake of pure naphtha, fully a quarter of a mile in
land, the special feature of this valve being the arrangement " Dear Madam : Having read in the --- the happy event circumference and twelve feet deep. It is calculated to hold
adopted to secure a large discharge area. This increase of which lately took place in your family, I beg (although a per- millions of poods of naphtha that has r,un to waste, and has
discharge area as compared with ordinary valves is due partly fect stranger to you) to congratulate you with all my heart, now become worthless. In the year 1874 upwards of 180
to the increase of lift and partly to there being two openings and to add my wishes that the little offspring may become a manufactories were at work in the outskirts of Baku ; but
through which the escape of steam can take place. The in source of great pleasure and comfort to the parents. * * owing to the enormous competition of American petroleum,
creased rise is obtained by providing a larger area for the It has been for many years the custom on the Continent to many of the smaller manufactories have been compelled to
steam to act on when the valve is blowing off than when it endow the little helpless child who enters this world with a shut up.
is closed. This will be seen Dn reference to the sections fair chance of life in a pecuniary sense of the word. It is
The two largest manufactories are those of Mr. Mirzayoff
Figs. 1 and 2. When blowing off, the steam that passes the almost the universal practice to lay aside for the baby an in- and Messrs. Kokoroff & Co. , at Surakh Khana, a spot situ·
inner face, B, acts with effect on the additional surface pro terest-bearing firstrate Government bond, which also stands ated five miles from Balakhana, and eight miles and a
vided by the part, C, on the valve. The width of the space the chance of obtaining a large premium prize of thousands half from the town. This spot was chosen on account of the
left between this par!,
economy of fuel, as gas
F t c 3.
C, and the top of the
issuing out of the S'lf
boss on the seat deface is used in lieu of
termines what amount
coal or naphtha. There
of increase in pressure
is at Surakh Khana the
the valve will allow bewonderful sight of
fore rising to its full
green fields with wav
height ; for instance, if
ing corn, in the midst
a valve was loaded to
of which the removal
commence blowing at
of a foot or two of
60 Ibs. , it would act
earth will reveal a jet
something like an ordi
of gas that will raise
nary valve until the
an e�ormous blaze if
pressure
r e a c h e d,
set on fire. It is here
say 62 Ibs. , when it
that the Hindu monas
would rise at once
tery of fire worship
to its full height ; but
pers is established,
if the escape wa�
where a tongue of
made wide it would al
flame is perpetually
HELLING'S IMPROVEMENTS IN SAFETY VALVES.
low the pressurs to rise
kept up. But if these
to 63 Ibs. or 64 Ibs. beestablishments have the
fore going to its full height, which is, when loaded by dead of pounds." Then the financier encloses prospectus of the advantage of cheap fuel, the position of Surakh Khana,
weight, about equal to the width of the orifice in the seat, -.- loan of the year 1870, descants on the opportunity of away from the naphtha wells and at a distance from the
so that the area given for discharge is as much as is required the young one's winning £10, 000, and thoughtfully adds a town, increases the cost of transport, and consequently adds
by that orifice. In addition to the outer discharge, there is blank application for the mother to fill out, which last she is to the cost of the article produced. The buildings, more
the inner one that is equal to from 30 to 40 per cent of requested to please " return together with the needful cash. " over, erected by Mr. Mirzayoff are too palatial for practical
the outer one, and the combined areas amount to six or eight
A somewhat similar advantage of family increase was purposes. There may be said to be four distinct operations
times as much as would be given by the ordinary kind of once taken by an enterprising porter brewer of London, who in the development of this trade : 1st, the extraction of the
valve of the same Quter diameter, when working with pres advertised porter for nursing women. New mothers invari naphtha from the earth ; 2d, its conveyance to the refining
sures over 50 lbs. per square inch.
ably received circulars and full information concerning the manufactories ; 3d, its refining processes ; and 4th, its trans
It will be seen that the discharge from the outer face is beverage.
port and its disposal in the markets of Russia .
. , . , ..
uninterrupted, whilst the inner discharge gives these valves
The qU:1ntity of naphtha extracted at the wells is regulat.ed
A Woman's Invention.
an additional advantage when used as reducing V'alves,
by the demand, as there seems to be an unlimited supply of
where the difference required in the pressures is small. Mr.
All lovers of good toast will be interested in the following the raw material. Forty wells produced in 1874 upwards of
Melling's valves also overcome the objection to spring load useful bread toaster, the invention of Mrs. A. C. Harris, of 4,000 ,000 poods, besides the quantity that ran to waste. The
ing, as the increasing resistance of the spring is compensated Granville county, N. C. It is not p atented, and can be made means employed in the extraction are in some cases most
for by the additional area that is provided for the steam to by all ;Vho wish to u se it. It is made by taking a piece of primitive and clumsy, and it is ollly within the last three or
.
,
act upon. These valves also differ from the ordinary safe sheet Iron or heavy tIll, ab out 18 inches square, and turning four years that the process of boring has been resorted to,
ty valves, as the lift is as great with high as with low pres'
up the edges so as to form a and wells are even now dug in the ordinary fashion at great
sures of steam.
shallow tray, to give sufficient expense. Then, again, while fuel exists in abundance on the
The lift of the valve shown in Fig. 1, when loaded by dead
stiffness to tbe sheet. A num- spot, few steam engines are used, and those which are employed
weight, is self'regulating, as the st.eam lifting the valve has first
ber of V-shaped openings are are not of the best. A recent visitor did not !lee a single
to pass through the orifice in the seat, but with Fig. 2 the
now made in regular order centrifugal pump in use. After that the carting of the naph
lift has to be limited. These valves may be so proportioned
across the botton::. ; and the tha is both clumsy and expensive. The carts are not calcu
as to give a large discharging area with a smaller loaded or
tongues of the \i 's are turned lated to carry more than twenty-five or thirty poods each,
lifting area, which makes them specially valuable when used
up at right angles to the sheet. and they require a horse and a conductor for every one sepa
as combined low water and high pressure valves.
These sharp points are to hOld rately. There is a vast field for economy in this, if in no
Fig. 3 shows the simplest and most direct mode of loading
,lices of bread pressed upon thing else, and various plans have been suggested for the
for stationary boilers, the weights being carried by the cross
them. A short piece of stout transport of the raw material to the manufactories ; sOlJle are
. bar or stirrup, the socket of which fits loosely on the end of
wire hinged to the back serves for the establishment of a tramway, others of a railway with
the valve spindle.
as a prop to · hold it at any angle to the fire. After placing sUitable tanks to hold the oil, while a third party insists upon
Fig. 4 is a representation of a spring-loaded valve in which the slices of bread in position, by pressing them on the the laying down of an iron pipe through which the naphtha
the spring fits round the body of the seat, and at the top is points, the toaster is set up on the hearth before an open fire, would, by gravitation, find its own way to the lower level of
held at each side by the hooked ends of the crossbar or stir where the bread soon a�sumes a rich brown color, and then the town. These two last mel,hods are used successfully
rup, whi ch rests on the valve ; at the bottom it is held by the the slices should be revel"!led. If the lower part should in Pennsylvania for much longer dil!ltances, and · it is only
projections on the collarll that fit round the screw studs by brown before the upper, the t oast er can be turned upside by the use of such plans that the Baku petroleum can possi
which the tension is regulated. The ea$ing lever bears agains� down, and so. bring the. underdone bread nearest the fire, bly compete with the petroleum of the United States.
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cation, study, energy, etc., to be used as levers whereby to
lift themselves as far as possible and as quickly as possible
from the position of the workman. Now since success is
A New Object-Finder Cor Microscopes.
thus pointed out as consisting in not making skill in a handi
To the Editor of the SeientijW Ameriean :
craft the objective point : and since a large majority of those
Enclosed I send you a sketch and short ue�criptloll of a
who learn a trade must of necessity remain workmen, the
'
finder for minute microscopic objects, a little l1clvice of Illy
advice, per se, is valueless to the greater part of those to
own, which has worked so well that I thought it mig:"t be
whom it is tendered, and is therefore, upon general princi
useful to others.
ples, bad. What young man starting out with the determi
A represents a microscopic slide in situ against the stop,
nation to achieve that which he is taught is success in life,
B, of the stage, supposed to contain a diatom, perhaps sev
and bending every energy to that end, can help feeling, when
eral. C is a brass pin with the rake, I" D, firmly fastened
after a number of years of toil he finds himself still working
thereto. T .ilis pin is to be inserted into a little post fixed on
with his tools, that his life has been a failure ? And how
the back part of the stage ; or where tile bar of the micro
many of us pause to think of the disappointment and indif
scope always sustains the same relation to the stage, this pin,
ference that such a feeling must produce in the mind of a
with a little modification of the stem, ]', of the rake, can be
thoughtful man ? Now where is the justice, not to say the
inserted into a hole in the bar, thus avoiding the post. The
philosophy, of a doctrine which thus compels, by force of
collar on the pin, at C, always brings tlle finder to the same
circumstances, most of those to whom it is addressed to make
position, laterally, and, being fixed to the rake, F D, always
a failure in life?
has the same position longitudinally .
The striving of workmen to rise out of the ranks undoubt
Having found the object on the slide and brought it into
edly raises the general standard of excellence, and the best
the center of the field, ink the points of the finder and press
qualified to rise are almost sure to do so. Both these premises
them on the label. This registers the position of the object
may be allowed ; but should not the many of those who have
at once ; and in case the slide contains several objects, this
raised that standard be entitled to some consideration and to
simple process can be repeated for each. Afterward, when
be accredited with a measure of success? If in the race to
wishing to find the same objects, put the finder in place in
govern others, a workman is outstripped, should he not be
the post or bar. and, adjusting the rake close to the paper,
able to turn to his tools and feel that he can earn with them
bring the dots under the points. The object can then be
a degree of success that his iellows will regard to be as
meritorious as that achieved in managing a shop or barter
ing the products of his skill ? It may be advanced that such
J.D.Miiller.
an idea of success would tend to destroy the ambition to rise ;
such, however, is not the case, bec:1use the incentive of per
sonal comfort and even the personal cleanliness incidental to
superior positions may always be relied upon to render such
positions desirable.
If we examine into the circumstances of the ninety and
nine, as the operative workmen may aptly be termed, we
shall find that success, that is to say, the financial success to
which men bow, is to them utterly unattainable through any
existing avenue except it be through piecework. The sys
tem of piecework is not, however, so largely introduced in this
country as it is in England ; and its benefits, both to employer
and employed, are not so well understood. Once let the workseen in the microscope. At E is another form for the rake, man see that it is to his advantage to work by the piece, and
D. A piece of brass, beve; ed to a thin edge, containing two the love of gain will make him independent of the arbitrary
semicircular openings, is substituted for the D part of the rules laid down by trades' unions, which have done so much
rake. To register an object, put a pencil in the openings to hinder men from rising in the social scale and to make
and make the dots. With a high power objective, if the ob- them dependent on the class to which they belong. The
'
' d1'
d 0f the d l' ffi cuIty of m
ject should be out of the field at first, it can soon be brought ninety and nine, 1'f once convmce
will fall back on what they COD sider the
vidual
progress,
into it by moving the stage so that the dots move around in
next b est thmg,
the protect'IOn afforded by the unI'ons" WhI'ch
O
the little circle, one half of. which is formed by the semicir.
.
d
t'
un
er
eXls
Ing
clrcums
I energies are
t ancea, are, whI' le the'r
cular openings. It will take no longer to do this than to find
. .
.
.
.
0 mamt ammg or Illcreaslllg the ex'stl
di
d
t
recte
1 ' ng rate of
the numbers each time: on a Maltwood finder.
.
wages
an
ot
er
no
I
1 able as are the laws
d
h
t
'11egaI ends, aS Jus t'fi
The following are some of the points in its favor : 1. Al1
h Iawyers and 0ther professI'onal gentle
the objects on the slide can be found without removing it, and usages by wh'IC
.
h
'
men
protect
t
eIr
IIIterests, or the agreements by which comthus avoiding the eontinuous changing, as with the Malt.
' ' s
wood finder. 2. It costs only about one fifth as much as a merC!'al. comb'Illat'IOns regulat e the pnc es of commodltIe .
' fference, however, b etween the two '. commerTh
h'
d
ere
IS
t
IS
I
Maltwood. 3. With decent usage, it is practically iude- .
.
' .
I
structible, wheI cas a slight accident or a careless move shat- Cia men may ach'Ieve success III lIfe IIIdependently of such
.
.
0
' ned by
ters the glass finJer ; and III such a case a new gl�ss finder IS comb'Illat'IOns and the extra measure f s uccess , attal
.
e ort to unnaturally advance the price of a comentirely useless until the whole collectIOn of slides are re- a combined
.
.
'
dIty
IS therefore far Iess excusable th an the effort to im"
registered, which in large collections would be no simpIe I mo
.
prove
a
career
wh'ICh, as everyday expen'en'ce proves , cannot
'
task. In case my finder IS lost, a new one can be constructe d
.
.
.
d
en
h
t
m
w
a
men
as a rule regard as a success I'n ll'fe , and
from one registered slide, which would be correct for aII.
.
such a career that 0f the workman must be con ceded to be.
4. With � or l obiee:tive, It works well.
F. L. BARDEEN.
J. R.
New York CI'ty.
Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N. J.

caliper compasses are used in order to maintain a due
thickness in the respective parts. In Germany and France,
where the manufacture of cheap violins is carried on to a
large extent, the backs and bellies are formed by steaming
and then compressing them in hot iron moulds. This is
done only for very cheap and toy violins, it being im
possible for an instrument with the back and belly so formed
to produce a good tone.
Rockland, Mass.
E. P. WHEELER.
Ideation In Utero.

To the Editor of the Seientijie American :
In answer to B. 's objections, I would say :
(1) Upon thinking a moment, it will readily appear to any
one that, the greater our experience in a certain branch or
subject, the more readily do we comprehend anything in
reference to it ; and the better we comprehend it, the better
and easier is it impressed upon our memory. For instance,
a child might read a few pages in a book, say of chemistry,
and lay it aside without remembering a word of it, simply
because its experience on this subject is not sufficient to en
able it to comprehend what it reads.
But if the book con
tained stories, or some other such reading, which the child's
exp_rience allowed it to understand, it might remember the
several pages for a long time afterwards. Hence experience
lays the foundation for comprehension, and comprehension
is the great and deep impresser of our memories.
Now if the mind of the mother has connection with and
influence over that of the embryo (as it no doubt has), any
thing which should strongly affect her mind might implant
an impression upon its mind which would be deeper and hence
more lasting than any conveyed there during the first few
months after birth, when its experience, and therefore com
prehension, is small and insignificant. This may seem in
congruous ; but if such strange cases of recognition of locali
ties as you mention in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN for January
27th, 1877, do occur, this, it seems to me, is the only way to
account for them.
(2) B. must remember that we are all twins in one sense
that is, we have two brains (lobes), arms, legs, etc. ; but all,
however, supplied with one set of vital organs. Hence they
bear a closer relation to each other than did the Siamese
twins, but yet they are capable of acting independent of each
other. In both cases, though, neither was born of the other.
H. M. S.
Philadelphia, Pa.
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To the Editor oj the Seientijie American :
In reading the accounts of the too frequent r ailroad disasters, I cannot avoid thinking that many of thcm might in
part be prevented. In cases of a locomotive being thrown
off the track by a broken rail, axle, or wheel, or of an obs truction on the track, an open bridge draw, or a broken bridge,
the whole train is dragged to destruction because there is no
mode of uncoupling quickly enough to ensure safety. This
evil should be remedied, and directly.
The connection between tender and cars should couple automat i cally, and be
readily uncouplEld under all ordinary conditions ; and in
cases of the engine or other portion of the train being thrown
from the track by any of the common or uncommon causes,
it should disengage automatically, thereby preventing much
damage and loss of life.
In cases of collisions of cars being thrown from the track,
it frequently occurs that an auxiliary in the shape of fire is
on hand to join in and complete the general misery and de
struction. Why not avoid this horror b� making t::e cars
of steel or iron, using as little as possible of combustible ma
terial in building and fitting up, both inside and out ? I have
no do""t if the ingenuity of inventors should be encouraged
bv ro,il " o9,{; companies, and strongly endorsed by the travel
mg public, and more especially by the press, plans and
models would be brought out, which, if followed up and
tried, would solve the problem, and save much property
from destruction and many valuable lives.

Stratford, Conn.

TRUMAN HOTCHKISS.

Succe8s In LICe.

To the Editor of the ScientijW American:
I never could understand why a workman should be pre
cluded from making what is known as a success in life.
Our young men are constantly told that success lies in appli-
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To the Edttor of the 8ewntijW A merwan :
Your last Issue contal�s an altIcle s�ggestmg, as a safeguard for dangerous bridges, the bracmg of two or four
.
.
wire cables tightly drawn under each span. The 1'dea IS a
. .
.
.
good one ; but It IS often the case that the truss bndge, whICh
is the form generally to be so aIded, IS above naVigatIOn, and
.
the deflection necessary to the strength of the cables could
.
.
not therefore be allowed. Even If thiS difficulty were over'
.
by attachlllg the cables to the tops of the end posts 0f
come,
,
. . .
.
.
.
.
the truss and hmltlllg their deflectIOn to Its heIght, the ob.
.
. .
jection remaills that a faulty proportIOn of straills IS communicated through the truss from the supports 0f the cabI es.
If, therefore, ��bles are to be added, they must be supple
mented by additIOnal posts and chord. The expense attending this safeguard would be far greater than that necessary
.
to render the bndge safe at first.
.
.
I would suggest that the ments and cholC� 0f a bn' dge
"
.
should be in all cases determmed by the chief engmeer, and
not limited by a board of directors, who may be ignorant of
.. I ' . •
Something on Vlolin8.
the principles of bridge construction and who have no real
responsibility, although the engineer may declare the strucTo tlw Editor of the SeientijW American :
H. V. HINCKLEY.
I notice that some of your correspondents ask as to what ture to be unsafe.
Marston's Mills, Mass.
purpose the twofold division of the back and belly of a violin serves. Some makers are inclined to the beloi.ef that it
====
gives the instrument a better tone, but this I do not think is
The New President oC Dartmouth College.
the . reason that it is d one . for some of the finest violins which
In consequence of declining health. the venerable Asa D.
Joseph Guarnerius ever made had whole backs. My opinion
Smith, D. D., LL. D., has resigned the presidency of Dart
is that it is because the wood can be used to better advantage mouth College after fourteen years' active and faithful ser
this way than it could if the back and belly were made
vice. The trustees of the college have passed resolutions
whole. To give you a clearer idea, I will illustrate the two
very complimentary to the retiring president, and this is
mo des of cutting the log :
simple justice ; for no officer of any educational institution
Fig. 1 represents the mode of cutting the log to get the ever worked more assiduously or accomplished greater re
back in two pieces, the piece which is separated from the sults in raising its standard, or was more successful in ob
log being afterwards divided. Fig. 2 shows the method of
taining funds for carrying on its work, than the wise and
obtaining the whole back or belly. It will thus be seen that,
good Dr. Smith, who labored so long and so earnestly for
,
Dartmouth College.
While we join the trustees in regretting the necessity of
Dr. Smith's retirement, we congratulate them on their wise
selection of a successor in the person of Rev. Samuel C.
Bartlett, D.D. , who was elected president of Dartmouth
College a few days ago. Mr. Bartlett graduated in the class
of 1836, and was once tutor in the college, afterward pastor of
the Congregationalist church at Monson, Mass. , and was for six
years since Professor of Intellectual Philosophy and Rhetoric
at the Western Reserve College in Ohio. He IS now Pro
by dividing the log as in Fig. 2, we could get but four backs fessor of Sacred Theology at the Chicago Theological Semi
at the most, therefore most of it would be wasted ; while by nary, where he has been for eighteen years. Prefessor Bart
the method adopted in Fig. 1 the whole can be used, which lett is one of the ablest men in the West, and hiS influence
IS a great advantage where one has a fine log to cut. The has been felt all over the country. His published addresses
two pieces are glued together with the edges that were next ate numerous, and he IS a vigorous contributor to several
to the bark inwards ; the under side is planed flat, and ' the leading journals.
We'have known both the retiring and incoming presidents
upper or outside is planed down somewhat like the roof of a
house, that is the highest in the center and sloping gradually for a quarter of a century, and the clti;;:,ens of New Hamp
towards the edges. The form is then scooped or worked out shire can rely upon the success of their cohege a s long as
to the taste of the artist. in doing which a pair of double they have such men as eitller at its head.
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PRACTICAL IIEClIAlUDI.
BY JOSHUA BOSE.

NEW SERIEs-No. XX .

PATTERN MAKING.

Economy in timber and in the cutting must be studied as
much in the core box as in the pattern ; hence, when the pat
tern is of such a size af> to render it economical to build it in
pieces, it will be equally desirable to build the core box in like
manner. For the bend itself, however, it is scarcely necessary to
spe!tk, for the core can be made with a simple contrivance ;
whereas the building of a half box, though not offering any
elements of difficulty, demands so much labor in the cutting
out, compared with the extra labor devolving upon the core
maker employing the contrivance referred to, that such boxes
are for large work seldom or ever constructed. We proceed,
therefore, to describe the contrivance with which the core
maker is usually supplied. It is applicable to all sizes where
loam cores are used : but the core box is preferable when its
construction involves no great outlay.
Having determined upon the size of the core from end to
end of the prints, we proceed to make a pattern from which
one or two iron plates may be cast.
Upon these plates the
core, in separate halves, is made and dried. The plates are
generally about ! i}lch thick, and of such a width as to leave
a small margin around the core to support what is called the
strike. In Fig. 141, P represents the plate, 0 the core, and

S the strike : this latter is cut from a piece of board from !
to 1 inch thick, the semicircular hole cut in it being the size
of the required core. The grain of the wood may run in the
direction of the arrow.
It is strengthened, if necessary, by
the two battens shown in Fig. 141 a, at B B.
The edges of
the semicircle are beveled off, which causes the strike to
work more smoothly and correctly over the composition
forming the core.
A few Hat-headed tacks should be driven into the surfaces
of the strike that come into c :mtact with the iron plate, so as
to prevent the wood from wearing rapidly awfl,y, and thus
altering the shape of the core and causing. it to be oval. The
core maker places upon the iron plate enough material to
make the core, and, taking the strike, places it so that the
edge or shoulder, A in Fig. 141 a, contacts with the edge of
the plate. He then sweeps the strike over the material ; the
semicircle leaves the core upon the plate, and sweeps off the
surplus material, the sweeping process being completed until
the perfect half core is formed. In Fig. 141 a, P represents
the plate, S the sweep, and 0 the material or core, the figure
being an .end view, and the tacks referred to being shown so
as to mark their location.
We have .hitherto treated of building patterns of such size
that they could be made out of the solid ; it often happens,
however, that the pattern maker is required to build up 0.
pattern by what is called staving or lagging. As an example
of this kind of work, let it be required to stave up a pipe, 18
inches diameter inside, with 1 inch thickness of metal. We
proceed by taking a clean board and drawing on it the line,
A 0, in Fig. 142 ; and then we describe upon it the semi.

circle, A B O (for we will suppose the pattern to be made in
halves), of the required finished size of the pattern, the shrink
age being allowed for. This semicircle we divide off into as
many equal parts as it is intended to have staves ; and we
next draw radii from the points of division to the center of
the semicircle. We then take any one of these divisions, of
which there are six shown in Fig. 142, and draw the line, E
F, parallel to an imaginary line joining the points of division,
o D.
The distance of the line, E E', from the arc is the
amount allowed for the lathe turning, say, in this case, l
inch. We next draw the line, G H, parallel to E F, and the
figure, E F G H, is the exact size and form required for each
stave. From the center, Q, we then describe a semicircle
passing through the points, G H, and cutting each of the
radii, and by joining all these points, we form the half poly-

�mtritlu.

gon shown by the whole figure.
This shows the exact size
and shape of the disk to which the staves are to be fixed. In
Fig. 142, this whole process is drawn twice, showing thick
staves and thin ones, from 1 to 6 representing the thick, and
from 7 to 12 the thin, staves ; while 13 represents the disk of
wood.
The thin staves are to form the body of the pipe ;
but when it is desired to have the points solid with the body,
we must use the thick staves. The first procedure is to pre
pare the requisite number of disks, making them of the form
shown ; and some patterJl makers do this by turning the
disks and then flattening them 'off to form the sides of the
polygon. But when a band saw is accessible, the turning is
unnecessary ; and we may simply draw them out and saw
:1lmost to the line, allowing, say, -h inch for finishing. Each
half disk should be pegged to its mate, and a template, like
the figure, E F G H, is useful in preparing the staves and
verifying their sizes. To prepare the staves, we cut out with
the rip saw the required number of pieces, a little wider than
E F in Fig . 142 ; or if there is a circular saw at hand, we use
it in preference, and it will save time to resaw the pieces to
give them the required bevel, which may be done by canting
the saw table.
In the absence of any provision for canting,
we may fix a packing piece to the table so as to elevate one
edge of the stave. After sawing, we plane the bevel edges
to correspond to the template; leaving just a shade of stuff to
allow for jointing the staves at a close fit together.
Having prepared the staves, we set up the pattern as fol
lows : On a planed board, the requisite number of half disks
are placed, perfectly in line with each other ; and the outer
ones must be at such a distance apart as to allow for turning
up the ends of the staves.
The intermediate disks, if any
(and they should occur about every 2 or 21 feet), are to be
distributed at equal distances in the space that intervenes.
These disks we then fix temporarily to the board, paper
being laid at the ends of the disks to catch the surplus glue.
The staves are glued and each screwed with one screw to
the disk. The boring of the stave to receive the screw should
be performed before applying the glue, and the head of the
screw should be well sunk beneath the surface, so as to admit
of a wood plug being glued in on top of it. First a hole is
bored in the stave, a little larger in size than the head of the
screw, and nearly as deep as the screw head is to be sunk ;
for in tightening the screw, the head will be sure to be driven
i 01' i inch deeper than the hole is bored-that is, providing
the material is a soft wood, as is usually the case. The stave
is now to be completely pierced with a hole just fitting the
plain part of the screw. If it is larger, the head of the screw
will sink deeper ; while, if it is smaller, a thread will be cut in
it by the screw, and it may prevent the stave from being
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templates, one for each of the pieces, marked from 1 to 5
respectively.
To obtain these templates, we draw the line,
o B ; and from the center, D, we describe the semicircle, 0
E F, representing the diameter of the half bend. We then
lay off the tiers from 1 to 3, as shown by the dott(ld lines ;
and to find the bend necessary for each respective piece, we
proceed as follows : Setting our compasses at a distance equal
to that between the center, from which our bend is struck
(B in Fig. 143), and the extreme outside of the piectl marked
I, we draw the quarter circle denoted by the dotted line, K.
Then setting our compasses from D to the inside of piece 1, .
we draw from the center, D, the quarter circle denoted by.
the dotted line, L. The space included between those quarter
circles, and denoted by I T, is the sweep for the piece 1 ; and
we may cut it out for use as a template wherefrom to mark out
piece 1. By setting the compasses in like manner for each re
spective piece, 2, 3, 4, and 5, we obtain the templates, 2 T to 5 T,
respectively, for use in marking out the pieces upon the board
from which they are to be sawn. In building the pieces up,
we lay those forming the lower tier on the plan previously
drawn out on the piece of board, putting them a little outside
the lines to allow for finishing. We then temporarily fix them
in that position, the faces being of course planed up.
We
now glue on the next tier.
It is well, however, to have a
semicircle made of a piece of thin wood and of the size of
that shown in Fig. 143, by 0 E Jr, which we may place up
right against the ends of the first tier as a guide in adjusting
the position of the second and succeeding tiers. The num-

ber of tiers is discretionary ; but it is well to have the top
piece comparatively thick, so that it shall not be liable to
curl, as it would be apt to do if the turning left it thin.
If
the j oints of the tiers are well surfaced and well glued, neither
nails nor screws will be needed. It is not compulsory to
make each layer a continuous piece, and it will save stuff to
make every alternate layer of two pieces ; but the bottom and
top layers are better if each be made in one piece.
,
It will be observed that this staving up a bend is both .
laborious and wasteful ; yet there are cases in which it be
comes imperatively necessary to make it in this manner. A
very common job of this kind is lagging up a steam pipe,
The pipe is usually covered
such as is shown in Fig. 144.
with felt or some other non-conducting material, and covered
round with mahogany or walnut.
Now it would be very
unsightly to have the joints in the bend out of line with
those on the straight part of the pipes. A hollow bend of
wood has therefore to be constructed, having in it the same
number of staves as there are for the straight pipe.
To get
out the pieces for such a bend, we proceed as illustrated in
Fig. 145, . in which there are shown 6 sections or staves, the
semicircle, G H, representing the required inside diameter of
the bend; whLe the semicircle, A E, represents the required
We then divide off one of the semicircles
outer diameter.
into the required number of divisions ; and we draw radii
and then form rectangles around each division or space re
presenting a stave, as shown by dotted lines in Fig. 145 at 2,
3, and 5. The method pursued in getting out these staves is
precisely similar to that pursued in building up in our last
example. In this case, however, as each stave is fitted to its
fellow, it should be held to its place by dowels-that is, small
pins of wire placed at frequent intervals, which will serve
instead of glue, which would not answer by reason of the
The disks upon which the bend
from the steam pipe.
heat
drawn to its place. The glue should be applied, and the
screw inserted while the glue is hot. I� is best to joint on a is built, and of which there should be at least three, are
stave back and front ; that is, at each end first, and to then merely temporary ; and therefore the staves are not to be
put in the middle or connecting stave, thus completing one
length of the staves, the top one being, preferably, the first
erected. In putting on the succeeding sta ves, each one should
be properly jointed to its fixed neighbor ; a little chalk being
rubbed on the fixed stave will show if its fellow bears or
joints properly. When one half of the pattern is finished,
we may dispense with the board, using the finished half in
its stead, and taking care to insert paper between the two to
prevent the glue from sticking them together.
In lagging up a branch for a T, the disk at one end should
be set back sufficiently far to allow for the part to be rut
away in fitting the branch to the body of the T, as explained
when treating that subject. This metliod of staving is that
regularly employed for cylinders, pipes, rollers, and similar fastened to th em except for convenience, so as to keep them in
jobs ; and though sufficiently simple for straight pieces, it position. For this purpose, a piece of paper with a little hot
becomes very complic ltted when applied to a bend. It is not, glue on each side should be placed between the stave and the
therefore, usual to stave up a bend. but to build it in the disk ; it will make a fastening sufficiently strong, if a little
manner illustrated in Fig. 143. The operation is to first draw pressure be applied during the drying. Neither nails, screws,
the bend in plan, of the full size, upon a board. Let B, in nor staples are admissible on this kind of job, as they would
Fig. 143, represent the center from which it is struck, the mar Ute appearance of the work when finished and
pian in this case being' a quarter circle bend denoted in Fig. polished. The two halves of the bend being completed, they
143 by the line, 0 D F, the line, G, and the seotions of a cir are made to go together with loose pegs-that is to say, pegs
cle, H and J. We have· decided to build up our pattern with that do not fit the holes tightly, as the dowels do. The halves
five pieces, an end view of the half pattern being denoted by should be held together by polished brass or plated bands ;
the circle, 0 E F, and the five pieces or layers being denoted and the neatness of the finished appearance will amply repay
by dotted lines, so that by adopting this method we show the the cost and trouble, for the polished wood forms a pleasing
plan and end view of the bend in one drawing. It would be contrast to the contents of an engine room, where almost
well now to cut out forms, in card or in very thin wood, as everything the eye can rest on is iron.
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IlIfi>ROVED cow MILKER.

We illustrate herewith a new cow.milking machine, which,
the inventor says, will do all that can be done in milking by
hand, faster and easier. It is a useful device, especially
where cows have sore teats or are hard milkers. It prevents
any loss of the milk through spilling, it renders milk or
straining pails unnecessary, and prevents entrance of dirt.
Finally, it can be easily manipulated by anybo dy.
The apparatus consists of a glass globe, A, sufficiently
large to contain the average yield of a cow at a milking. To
the top is cemented a metal cover, which is secured by a
pivoted bar and thumbscrew, B, so that all the pressure is
brought on the thumbscrew and not on the globe flange.
Connected with the globe by a flexible tube is the air pump,
C. Also rising from the cover are small pipes
which terminate in metal tips, which, as shown
in the illustration, are inserted in the teats. A
hard rubber holder or cut-off is made to fit over
the end of each tip ·after the flexible tube is adjusted so as to form an air-tight joint.
The mode of operation consists simply in forming a partial vacuum in the globe by the air
pump. The vessel is then suspended under the
animal by straps, or is placed upon the ground,
and the tips are inserted in the teats. The suction is then turned on, and the milk is drawn
from the bag into the chamber. By having several of these globes, While the attendant is emptying, exhausting, and applying one, others may
be kept in operation, and thus the milking of
several cows may be quickly accomplished.
Patented October 3, 187 6 . For further particulars, regarding rights, etc. , address the inventor,
Mr. Edward M. Knollin, Sandy Creek, Oswego
county, N. Y.
• ••• •
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I this long cut is a great advantage in straight work, and re- charge to think.

duces the number of strokes to cut the same length of
plate fully one third as compared with the ordinary geared
machines ; the knives also can be turned round, so as to cut
at right angles to center line of machine at an angle of 45 °
either way, or in a line with center line, thus enabling bars
of any length to be cut to the length required.
The drawback motion is self-acting ; and by means of
tapped rods and nuts, as shown on the punching end in the
engraving, the length of stroke, and consequently the consumption of water, can be regulated so as to be proportion·
ate to the thickness of plate punched or sheared.
The levers admitting the pressure and opening to exhaust
can either be worked by the man in front of the plate being ,

I

Butter.

It frequently happens that butter dealers and
butter manufacturers have a quantity of butter
which becomes rancid and unfit for sale, either
through improper handling or carelessness in its
manufacture. Such butter can be worked over
and be made to appear fresh by the following
method, communicated to the Ohio Farmer by a
Mrs. B. Smith : " In a perfectly clean water barreI, filled with water, put half a pound of alum and allow it
to stand until the impurities in the water have all settled to
the bottom of the barrel. Fill a large boiler half full with
the alum water ; heat as warm as the hand can bear-but not
boiling -and then add what butter the boiler will hold conveniently. Stir it thoroughly for fifteen or twenty minutes
and put the butter into a churn. adding one gallon of new
milk for each ten pounds of butter. Add butter coloring
enough to give a rich, yellow color and churn the whole.
When the butter is gathered in the churn add salt ; wash and
work it well, and it will hiwe the taste, smell, and appearance of fresh butter. It is hardly necessary to add that
wheIt hutter has been worked over in this way the sooner
it
.
is sold the better."
[The last assertion of the writer renders the value of the
recipe, which is otherwise reasonable, rather suspicious.EDs. ]
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KNOLLIN'S COW MILKER.
operated upon or from behind by the chain as shown. It
may be added that no stop motion is required in these machines, as the machine becomes stationary at any point of
stroke the moment the man working it releases the handle ;
and as the first impulse of a man on discovering_an error is
to do this, it is found to answer admirably, and to insure extremely accurate work.
The machine requires no foundation ; and as the pipes from
the main are all underground, the whoie space above and
round the machine is clear of belts, etc. , and thus the cranes
fixed on the machine itself can travel all round ; and the traveling crane overhead, which works the whole shop, has a
traverse clear of all belts, and over the Whole area of the
shop. The workmanship is of a very high order, and the
castings are an especially clean and well finished job. The
machine was manufactured by the Hydraulic Engineering
Company (Limited), Chester, England, and the results of its
preliminary working in their shops was most satisfactory to
all concerned. -Engineering, '

The greatest difficulty which the teacher
has to contend with is not in accustoming the pupil to re
peat the rules in grammar, arithmetic, and other studies,
but to induce him to reflect on the reason why the rules are
laid down, and why following the rule produces a correct re
sult : in other words, to teach the pupil to think. A corre
spondent, Mr. R. K. Slosson, reflects in the We8tern Rural
our thoughts on this subject in a somewhat lengthy article,
from which we make the following extracts :"
The world is indebted for nine tenths of its valuable
knowledge, its improvements anci progress generally, to men
EOnd women who have trained themselves to think in a sys
tematic and consecutive manner. No man has ever become
eminent in science, art, literature, or farming, who was not a
profound thinker-who did not well examine and
compare all the items pertaining to the subject':"
to know whether, in their various relations, they
sustain the principle which public opinion upholds as being true. It is not a very uncommon
thing that a principle has been enunciated by
men who have pet theories to support, and
where it is plain to a thinking, unbiased mind;
that some of the important items of the theory
are in direct antagonism to the principle, and
therefore false ; or otherwise, the principle itself
has no foundation in truth.
The earlier, consistent with health, that youth
learn to think, the more m98<ive and powerful will be the brain in maturity-the better
prepared will be the mind to shed a glow of interest and happiness on all around, and fill itself
with an intense sense of enjoyment unknown to
the undisciplined mind. This process of thinking should be systematized, so that the mind can
bend its energies in full force on one point at a
·
time, and after having examined in this manner
the whole ground, the facts elicited can be classified, managed, and put in a position to be easily
understood and appreciated, because they are
forcibly and logically brought to bear. If you
once acquire the ability to concentrate the mind,
so as not to be diverted from the main question
or object in view, you have made a long stride in
the right direction, and the vigorous use of individuality, comparison and causality will be pretty certain to enable you to reach satisfactory and demonstra
tive ones.
To assist yourselves very materially you need specially to
cultivate memory ; and we believe this can best be done by
the association of things and ideas. If you wish to retain
an idea, you have only to specify in your mind a familiar
idea, analogous in some particular to the one you wish to
remember ; so all you have to do is to recall the familiar idea
and the new one immediately ll ops into your mind. A little
practice in this way will convince you of its utility, and re
member the longer you practise a thorough analysis of the
subjects submitted to your investigation, the more speedy,
perfect and satisfactory will be your work. We believe,
therefore, that all high schools should have a professor
whose business shall be to teach pupils to think, and even
our common school law should require elementary instruction in the science of thinking.
• ••, •

Carbonic Acld
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The powerful hydraulic punching and shearing machme
A German chemist has made a long series of careful ex
The Young Should be Taught to Think.
periments to ascertain the quantity of carbonic acid given
we illustrate this week forms part of an entire plant of · hy
We have often suggested in our columns the importance off in respiration and perspiration by different animals.
draulic machine tools on Mr. Tweddell's well known system
at the French Government dockyards, at Toulon. M. Ber of parents and teachers drilling the young people under their From among his most important conclusions printed in the
,Journal of the Ol�ernical Soci
rier Fontaine, of the engineerety, we select a few which ap
ing staff at Toulon, having
pear worth wider notice. In
gone into the Whole question
of economical working very
proportion to their weight,
closely, furnished the paten
the largest quantity of car
tee with his requirements and
bonic acid is given off by
birds-mammals come next
the general arrangement of
and worms, amphibia, fishes,
the shops ; and when we state
and snails form another group
that there is a 50 horse power
in which the excretion of car
pumping engine to force wa
bonic acid is much smaller ;
ter into two accumulators.
each 20 feet stroke and loaded
of these, worms give off
the most, and snails the least.
to 1,500 lbs. per square inch,
Those that live in water give
the extensive nature of the
off more carbonic acid to the
application is apparent.
air than they do to the water ;
The Whole machine weighs
and young animals more than
about 28 tons.
Although
old ones.
Experiments with
shown as one combined m!J.o
chine, there are really two
colored light show that un
entirely separate tools, and
der the green and yellow more
. no breakdown in the one af·
carbonic acid is excreted than
fects the other ; or, if desired,
in ordinary daylight ; and on
they can at any one time be
comparing light and dark
placed apart if required for
ness, it was found that much
the better working of t he
less carbonic add is given off
shop, or, as is often done, to
during the night than during
bave a third cylinder inserted
the day. Among the rays of
for angle bar shears. The
differently colored light, the
machine will punch 1i inch
milk-white and blue rays
holes in 1 t inch plate at a discome next to the green and
yellow in activity ; and the
tance of 5 feet from the edge,
.
red and violet are the least acand it shears 1t inch plates 5
tive of all the hues of the
feet from the edge, taking at
each cut a length of 1S· inches ;
spectrum.
HYDRAULIC PUNORmG 1IIAORmE.

FAIENCE WARE.

The term faience is properly applied to pottery which is
decorated on the surface by an enameling process after the
object is made and partly baked. The name is derived from
Faenza, in Italy, where decorated pottery was made in the
sixteenth century ; and although for a long time it was given,
in France, to porcelain and china, such use must be
considered erroneous. M. F. de Lasteyrie, in writing
on the subject, states that forty years ago hardly any
one in France was acquainted with this beautiful ware.
Porcelain, which alone was used on the tables of the
wealthy, enjoyed all the popularity ; and faience was
hardly reckoned in the same category as its more rc ·
fined relative, and was found, chiefly in cheap win(
shops, etc. , in the form of plates and dishes of white
color coarsely ornamented with military and other subjects printed on the ware by a kind of lithographic process. However, as taste developed and specImens of old
pottery were studied, it was found that the art of Palissy and Lucca della Robbia was not without its uses,
and that those great men did not give their lives to
the perfection of processes merely for the enrichment
of the collections of curiosity seekers. Now faience
ware occupies the attention of the best manufacturers
of ceramic art objects ; and in France, where the re
vival of taste is most marked, the enameled pottery pro
cesses are being used in the production of the finest
works of art. But the details of the old processes were
not known ; and the potters had chiefly to depend on
the study of objects in museums for the means of car
rying out their ideas. Soon, however, the art made great
strides, and faience ware became common in the better
class of houses and was accessible to men of moderate
means.
Among the manufacturers and artists who brought
about this result were Count Adalbert de Beaumont,
a gentleman whose taste had been formed by study of
the art in the East, and M. Collinot, a potter who spent
many years in the study of enamels and in attempting
to rival tho works of the old masters. Our engravings,
selected from the pages of La Nature, show two speci
mens from the atelier of M. Collinot ; and it may be in
teresting to know how such superb vases, 8 or 10 feet
in height, are produced, the enameled decorations
being in inalterable colors.
The clay suited to the potter's art has one of two origins :
it is either deposited by a decantation process or is a volcanic
formation. The first is either marl or fuller's earth ; and
when baked, it possesses a rough surface to which the
enamel adheres. If the ware is polished a little
too much, the enamel sooner or later chips off.
The clays of igneous origin, however, formed
from felspar, quartz, sand, etc., take the enamel
by the fusibility of their surface and form with
it a homogeneous whole ; but, unfortunately,
they are very difficult to work and to bake, and
the Qomogeneity will vary in different parts of the
same vase or other article. These difficulties
have to be overcome by mixin� the clay so that
the enameled surface shall be uniform all over
when the ware is withdrawn from the oven ; a
rather difficult problem, as it will be acknow
ledged when it is remembered that the conditions
are never alike in two instances. But when the
proportions of the ingredients are once settled,
and the vase is formed, it is coated with a prelim
inary glaze of salt and sand, or frit, as it is
termed in the trade ; and a first baking yields a
true biscuit ware, with a surface having an affin
ity.for the enameling materials with which it is
to be treated. But in mixing the clay, it must
be borne in mind that all oxides of iron must be
excluded, as their presence is fatal to the bril
liancy and purity of nearly all the enameling
colors. The forming of the vases is done by the
potter's wheel and by moulding, two memlOds
which are almost as old as the human race.
The enamels in relief are sometimes apt, when
subjected to the intense heat of the furnace, to melt
and spread over the adjacent parts of the surface,
making the design appear smeary and devoid of
sharpness. The Egyptians and Chinese avoided
this by using· a kind of cloisonnage ·process, the
term signifying " partitioned work. " . It is ex
tremely expensive, but gives great durability and
permanence to the ornamentation, especially
when employed, as it frequently is, on metal.
Messrs. de Beaumont and Collinot used a simple
and rapid method of doing this work, which is
one of the most curious discoveries of the mod
ern ceramic art. The design is outlined on the
object with a brush dipped in a mixture of cop
per and iron in fine powder. In the baking, the
metallic mixture oxidises, and forms hard lines
which prevent the overflow of the enameling material when
it begins to melt under the heat. A second and a third ba��
ing give the finish to the ware, and produce the glaze, which
is then uniform all over the object.
Of the two beautiful specimens illustrated, the first was
exhibited at Vienna in 1873 ; and the C:Qinese lmperial Commissioner remarked : " I thought that exhibitors were
allowed to show only their own productions ; but here is a
Frenchman who does not hesitate to place among his own
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Whales on the CaHfornla Coast.
wares a Satsuma vase." T o deceive an educated Chinaman
with a vase of European manufacture was a real triumph for
Last week, says a recent number of the Monterey Oalifor
M. Collinot.
nian, our Portuguese fishermen killed a large female whale
.. . . , ..
of the California gray species (rhachianectes glaucus) about
Freight Charges to the French Exposition.
sixty feet in length, being some twenty-two feet larger than has
A special order of the French Minister of Public Works ever been killed here before-the average of females killed
being about forty-two feet. After cutting off the blub
ber, they found inside a nearly full-grown male calf,
which measured eighteen feet from the end of its nose
to the tip of its tail, or fluke, as the whalers call it ; ·the
circumference of the body at its center, nine feet ; the
head about four feet in length ; pectoral fins, three feet ;
breadth of tail, three and a half feet ; and it had two
ridges on the lower jaw. When brought on shore it
still had three feet of the umbilical cord attached to it.
The whalebone on its upper jaw was soft and white ;
the tongue, large and soft ; the eyes, nearly full size,
about as large as a cow's ; and the skin was of a dark
brown, mottled white. It had no dorsal fin.
The fe ·
males, when with young, generally keep off shore when
on their way down south, to bring them forth in the
warm waters of the bays of Lower California, where
they remain all winter and go north in the spring. 'fhe
females, when with calf, are dangerous, as they often
attack the boats of the whalers. The writer once saw
a boat cut completely in two by the flukes of one of
these whales, and it looked as if it had been chopped
in two by a dull axe ; and several of the men were
wounded. The term of gestation is about one year.
Formerly these marine monsters were so numerous in
Monterey Bay that whalers would fill up lying at
anchor. Oftentimes they would be seen playing in the
surf and rolling the barnacles off of their sides and
backs on the sand beach-an odd way of scratching
themselves.
• ••• •

Health IlDprovelDent!!! .

SATSUMA VASE IN FAmNCE WARE.
has lately been published, in which it is stated that all ob
jects for the Exposition of 1878 (except objects of art and
valuables), will be transported by all French railway com
panies for half the regular rates. The price, however, is in
no case to be reduced below the basis of * of a cent per ton

On this subject Dr. Richardson, F. R. S. , has recently
delivered a lecture at the London Institution, in which
he gave further illustration of the high views he enter·
tains in regard to house sanitation. He considered that
for purposes of health the houses in Great Britain require
to be rebuilt, or remodeled, from Land's End to the
Hebrides. Dr. Richardson entered into the history of
ventilation, from the time of Stephen Hales, in 1733, to the
present day, and explained the different discoveries that had
been made in the various branches of science bearing on the
health of towns, showing that, till these were understood
and appreciated, all modes of construction were of necessity
imperfect. He called attention to the influence
of water, dampness, light and darkness, etc. The
effects of light deserve special notice. Having
got from India some poison of the cobra, on ivory
points, he discovered that, on some of those which
had been exposed to the light in a glass bottle,
the poison had become inert ; while on others that
had been wrapped in paper, in the same bottle,
the poison retained all its deadly activity. He
hence argued that, if sunlight exercised such
power on the poison of the cobra, it might by
analogy destroy the poison of smallpox, scarlet
fever, and typhoid. He considered that pure
air and water, freedom from damp, pure day
light, and equal temperature were essential. He
then entered into a variety of details of the re
quired modifications of our present house archi
tecture, foundations, closets, and other offices,
which may possibly be excellent if practicable.
From the amount of expense that would be in
curred in erecting such model houses, we im
agine that the worthy doctor would justly entitle
himself to the thanks of every architect and
builder, if not of the owners of such houses.
... . ..

An Intelligent Watch.
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ASSYRIAN VASE IN FAmNCE WARE.
per kilometer (0. 6 mile).
Objects of art, valuables, very
large articles, such as locomotives, cars, etc. , if they cannot
trav�l on French tracks, are subject · to special rates, to be
agreed upon.
... . . , ..

A PINK efflorescence has been removed from a stone
wall where the Rosendale c�ment was used. It contained
manganese, magnesia, alumina, iron, soda, and sulphuric,
carbonic, and silicic acids.

Mark Twain has been exa�ining a curious
watch at a jeweler's in New Haven, Conn. ,
which he describes as follows :
" I have examined the wonderful watch made
by M. Matile, and it comes nearer to being a
human being than any piece of mechanism I
ever saw before. It .knows considerable more
than: the average voter. It knows the movements
of the moon and tells the day of the week, the
month, and will do this perpetually ; it tells the
hour of the day, the minute, and the second, and
splits the seconds into the fifths and marks the
division by stop hands ; having two stop hands, it
can take care of two racehorses that start one af
ter the other ; it is a repeater, wherein the voter
is suggested again ; musically chimes the hour,
the quarter, the half, the three quarter hour, and
also the minutes that have passed of an uncom
pleted quarter hour-so that a blind man can tell the time
of day by it to the exact minute.
.
" Such is this extraordinary watch. It ciphers to admira·
tion ; I should think one could add another wheel and make
it read and write ; still another and make it talk ; and I think
one might take out several of the wheels that are already in
it, and it would still be a more intelligent citizen than some
that help to govern the country. On the whole, I think it
is entitled to vote-that is, if its sex is the right kind. "
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THE NEW SUN' AND ITS DISAPPEARANCE.
have all heard, again, how Tacchini and Secchi, in Italy, at- joists they place on the walls in the ordinary way, only, in
The phenomenon of the appearance of a new star in the tributed some exceptionally hot weather we had a few years stead of placing them, as is usual in constructing an ordi
heavens is rare enough to arouse the greatest interest among ago to outbursts ofglowing magnesium. And, lastly, our sun is nary floor of wood joists and boards, with a space between
astronomers and other scientific persons. It is not merely well supplied with that element, whatever it is, which gives the joists, they are placed together without any intervening
an occurrence appalling in its mystery and immensity ; but the bright line of its corona during eclipses ; tor we now space. The ends of the j oists are allowed to bear on the
even in the minds of those accustomed to contemplate the know that the whole of the streaked and radiated corona oc walls in the usual way (only no plate is required), and the
majesty of other worlds, it tends to arouse questions of the cupying a region twenty times greater than the globe of the last joist at each end of a series of joists is also allowed to
gravest importance relative to the physical and chemical con- sun (which itself exceeds our earth one million two hundred bear upon the walls. The sides of the joists are brought into
stitutions of the stars, and to the comparison of our own sun and fifty thousand times in volume) belongs to the sun. intimate contact by being bolted up close at intervals with
with other far distant ones.
Again, though the. sun has shone steadily for thousands of screw bolts, or spiked together with strong spikes, or screwed
On November 24 last, M. Schmidt, Director of the Obser- years, yet, so far as can be judged, the stars which, like this with ordinary screws, or any other similar method ; and the
vatory at Athens, Greece, at 5h. 41m. in the evening, saw a one in the Swan, have burst out suddenly, blossoming into result is a solid slab or floor of timber of the size of the
star of the third magnitude in the constellation Oygnus. No flames of hydrogen, within which the star's heart core glows room, bearing on the walls on all four sides, of enormous
record of the existence of any such star was in existence. with many hundred times its former heat, have also been for strength, and capable of bearing almost any weight that may
No such star was visible on November 20 ; but whether it ages shining steadily amid the star depths. We know that be put on it, and yet exerting no outward thrust upon the
appeared on one of the intervening days between that date the one which blazed out ten years ago in the Northern walls. After the floor has been thus constructed, the inven
alld the 24th, M. Schmidt cannot say, as cloudy weather had Crown was one of Argelander's list, a star of the tenth mag tors drive, at close intervals, into the under surface of the
floor forming the. ceiling of t.he room
then prevailed in Athens. The news
below, a number of flat·headed nails ;
was at once telegraphed throughout
this forms a key for the plaster, and
the world, and the astronomers watched
the ceiling is then plastered in the or
the new star gradually wane until, on
dinary way, with a good thick coat of
December 8, it was scarcely of the sixth
common plaster, care being ta�en to
magnitude. The position of the star
use a rough plaster that will not shrink
is shown in Fig. 2, which we take from
and crack, rather than a hard and brit
La Nature.
tle one. This coat of plaster would
By comparing the observations of the
Fig. l .-SPECTRUM OF THE NEW STAR IN THE CONSTELLATION CYGNUS.
resist an immense heat, until it be
discoverer, M. Schmidt, with those of M.
came calcined and red hot itself, but
Prosper Henry, we find two important
facts : First, that within eight days the star diminished from nitude, and that, after glowing with eight hundred times its even then the under surface of the wood becomes only
the third to the fifth magnitude ; and secondly, that the color former brightness for a few days, it has resumed that feebler charred with the heat of the plaster, and its strength remains
We have every reason which analogy can furnish unimpaired for a very long period. In addition to its other
changed from a marked yellow to a bluish green. On De· luster.
cember 2, spectroscopic observations, at different observato for believing that the new star, which was not in Argelan advantages, it is noiseless in use, and in any room or build·
ries were made ; a'ld the general conclusion was that the der's list, simply escaped record by him on account of its ing where it is applied as a floor the sound of feet is scarcely
spectrum, being formed in large part of brilliant lines, was faintness. It is now fast losing its suddenly acquired luster, heard, whilst in the rooms below the sounds made above are
that of an incandescent vapor or gas. On December 4, M. and is already invisible to the naked eye. It appears, there unheard, the floor being practically sound-proof.
Under ordinary circumstances, it is only necessary to plane
Cornn obtained a very satisfactory observation, which en fore, that there is nothing in the long-continued steadfast
abled him to identify three lines as the lines C, F, and 434 ness of our sun as a source of light to assure us that he, too, off the top surface of the joists, no flooring boards or other
of hydrogen. A fourth appeared to him to correspond to may not suddenly blaze forth with many hundred times his covering being required ; but if the floor above is intended
the line, D, of sodium, and another with the characteristic usual luster (the confiagrati<)n being originated, perchance, for the storage of highly inflammable goods, such as oils,
line, b, of magnesium, Finally, two line3, of which the wave by some comet unfortunately traveling too directly towards spirits, varnishes, paraffin, etc. , the plrtentees recommend
lengths are 531 and 451, appeared to coincide, one with the him). Though he would probably cool down again to his that the upper surface of the floor should be floated with ce
famous line 1474 (Kirchoff's scale), observed in the solar co· present condition iii the course of a few weeks, no terrestrial ment, or covered with stone or tiles, or some other similar
rona during eclipses ; the other with a line of the chromo observers would be alive at any rate to note the fact, though material ; before the cement is laid, it is advisable to cover
sphere. M. Cornu's own account of his investigation is as the whole series of events might afford subject of interesting the top surface of the joists with a thin layer of loam and
speculation to the inhabitants of worlds circling round Sirius sand, or fine concrete, to receive the cement. This will pre
follows :
" The spectrum of the star is composed of a certain num or Arcturus. Fortunately we may legitimately reason that vent any cracking in the surface of the cement caused by
ber of brilliant lines on a luminous background, completely the risk is small, seeing that among the millions of suns shrinkage, which might occur in the timber. As an addi
interrupted between the green and the indigo, so that at first which surround ours, within easy telescope distance, such tional precaution against any shrinkage in the timber, caus
ing an open joint, a wood tongue may be introduced between
sight the spectrum seems to be in several detached parts (see catastrophes occur only ten or twelve times per century. "
• ••• •
the joists : but this, it is asserted, is not absolut.ely necessary,
Fig. 1).
The brilliant lines, arranged in the order of
A New Method of Fireproof' Construction.
as, should any shrinkage occur at any time, and show a
their brilliancy, are eight in number, with the following wave
We have repeatedly pointed out, says the London Building gaping joint in the floor above, a little fine plaster or cement
lengths in .millionths of millimeters : a, 661 (hydrogen, C, is
655), 0, 589 (between sodium D, 589, and chromosphere band, New8, the futility of relying on iron as a fireproof material, run between the joists would effectually stop all draught,
587), y, 531 (corona band, 532), (3, 517 (identical with b, 517, when used in construction in the form of girders or columns, and answer the same purpose as the tongue, and with very
of magnesium), �, 500 (no correspondence), 7l, 483 (hydrogen, unless duly protected. Of course the most perfectly fireproof much less cost ; but of course, when the upper surface is
F, 486), 0, 451 (chromosphere band, 447), and e, 435 (hydro structure would be one built entirely of bricks, but the im covered with cement or paving, neither precaution would be
practicability of employing these materials in sufficient required.
gen, 434). "
---.
__
..
•_
_
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_--It thus appears that the light of this new star is ex
Rapid Transit In Paris.
actly th� same in composition as that of the solar chro·
The Paris Municipal Council has before it a scheme
mosphere ; and thus we are told that the new comer is
a sun, doubtless in general respects like our own, which
prepared by the engineers of the city, after an inspec
tion of the London Metropolitan and District Railways,
has met with some great catastrophe whose cause we
cannot at present determine, but whose real nature is
for the construction of underground railways in Paris.
It is proposed by this scheme that there shall be two
unmistakable.
" Our sun , " says Professor Proctor,
main lines running east and west. The first, starting
commenting on the phenomenon, " is one among hun
dreds of millions, each of which is probably, like it, the
from the Vincennes Station, will pass under the Lyons
center of a scheme of circling worlds. · Each sun is
station, the Chateau d'Eau, the HaIles, the Palais
Royal, the Bourse, the St. Lazare terminus of the West
rushing along through space, with its train of worlds,
each bearing perhaps, like our earth, its living freight,
ern Railway, and terminate at Les Batignolles. The
or more probably each, at some time or other of its ex
second, starting from the Orleans terminus, will follow
istence; becoming habitable for a longer or shorter pe·
the left bank of the Seine, and run beneath the �hole
riod. Thus the suns may be compa,·:l'l to engines, each
length of the Boulevard St. Germain. This line will
drawing along its well freighte\l train. Accidents among
also have a junction with the first by means of a rail·
these celestial engines seem furtunately to be rare. A
way passing under the Seine and the Louvre, and ter
few amon g the suns appcar suddenly (that is in the
minating at the Palais RoyaL The first line will also
course of a few hundred veal',q . which in celestial chro
have a branch from the HaIles to the Northern and
nometry amounts to a mere instant) to have lost a large
Eastern railway stations. The central station of the
part of their energy, as though the supply of fuel had
whole system, that of the Palais Royal, will be 23 feet
somehow run short. Misbll.T)S of that kind have not
below the level of the pavement, and the approach to it
attracted much attenti.::n . tnough manifestly it would
will. be from the Galerie d'Orleans, the buildings upon
be a serious matter if OUl' own sun were suddenly to
Fig. 2.-THE NEW STAR IN THE CONSTELLATION CYGNUS.
the north side of which will be utilized as booking
lose three fourths of his utia" as has happened with the
offices and waiting rooms. The total cost is estimated
middle star of the Plo i. , (J� uinety-nine hundredths, as has masses to reSIst the immense thrust exercised by brick arches I at $31,800,000 for 17 miles, which gives an average of
happened with the once .J1Bzing, but now scarcely visible, of any span, if required to carry any weight, has been uni· $1,870,585 per mile.
I ....
_----_
..
...
.
_.H .
orb called 7l, in the keel of the star ship Argo, But when versally admitted. Messrs. Evans and Swain, the patentees
we hear of an accident of the contrary kind-a sun suddenly of a new system of fireproof construction, prefer to rely on
Illumination by Reftection.
blazing out with more than a hundred times its usual splendor wood and plaster, and there is little doubt but that by the ju·
In ..our issue of June 10, 1876, we described and illustrated
-a celestial engine whose energies have been overwrought, so dicious application of these two materials a large amount of a system of illumination introduced in Italy by Signor Bale·
that a sudden explosion has taken place, and the fires, meant resistance to the action of fire may be obtained. Captain strieri. of Naples, and stated that it was identical with that
to work steadily for the train, havc blazed forth to its destruc Shaw some time ago conducted a series of experiments on used in the locomotive head-light patented to Messrs. Lee
tion-we are impressed with the thought that this may pos the fire-resisting qualities of a stout wooden post, which set & Baldwin, of Troy, N. Y. , on July 18, 1871. We are now
sibly happen with our own sun, The circumstances are very many people thinking whether, after all, we had done well in receipt of a long commnnication from Signor Balestrieri,
curious, and though they do not show clearly whether we to abandon the use of timber in favor of cast iron ; while stating that his invention was exhibited at the Maritime Ex·
are or are not exposed to the same kind of danger which has common plaster, as we have more than once had opportuni· position held at Naples in the beginning of 1870, and citing
overtaken �he worlds circling around those remote suns, they ties of witnessing in great conflagrations, is unequalled as a evidence in support of his claim to the origination of the idea.
.
are sufficiently suggestive.
protecting m!lterial, remaining intact when wrought iron
4 .•1 .
" N ow, a point to which I would call special attention, is melts and stone shivers into fragments. In the construction
MR. M. W. WALKER, of Warm Springs, Oregon, writes
that all the elements of the catastrophe, if one may so speak, of their new fireproof floor, Messrs. Evans and Swain take to us to say that the mean daily temperature at that place
which has befallen the remote sun in the Swan exists m our ordinary timber joists of any uniform depth, generally 9 ranged between 23° and 48° Fah. during the month of De·
own sun. At times of marked disturbance p!lrts of our sun's inches or 11 inches for ordinary floors and spans up to 25 cember, 1876. On 25 days of the month, it was between 30°
surface show the lines of hydrogen bright instead of dark, feet, but deeper where greater span or strength is required, and 40°. This is remarkably mild weather for winter ; ·and
whIch means that the flames of hydrogen over those parts of the and of any thickness (the thinner the better, as there is less it would seem from this that Oregon is a good locahty for
sun are hotter than the glowing surface of the sun there. We chance of shrinkage and an open joint forming). These invalids.
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T HE RESOURCES O F T HE PACIFIC COAST.

The Pacific Coast States and Territories-namely, Califor
nia, Oregon, Nevada, Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, Wash
ington, Montana, Idaho, Arizona, and Wyoming-have an
aggregate area of 1,218,385 square miles, all).ounting to about
one third the total area of the United States, and equal to
that of China proper. While China, however, contains over
four hundred million inhabitants, the total population of the
above States is but little over a million and a half. Hence
they are practically undeveloped, and their magnificent re
sources lie comparatively idle, inviting the industry and the
On
enterprise of the emigrant from the overcrowded East.
the southern borders of this great region. which extends for
1, 500 miles along the shores of the Pacific, are found the olive,
the vine, the lemon, the mulberry, the cotton plant, and the
sugar cane ; further north, wheat and other cereals, with an
the fruits of the temperate zone, flourish : and still further
northward, the wheat and flax indigenous to cold latitudes
are encountered. From an industrial point of view, the area
may be divided into two sections, the mineral and the agri
cultural. The purely pastoral districts are scattered over. the
whole of it, from the Colorado to the Fraser river, and from
the borders of Nebraska to the Pacific.
The agricultural
districts are mainly found between the base of the Sierra
Nevada chain and the ocean. In Nevada, Utah, Colorado,
New Mexico, and Arizona, there are great tracts capable of
being rendered fertile by irrigation. The mineral section is
the largest of all, embracing three fourths of the territory
under consideration, and stretching eastward from the west
ern foot hills of Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Indian Terri
tory, and Texas. We have before us an annual review of
commercial and industrial progress in the Paciflc States, pre
pared by the San Francisco Journal of Oommerce. From this
splendid piece of journalistic work, which covers eight huge
newspaper pages, we extract the facts on which this article
is based.
Taking first the agricultural products, it appears that there
are at least one hundred million acres of land suitable for the
culture of
WHEAT.

It is estimated that this territory is capable of producing,
when scientifically cultivated, yearly some 2,500,000,000
bushels of wheat, worth, at 50 cents per bushel, $1,250,000, 000.
The actual value of the wheat yield for 1876 was
but $33,000,000. The wheat lands of the coast are extensive
enough to supply a.. million farmers and their families each
with a 100 acre farm. Reckoning in workmen and their
families, the wheat lands can give employment in their culti
vation to a popUlation of 15, 000,000 ; while, taking into ac
count tradesmen, merchants, manufacturers, etc. , they can
supp'ort fully 35,000,000 people, or a population equal to that
of France.
COTTON

culture is greatly neglected. The production during the past
year was very small, and the cotton sold at the low rate of
14 cents per lb. There are some 8,000,000 acres of good cot
ton land in the territory under consideration, capable of
producing a crop worth $200,000,000 annually. In this con
nection planters skilled in cotton cultivation are required, as
the plant, it is said, grows better in California and Arizona
than on the Atlantic coast.
There are few regions in the world better adapted to
THE VINE.

Some 30,000,000 of acres are peculiarly suited to the culture,
and these are capable of a yield worth $6,000,000,000 a year.
Vine growing offers the strongest inducements for immigra
tion of the skilled laborers from the vineyards of Prance,
Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Portugal, and Spain. The
country needs their experience and intelligence ; and, in re
turn, it offers them homes and the means of fortune. The
total area available for fruit culture is 50,000,000 acres, all
capable of being planted with orchards and orange. lemon,
and banana groves. At the same time all the fruits of the
temperate zone are cultivated with wonderful results ' the
aggregate possible value of the fruit yield is $2,500,00'0 , 000
yearly.
There are favorable localities for the cultivation of the
sugar cane and rice in quantities sufficient to supply the pop
ulation of the region and their immediate neighbors. ' Coffee
can be profitably gr own in the southern part of Arizona.
Jute, hemp, and ramie may also be cultivated.
Turning now to the pastoral capacities of the territory, it
appears that over one third the whole area, or 250,000,000
acres, are suited in a high degree to
WOOL GROWING.

Even the Angora goat has been successfully raised ; and it is
thought that the alpaca and the Thibet and cashmere goats
can also be acclimated. It is estimated that 250,000,000 of
sheep can yearly be raised on the coast, producing wool
worth at its very lowest $180,000,000 annually.
One of the greatest sources of wealth of the Pacific coast
in the future will be its magnificent array of woodlands,
which are probably the finest in the world. The quantity of
LUMBER

contained is estimated at 4,000,000,000,00 0 of feet, worth at
the present mill price of lumber $40,000,000,000.
There is
no species of lumber that may be required for any useful
purpose that may not be found somewhere on the coast or
islands ; while ornamental woods of the finest ,kinds abound.
Lastly we have the mineral resources. The principal
GOLD DEPOSITS

are and have been found in the valleys of the rivers 1l0wiQg
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from the high mountain ranges ; hence C alifornia, Colorado,
Idaho, and Montana, and the sides of the valleys in them,
adjacent to the great ranges, have become the chief
ources of gold. The western side of the Sacramento and
San Joaquin valleys have yielded little, if any, of the precious
metal. Most of the known superficial deposits have been
worked out ; but there are still vast beds, that are treated by
the hydraulic process, that will last for a score of years.
Besides these, there are the ancient river beds, one of which,
the Blue Lead, has been traced for hundreds of miles. The
present production of gold is about $53,000,000 on the Pacific
Slope, of which California produces some $23,000,000. The
production of
SILVER

is principally confined to the States of Nevada and Colorado
and the territories of Utah and New MexICO. The deposits
are practically inexhaustible, and their extent has never been
determined. The yield of the metal for 1876 was about
$50,000,000.
The quicksilver mines of California and Arizona have pro
duced in 1876 between 60,000 and 70,000 flasks.
They are
capable of yielding 120, 000 llasks -yearly, worth at the lowest
$3,600,000. Lead is found united with silver and in immense
quantities. The amount supplied to the United States from
the Pacific coasns about 8,000 tons yearly. Copper is mimid
in small quantities now ; but is present in large amounts,
and eventually will become an article of export,
COAL

is found in great abundance. That on the Pacific slope is
nearly all lignite. The great Rocky Mountain coal field
covers some 300,000 square miles ; and there are other im
mense deposits in or near the coast ranges. Iron exists in
large amounts in Oregon, the deposits having been traced for
a distance of 25 miles ; the mines are yet to be developed.
The California and Nevada borax deposits are the most ex
tensive in the world ; and although they are of comparatively
recent discovery, they have already greatly affected the price
of the product. In Nevada, there are a mountain of rock
salt and illimitable soda deposits.
There is also a fine de
posit of tin, and extensive beds of antimony and manganese
in Nevada and Utah. The petroleum wells of southern Cali
fornia are capable of yielding 20,000 barrels of oil per day,
or nearly as much as the present Pennsylvanian product.
Sulphur is also found in Nevada in large amounts, and is
shipped to San Francisco.

l OS
Visitors to an infected house should be warned of the pres
ence of a dangerous disease therein, and children, especially,
should not be admitted. On recovery, the sick person should
not mingle with the wen until the roughness of the skin,
due to the disease; shall have disappeared. A month is con
sidered an average period during which isolation is needed.
The clothing, before being worn or used by the patient or
the nurse, should be cleansed by boiling for at least one
hour, or, if that cannot be done, by free and prolonged ex
posure to out-door air and sunlight. The walls of the room
should be dry-rubbed, and the cloths used for the purpose
should be burned without previous shaking. The ceiling
should be scraped and whitened ; the floor should be washed
with soap and water, and carbolic acid may be added to the
water-one pint to three or four gallons. The infected
clothing should be cleansed by itself, and not sent to the
laundry. In case of death from scarlet fcver, the funeral
services should be strictly private, and the corpse should not
be exposed to view. Because children are especially liable
to take and spread scarlet fever, and because schools afford
a free opportunity for this, the Board of Health has excluded
from school every child from any family in which a case of
the disease has occurred, and has decreed that the absence
shall continue fo.ur weeks from the beginning of the attack,
except in cases subject to the discre',ion of the Board, and
that the scholar, to be re-admitted to his schoolroom, must
have the certificate of a physician that the required time has
'passed. "
As regards this last provision, in localities where authori
ties do not promulgate similar instructions, parents will do
well to take the precautions n oted ; and after the disease has
shown itself in the family, the attendance of any of the
household at school. until the period stated has elapsed,
should be prevented.
CJhloroCorm and Dentistry.

We have repeatedly noted accidents produced by the use
of chloroform in minor dental operations. A very sad case
recently occurred in Rahway, N. J. , in which, by the im
proper administration of the amesthetic, a robust, healthy
boy lost his life. The New York Medical Record, comment
ing on the casualty, offers the following valuable sugges
tions :
In regard to the use of chloroform in dentistry there is but
one opinion, namely, that it is always dangerous. As a gim
eral rule, it should never be administered at all for purposes
. , . , ..
of tooth extraction. In the present state of professional
opinion upon the subject, the dentist who chooses to adminThe Scarlet Fever Epidemic.
Scarlet fever i8 reported as being epidemic at present over ister it, even in a special case, assumes a responsibility of
a large portion of the country, especially in the Western which he should not be ignorant. So great is the prejudice
States. In Chicago, the prevalence of the disease has excited against this anoosthetic among leading dentists that many
considerable alarm, and several meetings of the medical will not allow it to be administered in their offices, even
faculty of the city have been held for the discussion of the when the direct professional responsibility is assumed by an
best modes for its prevention and cure. In Boston also the experienced physician.
Although the fact cannot be very well explained, chloroform
disease' is being closely watched by the health auth orit i�s of
the city, and they have issued very admirable instructions has taken more victims from the dentist's chair than from
for its avoidance and treatment, w.!!ich will be found quoted any other place. Indeed, it has gained its reputation as a
dangerous article more in connection with simple tooth
below.
Scarlet fever is highly contagious, and at the same time drawing than with any other operation, however .sTave or
exceedingly fatal ; so that there should be no halfway meas- formidable. A very good reason for the liability to acci
ures taken to prevent its spread. Wherever the disease has dents is the erect position of the body of the patient while in
manifested itself, the utmost vigilance is imperative to pre- the operating chair. Taking this into account, authorities
vent clothing or other infected articles communicating the are unanimous in advising that chloroform should never be
malady to other persons. ' There is even danger of dissemi- given except the patient is recumbent.
'
No surgeon cares to assume the responsibility of giving
nating �he poison by funerals, the Medical ReCord tells us ;
r
p
and the same authority counsels the greatest care on' the a t chloroform unless he knows that the stomach of the patient
of physicians lest they themselves, coming from the bedsides .is empty, that the circulatory apparatus is in good condition,
of patients, carry the disease to non-infected houses . The pro- and the lungs free from disease. A previous inquiry into
tectian of school children will also . require great care ; and these conditions is as much a part of the administration of
our contemporary strongly recommends that a thorough sys- any anoo sthetic as in the placing of the napkin to the nose. It
tem of medical inspection be organized in our now ' crowded appears in the Rahway case that all these preliminaries were
'
neglected. The patient came into the office immediately
public schools.
.
As a 'recent meeting in Chicago, the physicians discussed after having eaten a hearty meal, and, without any questions
at considerable'length the val!le of bell adonna as a specific being asked, was at once placed in the operating chair. There
for the malady. The daily use of this drug as a prophylactic was no loosening of waistband or shirt collar, no examina
'against scarlatina is " emphatically recommended ;" " but, " tion of the chest -in fact, nothing was done except to order
continues the resolution passed, " only in doses so attenuated the little fellow to take long and deep inspirations, while the
as not to produce visible effects upon the organism, and napkin was held closely against the nose. The result could
'
always un der the advice of the family physician. " The other easily have been foreseen. The overwhelming effects of
res olutions agreed upOIi are " that isolation is the n ext only rapid anoo sthesia and the crowding impediment of a full
means that we know of to prevent the spread of the disease, stomach, in the most unfavorable of all positions of the
but we deprecate arbitrary interference with the rights of body, did not invite death. in vain.
The examination of the bodies of patients dying from the
families ;" and " that we have every reason to believe that
such a course would reduce the frequency, the severity, and effects of chloroform have not thus far given us any satisfac
the mortality of this disease, but will not wholly eradicate it, tory pathological explanation. The lesions have varied with
each individual case, and have given rise to as many differnor do we know of any means that will. "
The fOllowing is the Boston Board of Health's circular : ent theories. The careful and thorough examination of the
" Scarlet fever is like smallpox in its power to sp�ead read- body of the victim of the Rahway tragedy still leaves the
It may be, ho,; ever, that both
il! from person to person. It is highly contagious. The questio� an open o�e.
.
dIsease shows its first signs in about one week after expos- asphyXia and asthema operated together m producmg the
ure, as a general rule, and persons who escape the illness effects observed ; but the precedence which should be given
during a fortnight after exposure may feel themselves safe to .eith�r involves the discussion of some que �tions, for
from attack. Scarlet fever. scarlatina, canker, rash, and rash WhICh, m the present state of pathology regardmg deaths
fever are names of one and the same dangerous disease. from chloroform, we are not yet prepared.
.. , . , ..
When a case of scarlet fever occurs in any family, the sick
Death oC the White Whale.
person should be placed in a room apart from the other inmates of the house, and should be nursed as far as possible
The white whale at the New York Aquarium recently '
by one person only. The sick chamber should be well dir-d. He was captured with much difficulty off the coast of
warmed, exposed to sunlight, and well aired. Its furniture Labrador, and has seemingly enjoyed good health during
should be such as will permit of cleansing without injury, his five months' sojourn in the aquarium tank. Lately,
and all extra articles, such as window drapery and woollen however, the experiment of giving him fresh instead of salt
carpets, should be removed from the room during the sick- water was tried, and the change disagreed with him, produ
ness. The family should not mingle with other people. cing his death.
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:NEW BOOXS AND PUBLICATIONS.

By the late Charles Blachford. Mans
field M. A. Edited by his brother, R. B. MansMJ.d.
Price $5. 00. New York city . Macmillan & Co. , 21
Astor Place.

AERIAL NAVIGATION.

This is a curious bOok. It is probably the most elabOrate treatise on ita
subject extant ; yet it is written by one who never made a ball�on asoension
In his life, never saw more than half a dozen balloons, never made any long
study of the question, an d 80 on throngh a series of negative. which would
Imply utter ignoranoe of the whole subject attempted to be considered.
The work is, therefore, due to .. kind of inspiration, an inventive frenzy it
would appear, and the author says he writes it .. simply to deliver my brain
of a burden which came upon it uninvited . " The volume is divided Into
two parts ; the first is devoted to the statement,of the problem of aerial nav
igation, the second to suggestions for solving that problem . Some of the
author's opinion. we reserve fer more extended review. As a whole,
the book Is dissatiSfying. Ita writer died before completing It. Hence
the most Important (concluding) part is but In fragmentary state,
while the text is written. with a dilfuseness and redundancy of, language
which shows the absence of the 1Inal condensing and pruning which it
would doubtless have received at his hands. Mr. Mansfield moreover died
twenty-tlve � ears ago, and the volume takes no account of recent progress
in aerostatlon . 'l'be work, however, contains much that may be read with
profit, especIally those parts relating to form and propulsion of balloons,
while Its appendices include much valuable information relative to ,weight
of materials, buoyancy of gases, etc.
THE ApPLICATIONS OF THE PHYSIOAL FORCES. By Amedee

Guillemin. Translated from the French by Mrs. Nor
man Lockyer ; Edited, with Notes, etc. , by J. Norman
Lockyer, F. R. S. Illustrated. Price $12. 50. New York
city : Macmillan & Co. , 21 Astor Place.

This work is devoted to the popular exposition of the practical applica
tions of the laws of physics ; and the publishers have left nothing undone,
in the way of exquisite engravings (some beautifully colored), elegant
paper, binding, and printing, to make the volume thoroughly attractive.
The translator'S work Is excellently done ; the editor's, with the exception
of a few oversights such as " Nero's " fountain for U Hero's," with judgment
and care . The volume Is divided Into five books, respectively relating to
phenomena and laws of weight, acoustics, light, heat, and magnetism and
electricity, the Information given bGIng brought up to very recent dates.
To readers who, not having had the advantages of a scientifiC education,
desire a good general idea of practical physiCS, we can cordially recommend
, this work. It has few technicalities, goes over an immense field, and neg
lects nothing that is important ; and It Is plainly and pleasantly written. It
is "Ipecially well adapted to meet the needs of young studenta of Science.
RECENT ADVANCES IN PHYSIOAL S CIENCE. By Professor

P. G. Tait.
Second Edition, revised. Price $2. 50.
New York city : Macmillan & Co 21 Astor Place.
. •

The lectures of which this volume Is composed were delivered by Pro
fessor Talt before a number of professional men of Edinburgh, who wished
to obtaIn a notion of the chief advances made in natural philosophy slnoe
their student days. The present Is the second edition of the work, and has
been subjected to careful revision . The volume Is chlelly to be recom
mended on account of Its containing a thoroughly admirable disquisition on
the nature of energy, from the time of Newton up to the very latest modem
researches ; the whole being explained and elucidated in a masterly manner.
The chapters on transformation of energy and transformation of heat Into
work are exoeptlonally good ; and we commend them to the careful perusal
of all engineers who would be well grounded In the theoretical part of their
profession . The new chapter on force, added to this edition, we have
already reviewed In detaIl.
Messrs. Slote, Woodman &; C o . , 119 and 121 William street, New York
otty, are the publIshers of Mark Twain's new " adhesive scrap book . " The
erudite author, explaInIng his production, says : .. I have invented and pat
ented a new scrap bOok, not to make money out of It, but to economize the
profanity of this country. You know that when the average man wants
to put something In his scrap book he can't find his paste-then he swears;
or If he IIbds It, It Is dried so hard that It Is only fit to eat-then he swears ;
If he uses mUcilage, lt mlngles with the Ink, and next year he can't read
his scrap-the result Is barrels and barrels of profanity. This can all be
saved and devoted to other Irritating things, where it will do more real and
lasting good, simply by substituting my self-pasting scrap book for the old
fashioned one ." This is very true so long as the purchaser does not medi
tate over the title of the work ; but If he does, and misled by the same tries
to make the book adhere, he will miserably fall . The pages are exceedingly
sticky and the postage stamp paste Is exoellently put on. The work will
hold scraP!l with Intense tenacity, and generally ls commendable In allre
.pects ; but still �here Is that subtle confusion in the title which might lead
the unwary to try to cause the volume to adhere to a wall or desk, and, on
falling, to make the cursory remarks which Mr. TwaIn hates to see misap
plied . Prloe from $1 .25 to ta.50, accordlng to binding.
Invention. Patented In England by AIReriean••
From December 22, 1876, to January 15, 1877, inclusive.

"titufifi, jtutritJu.
IMPROVED SPIKE PULLER.

Joseph Douglass, McConnellstown, Pa.-This invention relates 00 an im

proved device for extractmg railroad spikes.

�ortigu �attut�.

:NEW IIECHAlUCAL .urn ENGIN.EEBI:NG mvENTIONS.
IMPROVED BALE TIE.
Peter Harden, Uew York city.-The free end of the band is coiled upon
itself by means of a turning key or other suitable device, and the colI being
on the under side of the slotted buckle, it serves to hold (by friction) the
other end of the band which is looped around the buckle, but not riveted.

Thus, bOth ends of the band are locked by the coil. The band can be drawn
very tight, and all I!lack taken up, so that the bale i8 held compressed in

'place of being allowed to expand so soon as released from the press, as
usual heretofore.

tects

and sanitary engineers.

, IMPROVED VENTILATOR.
John Sandall, Jr., St. John, N. B.-This is a simple ventilator for railway

prevent it from turuing, and having upon its upper surface graduated steps

cars which works e1Iiciently without regard to the direction in which

other of the plate, and In connection with which a lever carrying a pivoted

laterally from the side of the car, with an opening on two sides, into a pas.

heads of the spike, while the lever is operated upon the diJl'erent steps of

with each other a short distance from the outiet, where there is also the

of increasing elevations arranged part upon one side and part upon the

the grapnel being arranged to clutch the

grapnel is adapted to operate;

the sliding fulcrum, beginning with the lowest near the spike and working
toward the highest until the spike is extracted.

prising the body of the can are bent into suitable shape by a divided die.

The solder is discharged through the hollow soldering tool as its valve

opens when the bath of molten solder moves forward and the soldering

tool passes over the side seam of the can.

The bottom of the can is sol

dered by a hollow tool when the can is raised and rotated in suitable
manner.

the car may be moving.

IMPROVED PEG FLOAT.

Tilghman F. Lippengood, St. Louis, Mo.-The cutter proper is recipro

sage which curves from the side to the outer end.

It is

a spring catch or locking device.

secured in either position by means of

IMPROVED PUMP VALVE.
Garret D. Hopper and William H. Laufkotter, Sacramento, Cal.-The in

vention consists in the valve stcm, made rectangular in its lower part alld

round in its upper part.

Across the lower part of the valve box passes a

crossbar, through which is formed a rectangular hole which receives the

valve stem.

Across the upper part of the box is formed .another crossbar,

so placed that the shoulder of the stem may .trlke it, and the upward

movement of the valve be thus limited.

By means of a bail

Upon the stem is formed a second

shoulder, against which the valve is clamped by a nut.

the valve can be lowered into, and raised from, its place by a hooked rod.

IMPROVED NUT LOCK.
Frederick Swingly, Bucyrus, O.-An ingenious device for preventing the

The two passages unite

In this passage draft i� established

by the air rushing through one of the side passages, and making a vacuum
outlet of an exit passage from the car.

At the junction of the passage is a

valve, which is opened a\ltomatically to the advancing side, and closed 00
the other side, by the wind.

IMPROVED PROCESS FOR MAKING WOODEN SCOOPS.

Bobert Richard!, Belleville, Dl.-An ingenious mode of turning scoops out

of a single piece of wood.

The block is first turned In the form of a goblet

and then hollowed out at the scoop part.

The jnclined handle is cut and

turned from the smaller resr portion, and lInally the edges of the scoop are

finished oJI'.

cated by a vibrating lever operated by a crank. The cutter is reversible on
its bearing to adapt it to rasp and remove the ends of the pegs both at the

heel and toe of a boot or shoe.

It consists, essentially, of a case projecting

in the middle passage from the car.

IMPROVED SOLDERING MACHINE.
Peter Dillon and John Cleary, Sherbrooke, P. Q.-The two plates com

:NEW HOUSEHOLD

:mvENTIONB.

IMPROVED EASY CHAIR.

Henry. Parker, Osawatomie, KIm . , assignor to himself, Ammi A. Brown,
and Frank A. Lauter, of same place.-This improvement consists in pivot

ing the back of the chair to a supporting frame, and pivoting the back,

bottom, and foot pieces together, so that the back and foot pieces may be
placed at any angle between a horizontal and vertical position.

The parts

are attached in such a manner that the back and foot piece are always
parallel to the same line. The chair will doubtless prove useful for den
tists and barbers, and also as an easy or invalid chair.
Leonard iI.

!MPROVBD LAMP EXTINGUISHER.

Pilger,

The lever extend. bcJn'� 'he

Philadelphia, Pa.-This consists of a fuIcrumed lever

and slide rod at the under side of the burner.

collar of the bowl, to form contact with the same on detaching the L , m r,
and to raise thereby the slide rod and a weighted extinguisher tube sliding

bolts from working loose in railroad joints, and in other places where they

on wick tube.

the combination of two or more nuts with each other, in such a way that

ment is thus provided, which extinguishes the light even in caSe the person

will be subjected to an intermittent or continuous jarring.

It consists in

the backward movement of either will tend to move the other forward, caus

ing them to mutnally lock each other.

ThIs is one of the simplest lnven

tionsfor the purpose that have come under our notice.

A guard piece opposite the lever assists the working and

re-Inserting of the lever into the bowl.

An automatically operating attach

IIlling the lamp neglects to extinguish the flame before unscrewing the

burner.

It thus forms a good preventive against accident.

IMPROVED WEATHER STRIP.

David O. Rink , Maryville, Mo.-ThIs is a new weather strip for outside

IMPROVED CAR COUPLING.
coupling cars are among the most common on railroads.

Hermann Wittmann, :Manitowoc, Wis.-Accidents to brakemen while

The present in

doors that adjusts itself in automatic manner on the sill, so as to give pro

tection against the entrance of moisture In stormy weather.

A drop with

vention aims to prevent these in great measure by improving the common

a raised round knuckle is attached to a bed piece, and applied at suitable

opposite draw-head by the brakeman without danger of injury to the hand.

groove and is so constructed as to form a projecting lip, in which the

draw-heads so that the link may be readily and conveniently guided to the

distance from the bottom edge of the door.

The bed piece has a concave

The invention consists of a draw-head with a swing bar, pivoted to screw knuckles of the drop swing, being held in position by means of hinges em
pins at both sides, near the lower part of the same. The swing bar is bent bedded in the knuckle-joint, thus forming a continuous knuckle hinge.
of one piece of rod iron, with side extensions.

The pendent position of

the swing bBl', when th 3 cars are coupled, prevents any damage to the same,

as it is entirely out of the way.

IMPROVED MACHINE FOR FORMING SHEET METAL TUBES.
Abner C. GoOdell, Salem, Mass, assignor to Mortimer M. Camp and

John E. Searles, Jr., New Haven, Conn.-This consists of an endless belt

of suitable strength, that is revolved by a driving roller mounted in a slid

ing carriage, and applied to a detachable tube-forming mandrel by top and
bottom stretching rolls.

The sheet metal blank is fed to the mandrel by

being introduced be;ween it and the belt, and formed by lapping around
the same.

The tubes are thus formed of any required length and thickness,

as rapidly as the blanks may be fed and the tnbes removed.

IMPROVED PRESS FOR TOBACCO AND OTHER ARTICLES.
William H. Malone, Farmington. Ky.-This is a strong yet simple and

IMPROVED GAS LIGHTER.
Eddy T. Thomas, Boston, Mass.-This.is an exceedingly ingenious device
which automatically turns on, ignites, and extingnishes the gas at any de

sired hours. It consists of a clockwork train arranged in connection with
a dial , the latter spaced off for 24 hours. By this dial the mechanism may
be adjusted in accordance with the hours when it is desired to light and
The apparatus when set in motion, at the regulated
extinguish the gas.
time turns on the gas, and removing a match from a receptacle, lights it, and

Ignites the gas. Subsequently, at the hour desired, it turns the gas off. The
devioe may be moved and set once a week to the required time.

IMPROVED WASHING MACmNE.
Joseph O. Beauperland, Fall River, Mass.-The novel feature in this de

vice is a metallic cylinder, having longitudinal corrugations, in the internal
concavities of which octagonal rollers are sustained, being jOlH'Daled in the

cylinder heads.

Clothes and a quantity of hot or cold water are introduced

in one of the upright ends of the frame, and moves in a slot in the opposite through the doors in the covering and in the cylinder, and secured therein
inexpensive press, constructed subtantially as follows :

A lever is, pivoted

end of the frame. The said slot has ratchet racks, which are engaged by
pawls attached to the end of the lever. There is also a lever which is ful
crumed in the said frame, and carries a ratchet bar that engages with, and

by closing and fllStening the doors.

lever after the bale has been pressed.

the roller, soon become cleansed.

William H. Hiteshew, Peru, Ind.-This is a contrivance of the shafts and
their connecting devices whereby they may be readily shifted into suitable

The shafts are pivoted to
position for forming a pole for two horses.
braces, so that they may be swung around to the center for use as a pole,
or to the side.

The shafts are connected at the outer ends, when used as a
a kiIid of double clamp socket that slips

luis

on the ends, lind fastens by an eccentric riug, or other device.
are also connected together In this position by a plate.

IMPROVED METHOD

OF

The shafts

VENTILATING BllLDINGS.

John F. Cameron, South Brooklyn; assignor to Elizabeth W. M. Cam
eron, Brooklyn; N. Y.-'The impure air that rises 'to the top of 'the room
passes throngh plates and spouts into a space between true and false ceil
ings, and thence into the cavities of the cornices and out throngh the
pipes, the spouts preventing its teturn into the room.

IMPROVED WEATHER STRIP.
Jesse Chandler, Warsaw, m;-A timely invention intended as a means

IMPROVED BOILER.

pole, by a mc:...l point which

The cylinder is then ",tated, and the

by constantly falling toward the lower portion of the cylinder over clothes,

moves, the fust mentioned lever; and there is a device for raising the main

Lloyd, Decorah, Iowa.
Bobert Excell, Chicago, m.-Thls is a tubular saddle bolier for heating
BOILER FURNAOE .-A. F. Upton, Boston, Mass.
greenhouses and for other purposes. It consists of a semicircular boiler
BOOT, ETO.-.L. R. Blake, Boston, Mass.
with longitudinal, fiues arranged therein, In connection with a lateral lIre
BREECH-LOADING GUN .-C. H. Pond (of Bridgeport, Conn.), London, Eng.
back at the bottom, and a lateral circulator at the top pali of the boiler,
BUTTON HOLE SEWER . -E . Remi ngt on &; S ons , Ilion, N. Y.
between which the lire passes from the fueplace back to the fluee.
The
. CAR TRUCK.-E. H. Horsey, Chicago, Ill.
boiler communicates by top-flow tubes above the circulator and return tubes
COMPRESSING INGOTs.-D. McCandless, Plttaburgh, Pa.
at diagonal ends with the heating tubes. The heat of the lire is first exerted
DRYING BONE-BLACK . -L . Colwell, New York city.
on the front section of the boiler, next on the circulator and generator,
ENGRAVING MACHINE . -A . H. Watkins et aI . , Boston, Mass.
FASTENING BOOT SOLES. ETC .-G. V. Sheffield, Brooklyn, N. Y.
then on the rear part of' the boiler, and fillally by the passage through the
HORSESHOE NAIL, ETC.-J. M . Laughlin, Boston, Mass.
flues, utl:1izing thereby quite fully the heating capacity of the lire.
KNITTING NEEDLE . -W . Corey, Manchester, N. H .
IMPROVED SEWING MACHINE.
MAKING BUTTONS.-C . Radclilfe, Newark, N. J .
' MAKING FARINA, ETC .-C . Morllt (of Baltimore, Md.), London, England.
Lyman Robinson, :Matteawan, N. Y.-The object here is to adapt a sew
. MAKING HOSE .-J . V. D. Reed, New York city.
ing machine for sewing on the binding of the brims of stiff hats, which,
MALT SYRUP, ETC .-O . F. B oomer et aI., Brooklyn, N. Y.
up to this time, have been sewed by hand.
The needie and the presser
MULTIPLEX TELEGRAPH .-G. B. Prescott, New York City.
foot project outward from the head In which the bar works, to allow room
OXYGEN FOR COMBUSTION .-C. Hornbostel, New York city.
.
fDr turning the crown of the hat over toward the head.
In this way the
PLo w HANDLE, ETO.-W. S. Babcock, Windham, Conn .
needle and presser-foot can work on the upper side of the brim along the
PRINTING PRESS.-I. L. G. Rice et aI., Cambridge, Mass.
sides, which are curved up toward the crown.
PULLEY.-A . Montgomery, New York city.
REDUCING ORES, ETC.-T. S . Blair, Pittsburgh, Pa.
.. � . . ..
REMOv;rNG BOILER SEDlM.ENT.-T . F . Strong, Brooklyn, N. Y.
ROCK DRlLL.-W. Weaver, Phrenixvllle, Pa.
:NEW WOODWORXDTG A:ND HOUSE AND CARRIAGE
SAFETY LATCH:-G. C. Setchelly, Greeneville, Conn.
BUILDING mvENTIONS.
SCHOOL DESK . -W. Rose, New York city.
SEWING MAomNE .-S. W. Johnson , New York city.
/
IMPROVED VEHICLE SPRING.
SHUTTLE .-W. E. Whitehead et aI., Lowell, Mass.
SKmT ADJUSTER .-A . S. Gear, Boston, Mass.
'William W. Sayers, IJ:arrodsburgh, Ky.-The object of this invention is
.SPRING MOTOR . -I. Solomon, Solomon's Island, Mel.
to provide for bnggies, top carriages, or other light vehicles, a spring which
STEAM HEATER . -J . WilCOX, New Haven, Conn.
' shall be su�erlor in point of elasticity, lightness, strength, and durability,
STONE DRESSING TOOL . -J . Hartnell, N . H .
and also adapted to prevent rocking motion of the body of the vehicle. The
STRAIGHTENING BAR..�, ETc .-D . McCandless, Pittsburgh, Pa.
invention relates chiefiy to the use of end cross"sprlngs, which, are con
TABLE CUTLERY .-W . Eccleston, New York city.
WASH BASIN, ETC .-A . G. Myers, New York city.
nected with the brackets or scroll . spr41gs that support the side springs of
WATOH CASE SPRlNG.-J. Britton, San Francisco, Cal.
the body.
IMPROVED COMBINED POLE AND SHAFT.

aud
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devices are embodi e d which may be recommended to the notice of archi

It consists in a sliding ful

crum arrange d to rest upon the surface of the rail, provided with legs to

BOILER.-C. V.

I-tttut �mtritaU
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A number of new

for excluding cold and rain from windows and doors.

It consists of a strip

of metal or wood, which is movably attached to the door by the staples,

and is of such length as to fit loosely between the jambs of the door.

It Is

placed in a rabbet at the lower edge of the door, and is of sufficient width
to drop into the rabbet in the threshold when the door is closed.

On open

Ing the door the strip strikes the block, which throws it upward until It en

gages the catch, by which it Is retained until the door closes, when it j,
allowed to fall into the rabbet in the door sill.
• .1• •

:NEW AGRICULTURAL INVENTIONS.
IMPROVED CHURN DASHER.
Chapman J. Syme, Petersburgh, Va.-The invention relates to certain
improvements in chum dashers, designed to churn the butter more rapidly
It consists in the
by producing a larger degree of agitation in the cream.

particular construction and arrangement of a conical or funnel·shaped
dasher, having a socket to receive the handle and prOVIded with a perfo
rated plate near its apex upon the outside, and a second perforated plate
attached to .� rod upon the inside.

IMPROVED CORN SHELLER.

, Zadok T. mackwell, Carrington, Mo.-A useful invention for farmers, by
which the com is rapidly separated from the cob and the cob expelled. It
consists Of a toothed revolving cylinder of elightly tapering shape, to which
the ears of com are fed from a hopper by a reciprocating slide with step.
shaped surface. The ears drop on spring acted pressing pIeces, that carry

the same along the clearing teeth, and, finally, by means of a roller of the
spring piece, throngh an exit aperture of the sheller frame, to the outside.
A small outside hopper, with opening near the lower end, conducts any com
that may pass out with the cob back into the sheller. The especial feature
of the invention is that the cylinder enlarges as the cob in its progress be
comes stripped of its corn.

IMPROVED PLOW.
Samuel Huber, Danville, Pa.-In order to fasten the share or point of the

of a projecting finger or dowel that fits into a corresponding aperture In the

plow without bolts, this inventor attaches the share to the plow by means

mold board, and locks the share by means of a dovetail in the beam and
land side.

The advantages of this method are that, as no bolts are required,

the surface' of the share may be smooth and entire.

The usllal danger of
breaking the share by tightening the bolts is thus obviated, and it is not
liable to become accidentally loosened.

IMPROVED CULTIVATOR.
Philip Studer, Mechanicsville, Iowa.-Thls is an improved machine for

cultivating com and other crops planted in hilla and drills .

It is so con

structed that the plows may be readily adjusted toward or from the plants,

and raised from the ground for passing from place to place.
The new
l'OOtures relate mainly to improved construction of frame and braces.
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a good recipe for vinegar.-McC. Bros. queries as
to Injectors were answered on p. 91, vol. 36.-A. B. will
find directions for removing inkstains from paper on p.
154, vol. 3O.-G. L. W. will find an excellent recipe for
dried yeast on p. 204, vol. 33.-J. T. B. wID find on p.
203, vol. 30, a recipe for cement for fastening leather to
rubber.-P. T. "ill find something on making super
phosphate of lime from bones on p. 90, vol. 36.-F. B M.
will find an article on lubricants for drilling iron, brass
etc., on p. 43, vol. 35.-W. A. H. will find directions for
making rubber hand stamps on p. 206, vol. 35.-L. M. C.
should repair his rubber boots with rubber cement made
according to the recipe on p. 203, vol. 3O.-W. R. R.
should apply to the Massachusetts Institute of Technol
ogy, Boylston street, Bcston.-S. L. M. should abstain
from using hair dyes; but a comparatively harmless one
is described on p. 138, vol. 27.-A. F. G. is iuformed that
we know nothing of the toughened glass of which he
speaks.-T. W . W. will find directions for making
cheap telescopes on p. 186, vol. 3O.-S. R. S . can blue
wateh springs or other steel goods by following the in
structions on p. 123, vol. 31.-R. D. H. should thin his
shoe polish by adding more ink.-J. M. & Co. should
read our article on p. 241, vol. 35, and they will find that
no decision as to the respective merits of exhibits was
made by the Centennial judges.-A. B. W.
find di
rections for soldering all metals on p. 251, vol. 28. We
, cannot answer his question as to brick, as we do not
know the nature of the clays.-H. A. L.
find direc
tions for galvanizing iron castings on p. 346, vol. 31.-S.
will find a recipe for waterproofing paper on p. 17, vol. 33.
-J. L. T. will find on p. 324, Vol. 32, directions for mak
ing salicylic aciJ.-E. E. K. can make his lightuing rod
of either iron or copper. See p. 277, vol. 35. Copper is
a better conductor than iron.-O. A. H. will find direc
tions for vulcanizing rubber on p. 378, vol. 28.-D. H. C.
cannot calculate horse power of an engine unless he
knows the mean steam pressure in the cylinder and the
piston speed, as well as the dimensions of the cylinder.
See p. 33, vol. 33.-J. H. B.
find a recipe for a sil
ver-plating fiuid, for use without a battery, on p. 408,
vol. 32. To bleach beeswax, see p. 299, vol. 31. For a
varnish for polished brass, see p. 310, vol. 35.-P. P. H.
will find directions for straightening wire on p. 299, vol.
34.-V. A. S. will find directions for making a cheap bat
tery on p. 43, vol. 35.-T. P. H.
find an answer to
his question as to molding rubber on p. 203, vol. 35.
W. W. should study the lessons on mechanical drawing
published in the ScmNTIFIc AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT.
E. J. B. will find directions fer painting transparencies
for magic lanterns on p. 330, vol. 35.-A. H. B., C. F. P.,
T. W., C. E. R., C. H. S., C. M. W., F. B., A. L., R. L.,
S. M. H. N., F. H., and others, who ask us to recom
mend books on industrial and scientific subjects, should
address the booksellers who advertise in our columns,
all of whom are trustworthy firms, for catalogues.

�tr_.\lnal.

Oharge for Insertion under this head is

vol. 32,

One Dollar

a linefor each insertion. q the Notice exceed8 fool'
lines, One IJollar and a Halfperlinewill be charged.

Fruit Drier, $100. Dries 100 Baskets per day. Also Lum

ber, Tobacco, etc. Free Cir. H. G. Bulkley, Cleveland, O.

Treatise o n the Steam Engine Indicator, prICe $1.

Address E. Lyman, C. E., New Haven, Conn.

Split-Pulleys and Split-Collars of same price, strength

and appearance as Whole-Pulleys and Whole-Collars.
Yocum & Son, Drinker st., below 147 North Second st.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Scientific American, 11 vols. of old, 35 vols. new series,

will sell cheap. Address 611 Green st., Philadelphia, Pa.

Mechanical inventors familiar with Envelope Manu

factUring. L. J. Henry, 615 Kearny st., San Francisco, Cal.

reduced prices. Greene, Tweed & Co., 18 Park Place, N. Y.
Safety Linen Hose for factories and public buildings,

Machine Shop Foreman Wanted-A practical machin

ist, with experience in the best methods of doing work,
elnploying men, and having also a general mechanical
knowledge, to act as foreman in a large machine shop
doing general work. The best of references reqnired.
Address, with terms and references, A. B., No. 3 Broad
way, New York city.

will

will

For Sale, Low-The patent right to the best Coffee Pot

in the market ; owner must have money. Address Pat
ent, Elizabeth, N. J.
For Sale-5 ft. Planer, $2.75; 3 ft. 'dO., $1.75; 25 in.
Lathe, $3.75 ; 22 in. do., $1.75 ; 36 in. Drill Press, $2.75 ; at
Shearman's, l32 North Third street, Philadelphia, Pa,
Foundrymen, letter your patterns WIth Metallic Let

ters made by H.

W.

Knight, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

Set o f Mechanical Curves, a s illustrated i n Sci.

Am .

Supplement, No. 50, mailed on receipt of $5.25, by Keutrel
& Esser, New York.
Hyatt & Co.·s Varnishes and Japans, as to price, color,
purity, and durability, are cheap by comparison than any
others extant. 246 Grand st., N. Y. Factory, Newark,
N. J. Send for circular and descriptive price list.
Yacht and Stationary Engines, 2 to 20 H. P.

for the price. N. W. Twiss, New Haven, Conn.

will

The best

will

adjustable for wear. Frasse & Co. , 62 Chatham St., N.Y.

Lightning Screw Plates. A perfect thread at one cut

Wire Needle Poiuter, W. Crabb, Newark,

N.

J.

Belt Studs. Greene, Tweed & Co . , 18 Park Place, N, Y.

The largest and most successful manufs. use Blake'S

Power & Foot Presses, Ferracute Co., Bridgeton, N . J.
Superior Lace Leather, all sizes, cheap. Hooks and

Couplings for fiat and round Belts. Send for cat"logue.
C. W. Arny, l48 North 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

graph and other electrical machines,have removed to 530
Water St., N. Y.
For Best Presses, Dies, and Fruit Can Tools, Bliss &
Williams, cor. of Plymouth and Jay Sts., Brooklyn, N.Y.
F. C. Beach & Co., makers of the Tom Thumb 'rele

(1) W. E. L. asks : 1. Which is the most

economical to heat a dry house with, hot air or steam?
Our boiler has capacity to supply steam for a fifteen
Water, Gas, and Steam Pipe, Wrought Iron. Send for
horse engine, bnt our engine is but two horse power.
prices. Bailey, Farrell & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
A. If you have the appliances, steam will be best for
Diamond Tools-J. Dickinson, 64 Nassau St., N. Y.
you to nse_ Enclose a low coil of pipe in the drying
Hydraulic Presses and Jacks, new and second hand. room, and admit cold air below it; have registers in the
Lathes and Machinery for PoliShing and Buffing metals. fioor for the air to escape, and condnct it to a fiue built
E. Lyon, 470 Grand St., N. Y.
against or around your chimney ; this will insure a cir
Solid Emery Vulcanite Wheels-The Solid Original culation. 2. How large a dry house can we heat with
Emery Wheel - other kinds Imitations and inferior. steam from this boiler, without robbing the engine? A.
Caution.-Our name is stamped in full on all our best This yon had better prove by experiment, as so much
Standard Belting, Packing, and Hose. Buy that only. depends npon conditions.

The best is the cheapest. New York Belting and Pack
ing Comp�y, 37 and 38 Park ROW, New York.

(2) C. M. F. asks : What shall I use in fill

M. Shaw, Manufacturer of Insulated Wire for galvanic

(3) S. K. S. asks : How can I easily ascer

Steel Castings from one lb. to five thousand Ibs. in ing the grooves in a ceiling so as to make it smooth
valuable for strength and durability. Circulars free. enough for wall paper? A. The nsual course is to paste
narrow strips of thin cloth over the joints.
Pittsburgh Steel Casting Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

and telegraph purposes, &c., 259 W. 27th St., N. Y.

tain which of several sugars contains most saccharine
See advertise - matter? A. The amount of saccharine matter in a given
ment of Trevor & Co., Lockport, N. Y.
quantity of raw sngar is determined now, almost excluFor Solid Wrought iron Beams, etc., see advertise- sively, by means of an instrmnent called a saccharime
ment. Address Union Iron Mills, Pittsburgh, Pa., for ter. If a beam of polarized light be caused to traverse
lithograph, etc.
a solution of the sngar, and is examined by a thin plate of
Articles in Light Metal Work, Fine Castings in Brass, the mineral selenite, the solntion will be fonnd to have
Malleable Iron, &c., Japanning, Tinning, Galvanizing. caused a rotation of the beam towards the right. A
Welles Specialty Works, Chicago, III.
sugar solution of 6'1 cubic inches (3'4 fiuid ozs.), con
Emery Grinders, Emery Wheels, Best and Cheapest. taining 231'5 grains of sngar, turns the ray of polarized
Awarded Medal and Diploma by Centennial Commission. light, of 7'88 inches length, 20° to the right ; with twice
Address American Twist Drill Co., Woonsocket, R. I.
the amount of sugar, 40° , ete. The scale is generally
Patent Scroll and Band Saws, best and cheapest in I graduated to read percentages directly. One of the best
chemical tests is the following: Dissolve 617'32 grains of
use. Cordesman, Egan & Co., CinCinnati, Ohio.
To Clean Boiler Tubes-Use National Steel Tube sulphate of copper in 2,469 grains of distilled water and
Cleaner, tempered and strong. Chalmers Spence Co.,N.Y. add 5'14 ounces of neutral tartrate of potash in a little
Scientific American, 34 vols. (2 to 35) for sale cheap. water, and lY-i pints of caustic soda ley of specific gravity 4'12. The solution should then be diluted (with dis
J. D. Rice, 923 Race St., Philadelphia.
tilled water) to 2'438 pints at 60° Fah. ; and 3'1555 ozs.
More than Ten Thousand Crank Shafts made by
ChHster Steel Castings Co., now running j 8 years' con... of this solution corresponds to 77'17 grains of dextrose
stant use prove them stronger and more durable than or 73'31 dry sugar. The sugar solution (of known
strength) is added to a sufficient quantity of the reagent
wrought iron. See advertisement, page 109.
Skinner Portable Engine Improved, 2 1-2 to 10 H. P and boiled for a few minutes in a glass fiask. The sugar
reduces the copper to protoxide, which is removed from
Skinner & Wood, Erie, Pa.
the solution by filtration, and weighed.
Shingle, Heading, and Stave Machine.

I

J. M. will find on p. 17, vol. 30, an article

on the examination of engineers.-J. M. P.'s theory of
the chord of an arc, to decide the area of a circle, is cor
rect. Can he find the angle or number of degrees in the
arc?-M. N. will find directions for fastening sheet rub
ber to metal on p. 101, vol. 34. He should use marine
glue if he wants a waterproof cement. See p. 43, vol.
32. �T. will find directions for polishing wood in the
lathe on p. 139, vol. 35.-G. B. will find directions tor
preserving natural fiowers on p. 2M, vol. 28.-T . W. will
find directions for putting a polish on starched goods on
p. 213, vol. 34.-P. L. L. will find on p. 91, vol. 36, an an
swer to his question as to marine glue.-W. H. P. will
find directions for nickel-plating iron on p. 235, vol. 33.
For galvanizing iron, see p. 346, vol. 31.-D. H. will find
a description of a pantagraph on p. 179, vol. 28. -0. J. S.
will find a recipe for a black walnut stain on p. 90, vol.
32. For polishing boxwood, see p. 315, vol. 3O.-S. L.M.
find on p. 330, vol. 26, directions for making an reoli
an harp.-E. will find on p. 344, Vol. 34, a description of
the fastest trains on railways.-J. J. will find on p. 106,

will

(4) H. N. R. says : I have set up a loom for
rag carpet weaving, and have on hand a quantity of un
bleached cotton warping which I wish to dye red or
green. Will you oblige by giving s ome rough, ready,
and cheap way of dyeing with the above colors? A.
The aniline colors are the brightest and least trouble
some to handle. With these, for the most part, wool re
quires no mordant. Cotton goods require to be mor
danted with tannic acid in alcohol or by animalizing
the fibers with albumen. Yon can purchase these dyes,
together with the proper mordants already prepared,
with instructions for nse fro;' any drnggist.

(5) E. J. F. asks : 1. What is the best pre

�tUtrititu+
(6)

J. N. A. asks : Is there any instmment

or contrivance to register the changes of temperature ?
A. In the United States signal service observatories, advantage is taken of the expansion and contraction of
very Ion!! wires of brass, tinc, and iron; and of the unequal expansion of thin bands of brass and steel, which
causes a compound bar of these metals to curve by a
slight change of temperature. Some of these latter are
in the form of large springs. Besides these, the old
photometric method is still in use at some stations. In
a dark . box, over
this, the light is caused to pass in
the top of the celumn of mercury In an ordmary thermometer, where it leaves a record on a moving slip of
photographic paper. None of these instruments are in
the market.
Is steam used as a motor at as low temperature as 212°
Fah. ? A. No.

I
I

ure.

How la�ge a tubular boiler will I need? How
much water will be evaporated per hour at that speed and
pressnre? A. It would be best to make some 'experi
ments with one of the engines before building the boiler.
But' if this ca�not consistently be done, it may e well
.
.
' to deSIgn a boiler capable of evaporatmg 24 cubIC feet
of water per hour. You may allow from 30 to 35 square
I feet of heating for each cnbic foot of water to be evapo
rated per hour.

?

I

)

(1�) S. W. asks : Can you give me a meth

�

od of rendering soap fat, so as to get the grease free
from water? A. The fat is heated not boiled in a vat
(see article on p. 22, vol. 36) with
nte oil of itriol for
some hours, which treatment separates the fat com
pletely from the scrap, and it, being lighter than the
pickle, rises to the surface, where it is allowed to stand
for a short time, molten, until the water is eliminated by
(7) A. W. asks : Is it possible that an ice its superior gravity. By. this me.thod the water may be
boatcan travel faster than the wind? A. Yes. On completely separated WIthout difficulty.
smooth ice, the wind blowing with a velocity of fifteen
(15) J. E. W. says : I have a piece of land
miles an hour, a firdtelass ice boat may be sailed sixty
of 100 acres, and I cannot get water by digging wells.
miles an hour, or three times faster than the Wind.
I have a spring of very best water at the base of a hill
(S) J. L. asks : I am in charge of two boil which affords 12 or more gallons a minute. I want to
ers, 16 feet x 50 feet, with 56 tubes of 3).2 inches diame force the water 100 feet high into a large tank 1,OOO feet
ter. The boilers are suspended at each end by a col from spring, and let half the water into this tank and
umn. They have been two years in use, using one at a the other half 50 feet higher to the top of hill, to another
time. The boilers leak on top of the fire; we had a tank 500 feet from first tank, making in all 1,500 feet
boiler maker caulk them, but in a short time they were from spring. Which would be the best, windmills or
leaking. A friend proposcs to have belts turned to fit steam power, to pump the waterP A. We judge from
and take the place of the rivets (some of the leaks take your remarks that a windmill would answer your pur
in 15 rivets). I say the nuts coming in contact with the pose very well; and we advise yon to adopt it in prefer
same will burn, and be dangerous. Which is the better ence to the steam pump.
plan? A. The bolts and nuts would answer and would
(16) R. B. G. says : In the SCIENTIFIC
not burn; but to ream out the rivet holes and put in new
AMERICAN of September 30, 1&6, I notice a problem
rivets would probably be the best plan.
'given by C. D. S. to find the radius of a circle, the chord
(9) M. P. asks : Where can I have failed in and versed sine being given. The formula given is er
my efforts to produce the firstelass waterproof blacking, roneous. When using the square of 1 and dividing by
directions for making which are given in your number I , you do not materially change the result. Brrt take
of September 9, 1876? I have followed the instructions any other number than 1 for the versed sine, and yon
as carefully a- possible-both by the aid of heat and will readily perceive the catch in your formula. If C.
without it-I have also varied the proportIOns of the D. S. will use the following old formula he will be al
ingredients given, and all withont snccess; and as I am ways right. Thus: Chord = 6 inches, versed sine '2".
'
most anxious to attain my object, I shall be thankful for Then: 2 rad. = C
any help you
kindly afford me. A. The following
_2
_
versed sine; thill gives the radi
V. S.
are the materials and method employed in the manufac
us
22'6'
/
.
Your
formula
gives :
ture of an excellent blacking, and one which we can
vouch. Dissolve 18 ozs. caoutchouc in 9 Ibs. hot rape
• S•2
2.
seed oil by constant stirring. Add to this 60 lbs. fiuest
= rad. 23'7.
Now the proof is as yon
ivory black and 40 Ibs. molasses, with l ib. finely ground 2 x V. S.
gum arabic previously dissolved in 20 gallons vinegar, stated. Rad. - f'rad.' - semi-chord' = S., which
No. 24; the whole to be triturated in a paint mill nntil shows your formula erroneous, giving the versed sine
smooth. Then add, in small successive quantities, 12 0'193 instead of 0'2. A. The two expressions are ai'!ke,
Ibs. commercial oil of vitriol with constant stirring for and will give the same value for the radius, if the proper
half an hour. Repeat this half hour daily stirring for 2 substitutions are made. By a slIght reduction, either
weeks, add 3 lbs. gnm arabic in very fine powder, and formula can be changed into the other.
continue the daily stirring, as before, for 2 weeks longer.
(17) G. C. R. says, in relation to the subject
It is then ready for use. Care should be taken to avoid
loss of the solvent by evaporation. For blacking in of testing milk: A solution of subsulphate of iron does
paste, use only 12 gallons vinegar. A good blacking is the work admirably. I took two wide mouthed bottles
also made by mixing 3 ozs. ivory black, 2 ozs. molasses, of the capacity of nearly 2 ozs. each. In No. 1, I
a tablespoonful sweet oil, 1 oz. oil of vitriol, 1 oz. gum put 1 oz. milk, added 5 drops of the iron solution, and
mixed them by shaking, merely closing the mouth of
arabic dissolved in water, and 1 pint vinegar.
Will you give me directions for preparing a firstclass the bottle with my hand. The milk was at once divided
oil for watehes ? It should be free from gnmmy matter, into water, containing the excess of the solution of
and should neither freeze nor act upon metals, and yet iron, and coagulum. On bottle No. 2, I fixed a small
have lubricating power. A. For delicate machinery piece of wire gauze in a box, so as to have a border
pure olive oil is in general use. For this purpose glycer around the sieve. On pouring the contents of bottle No.
in has also lately been employed, aud mixtures of gly 1 on the sieve, the water ran throngh, leaving nothing
cerin with sperm and olive oils. One of the best watch but the wet coagulum.
oils now in use is prepared from finest sperm oil. We
(1S) B. asks : In preparing books for sew
are not, however, in possession of sufficient information ing,
a set of saws 8 inches in diameter, each saw
concerning the precise method pursued in its produc having 8 teeth, cut the paper to J.8 inch depth as well
tion to warrant us in formulating a recipe for its prepa as a set of the same size having more teeth ! A. The
ration.
more numerous the teeth the better, unless they are so

all

( )

will

;

+
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V.

will

(10) M. J. says : We have built a tank house small that the paper clogs them.
(19) H. & F. say : During

about 40 feet high and 15 feet square at the b �se, and 12
feet square �d<;r the <;aves. The tank is m he top
.
story of a bUIldIng; It IS 10, x 10 x 8 feet, and It leaks.
w,e made . the tan .out of 1Y-i inch matched. fiooring
6 mches WIde; t e Jomts were well tarred, but It �as �o
good. So we laId another layer of common fioormg mside of the 1 inch layer or �utside body of the tank,
.
and used whIte lead on the Jomts throughout, and had
the fioor coated with tar; but it still leaks, and a new
difficulty has presented itself in that the water which
comes from ihe tank tastes very strongly of tar. How
can I stop the leaking of this square tank without using
any poisonous substance, as all the water used for culinary purposes and drinking comes through this tank?
.
A. You would have done better to have m�de a cIrcul�r
.
.
.
tank secured WIth Iron hoops, the tank mcreasmg m
size towards the bottom. Your surest remedy now is to
line your present tank with sheet lead, properly put in
by a plumber.

�

�

�

�

I frosty weather,

(20) T . & H . ask : W e WISh t0 put up a
�team saw and planing mill run by a 40 horse power en
gine with governor. At a distance of 150 or 200 feet
therefrom is a large building for ginning cotton, requir
ing, say 10 or 12 horse power, to drive successfully.
Which would be the best way to run said cotton gins, by
a line of shafting from saw mill to gin house (the land
being level), or to put a 12 horse power engine in the gin
house, to take her steam from the boilers 150 or 200 feet
distant through 1).2 inch steam pipe laid on a level with
the ground? A. Use the steam pipe, but jacket it thor
oughly to prevent radiation.

(11) G. M. G. says : I wish to make a cir

�

6

.

(21) W. S. H. , Jr. , says, in reply to

(12) J. J. G. says : 1. If I pump 130 lbs. of

paration for promoting the vigor of human hair, and
what will prevent its turning gray prematurely? A. See
p. 50, vol. 36. 2. What is the best method of restoring
the color to faded switches of human hair without re
sorting to the use of hair dyes which contain poisonous
ingredients? A. The natural color cannot be restored
in such hair except by the nse of dyes. Wash the hair
thoroughly with soap and water, and dye with the ani
line colors, which may be purchased already prepared,
and accompanied with instructions, from auy druggist,
(13) H. L. H. says : I have oscillating enDo not use these dyes except on loose hair. In general.
we cannot recommend the use of hair dyes under any gines 10 inches stroke by 3 inches diameter. I wish to
run them 500 revolutionli per minute, with 25 lb8. pressconditions.

h

:

cular saw arrangement to run by treadle or foot power.
If I pnt a fiy wheel on large enough, can it not be made
to run all right? The saw is 8 inches in diameter ; what
must be the size of the fiy wheel? A. Use a 3 inch pul
ley and a 3 foot driving wheel with a heavy rim. If you
intend using the saw for sawing short stuff or for cross
cutting, a balance wheel on the saw mandrel will assist,
as the power stored up in th� balance wheel will carry
the saw through a short cut.-J. E. E., of Pa.
air into a boiler 30 inches in diameter and 20 feet long,
in the evening, will I have the same pressure in the
morning? A. If the temperature of the air is unchanged,
the pressure will remain constant, in this case. If the
air becomes heated, the pressure will increase ; if cooled,
the pressure will fall. 2. Is 130 lbs. of air eqnal to 1 30
Ibs. of steam, and is expansion of air less than that of
steam ? A. There is not much difference between the
expansion of air and steam, for constant temperature ;
but where there is no gain or loss of heat, the difference
is considerable. 3. Has any one invented an air locomotive ? A. T ere have been quite a nun;-be� of c �m.
pressed aIr engines mve�ted. If yonr deVICe IS a� Impr?ve�ent over o�hers, It may �e worth your whde to
bnng It to the notice of the publIc.

the recent

an upright tubular boiler was caught
well fiiled with water which froze so hard that the
boiler sprnng the bolt eads and seams; so that when
fire was again started and steam up, it leaked, and let
steam escape from many places. After caulking up
these places, however, the leaks seemed to be stopped,
and she now carries her usual head of steam; but the
boiler is very plaiuly sprung outward, and our anxiety is
to know whether she has received any permanent in
jury from this strain, or been weakened in any manner?
A. We have Imown of several cases resembling yours. n
would be impossible for us to say certainly, without a
personal examinati on, whether or not your boiler has
been permanently injured; but, as far as we can judge
from your account it seems probable that no serious dam
;
age has been done

a

cor-

respondent who asked for a soldering fiuid that will not
corrode tools : For the past three years, I have used a
fiuid the fumes of which do not rust tools (I cannot say
what actual contact might do, as I do not spatter my
fiuid about. It consists of muriate or iodide of zinc in
crystals 1 oz. , best alcohol 2).2 to 3 finid ozs. It keeps
best in a glass-stoppered phial. I have found the above
to work full as well as the old kind, and much prefer it '
to anything I have ever used for the purpose.

(22) W. T. asks : 1. Why will not common

charcoal do for the carbons for a bichromate battery? It
does work fer a short time. A. It will do, but its porous
nature and brittleness are great objections to its use. 2.
. Is it as easy to magnetize a rod of soft iron, 12 inches
long, as it is to magnetize one 2 inches long, provided the
nu nber 0: layers are used? A. Yes, but greater
I same ;
current IS reqUIred to prodnce the same degree of mag
netization. 3. Will No. 30 wire magnetize satisfactorily

I
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inches long? I have
core % inch in diametEr and
put 4 layers on to a core of that size, intending
on about 20, but the result, so far, does not encourage me
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FIRST PRIZES CENTENNIAL, PBILA., VIENNA
PARIS, NEW YORK, BALTIMORE, BOS'! ON. '
heat 125 large rooms with them, that do not have reg
Send
Inside
Pair",
cents
i
e.
each
a
insertion
l
n
1jj
for �d :JbIfWl�KPt1t'g'�e �b'W'��v'iments.
to proceed. My object was to run a good sized core, ular heaters in and ouly have a large quantity 01
Back Palle, each insertion · · · $1 .00 a line.
.South Norwalk, Conn.
A. Two to four piping hung on the walls in a zigzag form. The steam
with a very small quantity battery.
liJrigravings may head advertisements at the same rate
layers of No. 16 or 18 copper-covered wire will answer passes directly throngh about 280 or 300 feet of piping
per line, lly measurement, Q8 the letter pr/!ll8. .Adyour purpose better. No. 30 is used ouly when the reo before reachine; my return pipe in every room. Those
vertisements mUlit be received at publication ojJlce Q8
a

8

two

to put

them

They

rulve a two foot brick wall

I

connected together.

are not

and

.t1l1tt"ii�tmtttt02

�
�M

�

�.

=======
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most steam and

that are close to the boilers get the

sistance of the circuit, exclusive of the magnet coils, is
comparatively great. 4. Why is platinnm used for vi·

re

turn steam or foam into my boilers; while those at a
lower part of
distance retain the water so that

the

I have

the

no pump,
pipes have water in them all· the time. I
and have to depend on my condensed steam for supply

some of brass and copper that
A. Because it is less oxidizable than
work very well.
most other metals. 5. How is sheet brass toughened ?

brating tongues ?

:tl.ues each.

between

have

A. By rolling or hammering. 6. How is iron softened of water. Is It safe to set boilers without haVing a
for electro-magnets? A. By heating it red hot and then pump, injector, or other reliable way of supplying
them, or clln I safely depend on condensation for supply?

allowing it to cool very slowly.

A. Without knowing the size of rooms and character of
building, we could not form a very de:tl.uite opinion as

(23) J. M. M. asks : What m etal will ex-

early as Friday morning to a:ppear in next

issue.

BEST

THE

GOLD PENS

B R OW N 'S

R E M E D I ES.

�

NE W

AG EN C Y, 100 NASSAU

YORK

d IE

.

ST

SAMPLES FREE.
How much
pand and contract the mos; by heated air?
to the economy. We think it would be well for you to A compound extract of Rock Rose and Stillingia Is a
.
powerful Blood Purifier. The life Is the blood ; It Is the
, mch square
. . M0 e
would a bar of metal 10 feet long and ,
ngIneS.
attach a trap of the kind that is· made for returning centre o f our being. Probably no one Is free from taint
In our day and generation, therefore the great ne�d of
and for each degree of heat? A. Lead, zin�, and ,
e
Complete sets of
."P
the condensed water from heating coils.
2. In starting
.
e
tm re amon� the most expanslble solIds, theIr �o�'it���aor���: �:� l� C:��; !r:a�f! ��for:�r,
�
! steam in the morning, there is a continual cracking and �:s�
.
C AS1 I N G S
yet perfectl:r harmless ro all, and more �an pleasant to
efficIents of linear expansIOn per F�h. degree beI�g
, thumping noise until I have a complete circnlation. I take. Sample bottle sent free to R ll.
.
.
��c_.
for making small
about as follows : Lead 0·000016, zmc 0·000017, tm I
Addre�s
p. PHELPS BROWN, 21 Grand street, Mod
steam
En�nes
1
have about 35 drip cocks to assist in letting the air out, Jersey CIty,DR.
1-2
el
In.
bore.
Bin. stroke price U·
N.
ditto
2
0·000015.
1n.
price,
bore,
4
lD.
stroke.
$10,
same style as cut:
besides two main air c()cks. A. To get rid of the cTackEureka Foot Lathes only 15 Dollars. Gear Wheels and
(24) E. S. says : In answer to your corre- I ing and thumping noise, it will be necessary to re-arrange
per day at home. Samples worth $5 Parts of Models. All kinds of Small Tools and Materials.
$5 to $20 ree. STINSON & CO., Portland, Me. g�&¥;'M'5W�'W'f&li�}J1N, 23 Cornhill, Boston, Mass·
spondent P. J. S., who having read " that the seed of , your heating apparatus, so as to secure better circula
I

I

a

some other disease," and he inquires if

truth in it.

in surface, 20 feet deep, 2 miles

It prevents heaves and
there is any

I have a large number of horses nnder my

care, and had the above feed recommended to me.

length.

as Feed Water Heater, 42x96, good as new $700; Heald &
Siseo No. 6 Horizontal Brass Pump, with Primer, good
Both pipes are order, $150 ; . Hydro
Extractor, Cleveland's make, !tood
brought to the same level in town. Would there be any order 89 Inches basfet, $190 Iron Pulley, 6 feet dlam.,
elJ
a �
difference in the pressure or amount of water dis
J.� Iffi;ChtJ���ti:�£. ;J. ¥.ch bore,
e
d
�l'Wt.
� A � ;�
charged ? If so, why? A. As long as ihe proper level
was maintained in the reservoir, there would not neces HOW TO USE PHOTOGRAPHIC B ACK
un
f
t
sarily be any difference in the action of the two pipes be g,� �:., 1>��g�?5�i��1��"� �.
�� ��::"�? �Ehf�
yond what wouid be d]J.e to their difference in length and l11usfrations. A vaYnable paper, eXPlalnln� the various
r
t
t
shape. 2. What would be the effect if the last men ::'::����Yln"°e=�fe,:,,�, ?;:���� °rE�lh;;g:. ,}"Jtg�
tioned pipe was fed from a box tliree feet square, the useful practical Ideas for Photograpll"ers. Published In
full in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEM.NNT, Nos . 48
water being kept at the same height as the reservoir? A. 49. PrIce 10 cents each. To be had at this offioe and of
The box, under the conditions named, would answer all news dealers.

The seed con

seed is mixed with other food; and given in half pint

doses, it aids digestion and acts as a mild laxative, and

I have never

as such may prevent some cutaneous diseases and other
used it Il"

a preventive of heaves, bnt

lief to horses affiicted with them.

know it to give re

I have also nsed it

with good results on a horse whose lungs had been left

impaired by a severe attack of pueumonia, and whose re

just as well as the reservoir for the connection.

spiration was difficult and laborious, and it afforded con

siderable relief.

(33)

The following is also a very good food

for horses, and may be used for the same purposes as the
above : It is composed of 2 quarts oats,

pint flaxseed.

1

bran, and

One is inserted at ·foot of reservoir, the other is

inserted 19 feet above the first, or as near the surface

tains an oil which the horse seems to relish, when

disorders arisiug through constipation.

.•

FOR SALE CHEAP. -ONE BERRYMA.N

H. S. P. says : 1. I have a small cop

per boiler 12 inches high and

J1i

8 inches in

a fnnnel inside,

1J1i inches at the top.

The oats are first placed in the stable

8 inches in diameter; it has

diameter at the bottom and

Add boiling

The copper is ,', of an inch thick.

with same cross section of cylinder_

(27) D. B. T. says : In the open air, water

In a boiler having an air pressure of six
atmospheres it will not boil at less than 3200. What
.
.
.
'.
pressnre of SIX
Oller havmg
would occur m a steam

boils at 2120.

�

How much pressnre will it stand?

I!
I

�

A. Yon can carry a

�. J.-The

ubsta ce consists of carbonate of lime a
�
�
:
little magnes a and Iron, ome :tl.ue sand, and a onsld
�
�
�
. .
erable quantity of alumma and slli ate of alnmma, or
?
clay.
greater part of the
clay, and sand
may be removed from the water by slow filtration

The

alumma,

through gravel and the iron and bicarbonate
Iime
. . '
atmospheres of steam, If we turn aIr of seven atmo.
by the addItion
the proper qnantlt of clear lime
�.
spheres pressnre into it, without allowing the tempera- i
wate . The quanti y of lim water requlSlte may be de
�
:
condensed or
ture to rise? Would all the steam
ter med by
With
would the air be diffused through the steam according to
d reagen .
wa er
Dalton's law of the diffusion of gases? If so, why? A.

be

0:

�

FOR INYENTORS.-A Book and Docu

the temperature of the air was not raised, none of the
steam would be condensed, and the mixture would fol·

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN acknowledges,
with much pleasnre, the receipt of original papers and
contributions upon the follOwing subjects:

the Steam Engine. "

On Transporting Ships Overland.

(28) T. S. S. says : I wish to build a gov-

On Brushing the Teeth, etc.

ernor, the arms of which, from the centers of motion,

On Nature and Life.

How many revolutions per minnte will be required to
arms to a horizontal position? A. You cannot

On a Cave in Pennsylvania.

shall measure 6 inches, the baUs to be 2 lbs. weight each.

On

the

By E. R.

By P. G.

By P.

M.

Geographical Distribution of An;mals, etc.

raise the arms to a horizontal position, at any rate of By G. D.
speed , but you may approximate the position quite close- ,
On the Flight of Birds. By F. B.
Iy. A fnll explanatio,:, is given on p. 389,
On the Diagonal and the Side
a Square.

�

�

I

of

G.

M. W.-J.

-L.

should the suspenSIOn rope and guys be fixed to the bar

J.-E.

T. C.-M. M -J. G.

F. Y.-R.

A. S.-O. F. P.-M. M. C.

so that it will not turn, and will be perfectly stationary f
A. The manner in which the bar is set up by profes-

A. J.-E. M. E.-G. K.

The

Inquiries relating to patents, or to the patentability

that the lo w

of inventious, assignments, etc., will not be published
here. All such questions, when initials only are given,
are thrJwn into the waste basket, as it would fill half of

pressure cylinder of a compound engine Is made larger
in diameter than the high pressnrei'
Would not the ef-

fect be the ame if the terminal pressure in the high
�
�ressure cylmder acted upon a piston of the same size,
I stead
a reduced pressure (due to larger space occu�
pled) actmg npon a larger piston? A. One of the objects of the compound engine is to obtain a high grade
of expansion; another is to employ a comparatively low

0:

G.-

If not then published, they may conclude
that, for good reasons, the Editor declines them.

' address of the writer should always be given.

it

AL U M I N I U M - I T S

A.••••• O.

ON APPLICATION.

W.R.Dunlap.&e.

Blake's Patent Stone & Ore Crusher.

CHARACTER,

YACHT ENGINE for sale ;

S

2

horse,..nearly new, very

J. CUMBERBATGH, 18 Ferry "t., Newark, N. J.

I

our paper to print them all; but we generally take plea
sure in answering briefly by mail, if the writer's address

is given.

I qulfles analog us to the followmg are
?
�
� W�atof Will
.
a SUIt of salls for a schooR r cost?

Hun r�ds

.

.

•

•

and

39EaCh
week
testimonials received. Terms l1beral.Par

to Agents. Goods StapJe. l0.000

tlculars tree. J ;Worth &; Co.St.Louis,Mo.

§! � �RATUS
"C'WPHOTOGR APHIC APPA·
CHEill1CALS
"C'W

&
comp ete, with directions, $10. No toy ; takes pictures
4x5� Inche s . Send for illustrated circular.
""B. MORGAN, 14 Ann St. New York, P. 0. Box4349.

THEBEAUTIFUL
DINGEE EVEll·BLOOJ.ll
& CONARD CO'S
ING

ROSES

0
,$ 2 9 • - in use all over the U. S. in over 900 towns by
persons you will find in our Illustrated Circular, probl
d
;��
= ��;8 g� Y�i�g� R:���� Irae:���'����
strung-full Iron plate--7 1-3 octaves-Agralfe-and posnt
e
nte
��'::�y :��!J,':JlI)m:� 0���'d"M:�gf�.7J 80�
referring b:r perml�sion to H:.e Chemical National'1lank,
New York City, by far the strongest bank In America.
Pianos sent everywhere on trial. We have DO agents.
Send for Illustrated Circular _giving full particulars.
A ddre s s
UNITED S'.rAT ES PIANO COMPANY.
(Please name this paper). 810 Broadway, New York.
FOR

BE�T

PI \NOS IN THE

WORLD

mm

e n .

Stroll s- Pot Plants,suitaule fur i
e d i ate fl o w ri g
5 splelldid varieties,
your choice. al labeled. for $1; 1� for $�; 19 for $3 ; �6
for $4 ; 35 for $5. For 10 cents each additional .
Magnificent PrendurnRose to every dollar's worth
ordered. Send for our
GUIDE
CULTURE, aud choo'e from over 300 fiu est sorts.
We m a e Roses a Great Specia lty, and are the lalyest
Rose-growers in .A rnerica. Reier to lOO,OOO cllstomers in the
Un i te d States and Cana da . THE DINGEE & CONARD

sent safely b y m a i l , p ostpa i d .

i

Correspondents whose inquiries fail to appear should

repeat them.

uprights rest on the floor, an\! the guys are attached to

J. B. asks : Why i s

'!!�=i!,;�E'i�()�I�N:�()�j.�N;�N

Driven or Tube Wells

HINTS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

sional gymnasts is probably as good as any. The bar is
secured to two uprights, so that it cannot turn.
These

(30)

By T. F.

Also inquiries and answers from the following:

G. W. E.-J. B.-J. W.-P.

s spended from wo Wire ropes an
gnyed to the floor
�
WIth fonr more; It owever turns WIth the hands. How

them.

aDI

01llce & Factory. lli8 W. lid 8t.

furnished to large consumers of Croton and Ridgewood
Water. WM. D. ANDREWS & BRO., 414 Water St., N.Y.
who control the patent forGreen'sAmerican DrivenWell

cheap.

By S. M. A.

By E. S. N.

On the Coast of France.

raise the

�

Portable Corn & Flou r M ill..
S m ut Machines, etc.

AIIO, dealers in Bolting Cloths
GenerrJM:iIl Furnishing.

The Editor of the

discussion of this subject in Rankine's " Treatise on

(29) H . H . H . a�kA : I h ave a h onzon
·
t a1 bar

French Buhr Millstones,

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED.

This follows from
low Dalton and Gay Lussac's laws.
the deflnition of a perfect gas. You will :tl.nd a good

vol. 31.

to Jaa. Bradford 6\: Co.
JlANUFACTURE R8 or

BRADFORD M i ll CO.
Suooesson

M
t
u
g
es A
��1 8�;f\� ���i!{� A ��.i'a�: ����!. "s'6����:o
AMERICAN S UPPLEM ENT No. 35. Price, 10 cents. To be
known volumes of the had at this ollice and of all newsdealers.

�
e rIment
�

an

If

of

Warranted superior to any other.

W"XLBRAHA M BROS.
No. 2318 Frankford Avenue, Phlladelphl.ru

THE COMPOUND STEAM PUMP USES
to sell Onr RUBBER PRINTING STAMPS .
v
!�"y�!'i:r8� ��;,���r e ��!'lh��i'ind���*�fe��� BIG PAY Terms free. TAYLOR.& Co.,Cleveland,O.
springs tappers, or reve�ng valves. Critical exami:
nation invited. Address E. & A . Betts, Wilmlugton,
Del.

ments entitled "A Practical System for the Sale of Pat
ent Riihts." Gives much information not before pubwater, then the bran (do not mix), covermg the mixture pressure of 20 Ibs. per square inch, 2. How large an en
e
��� l�;'t��f�fJ:!r. �¥ t!:g�iJ�=. fOc:�;��Jaig�tlr:
with an old rug, and aUowing it to thus rest for 5 hours, gine will it run? A. Make one 1 x 1� inches.
S., etc. A sample �lank circulars and information free.
when it is mixed mid ready for use. The bran absorbs
S. S. Mann & Co., 132 Dolphin street, Baltimore, MiL
MINERALS, ETC.-Specimens have been re
while retaining the vapor, and the flaxseed binds the oats
and bran together. A greater quantity of flaxseed would ceived from the following correspondents, and T El: E
SUCCESS.
The BOllinge r Water Wheel, so well
make the preparation too oily and less relished. One examined, with the result stated :
a
feed per day is sufficient; it Is easily digestible and is es
��lfPh'!��Yb:.:'ri''j,':,Il����f, ��
H. A. s.-Your precipitate consists principally of or
been purchased and improved
by
pecially adapted for ymmg animals. It also tends to ganic matter and sulphur, together with a small quantity
me, and will hereafter be built and
sold b:r me under the name of
fatten.
of silicic acid.-J . D. R.-It is galena, sulphide of lead,
" THE SUCCESS." Not onl}" a pre
mium, but the First PremIum, was
(25) H. F. B. asks : Can I .return the con and contains, in 100 parts, lead 87, sulphnr 13 parts (by
awarded to this wheel as now im
weight).-M. T. D.-No. 1 is a silicate of alumina and
proved at the late Centennial Ex
densed water of a coil of pipe into the boiler without the
lime, together with carbonate and sulphate of lime,
p
osition . It Is strong In power,
A. With properly designed heaters,
use of a pump?
perfect in construction, and VERY,
blende, and sulphide of lead. No. 2 is jamesonite (3 Pb
VERY CHEAP IN PRICE. Send for a
you may possibly be able to return the water; but it will
S+2 Pb S.), and contains in 100 parts, lead 43·6, sul
I
a hlet to s . M .
be better to use a trap specially constructed for the purgif:&'t! Y�rk� �
phnr, 56·4 parts.-G. S. M.-Nos. 1 , 2, 3, 7 and 8 are impose.
pure clays (silicate of alumina) containing considerable
or make,"!, of useful and sale(26) O. O. M. says : I have a model side- quantities of lime and sesquioxide of iron. They might PATENTEES able artICles should send me
samples. , advertise direct to 25.000 Agents and Dealers.
wheel boat 45 feet long by 12 feet beam ; it draws 14 be employed as material for the mannfacture of bricks. Articles retailing for 25 cents or less preferred. DAVID
inches of water. I want to put two direct connecting No. 4 might be called a low grade of potter's clay.
No. C. COOK, Chicago.
,
engines in it. What size will I need ? What size single , 5 is clay slate, of no particular value.
No. 6 is clay,
25 BMILL
eautiful Cards, with name, 10 cents, post paid.
engine will I need?
What size wheel should I use ? A. I containing a large quantity of carbonaceous matter,
PORT PRINTING CO . , Millport, N. Y .
No. 9 is red hematite (sesquioxide of iron).
If
Diameter of wheels, 8 to 10 feet.
For engines, 7 to 8 ! etc.
inches diameter, 1 to 18 inches stroke, or a single engine ' in large quantities, it is valuable as an ore of iron.-W.
SPARE T H E CROTON AND SAVE T H E COST.
bucket, over which is placed the flaxseed.

SAKE R ' S

Rotary Pressu re Blower

I practicable withont admitting air.

gave it a trial, and fonnd it to do good, it bringing horses

into a good condition in a short time.

Cotton

Seed H u l le r.
D. Kahnweller's Patent, for Oil Mills and 'Plantations.
from town, and 200 feet Used by every: Mill in New Orleans. Plantation Power
Huller, $175 ; Hand Machine, $75. 120 Center St N. Y .
above the level oftown,has 2 pipes, of the same size and
(32) J. J. says : 1. A. reservoir � mile square

day keeps

them in health and spirits, with sleek coats, and more

animated than any other feed.

__ - .� _

� .

snnflower is the most healthy feed that can be given to . tion.

horses in winter and spring, half a pint

!!I
�
. =-

NEW

k

CO., ROSE-GROWERS.

S

West Grove, Chester

9 84Made
one Agent In
articles.

one

TO ROSE
Co., Pa.

by
57 days. 13
Sam p l e s fre e . A d d ress,
C• .M. LININGTON. ChICftlrO.

new

Wood·Working Machinery,

Such as Woodworth Planing, Tongueing and Grooving
Machineil1 Daniel'S Planers, Rlchardson1• Patent Imtemperatnre in the cylinder which is exposed to the cooln
Drills,
Shapers,
Planers,
Lathes,
lb.
?
,,?,
o
sells
barometers?
Who
sells
screw
propel
ing action of the condenser; and it is also desirable,
fi�-si� M:�grne�:��iW6!o�W���f:g M�gl�l��'ge�e�
lers, smtabl for sm��l boats? Who sells a
ac?�e for Gear &; DolUlntters, &;c.E.GOULD,Newark.N.J. rally. Mannf�'i\�li'k
generally, to have the equivalent mean pressnre the same
�lY. RUGG & RICHARDSON
�
�
.
m kmg fishI g nets?
All such persona) lll��lrIe are
26 Salisbury Street. Worcester, Mass.
�
�
in each cylinder. We think these are the principal rea�
(
Shop formerly occnpied by R. BALL &; CO.)
prInted, as Will be o?se "ed, I� the column of Busmess WANTED THE SOLE . "\IANUFACTURE,
sons for making one cylinder Iar!!er than the other when
,:
'
and P�rs l1al," WhICh IS speClal�y set apart for that pnr- for England, of one or two Patent Articles In demand
�
by steam users. Advertisers have good manufacturing
only two cylinders are used.
pose, subject to the charge mentIOned at the head of that
emiseA, and a flrst·class connection among steam users
I Prize Pieture sent fre e !
(31) C. J. A. says : 1. I have two low press- column. Almost any desired information· can in this �
An Ingenious "em! 5 0 objects
by �{���� ����l� ���j'if;'·G:WilE���j��;fl'8'i� The Toll.Gate
to:tl.ud! Address, with stamp, E. C .ABBEY, Bu1l'alo, N.Y.
nrc boUers, 18 feet long and 40 inches In diameter, with way be expeditiously obtained.
0010118 , 30 Cornhill, London, E. C., EnBland.
sent:

.

Who sells lIthographIC stone,

�
.
and what IS the prIce per

0

•

$titutifit �mttitatt.

-M en to soliolt orders tor our goods. L SM ll'H
HO BA Rrr , J OHN C . MO��,
A NT ED Permanent
.
Employment, good
salary. Travelling expenses paid by company.
Superintendent.
President.
UNION INDUSTRIAL WORKS, CIncinnati.
How made in 10 hours
• from Cider, Wine or
V I N E Cusing
AR
Name paper and add
Sorghum withoutSpriDjjfi
�_s_.
eld
dress F. I. SAGE,
Illustrated Catalogue, Free.
A.GEN TS M page Novelty
Co., Boston. Mass.
Boston

W

D. 1 . CARSON ,

General Agent.

RE VERSIBLE

HOISTINC :BNCIN:Z
FOR

OT I S

'

SAFETY

H?ISTING

Mach I nery.

OTIS BROS. '" CO., No. S48 Broadway. New York.

to new. Descriptive
overhauled and equoJ
Thoroughlyprices
on application. E. E. ROBERTS, En
Lists with
gineer and Contraotcr. 119 Liberty st., New York.
o

HT

Girders (patented).
prices of
The great foJl which has taken glace In the
c
a
d
s ��o �m:!'''!���
�
�¥'liI't� p'ii'8b1 NtJiMf���,���u
and Builde1'8 to
clal attentlon of Engineers, Architects,
of now erecting Fire Proof
the undoubted advantages
r r
;��g�h :h� �!,���� P.:"e.f'i."p�lf.!tI��°t� l:.���
����l�'i."
m I
H.�
g'Ws� d'l"J 'ifJ�d'Jb�1lt,�¥ 8'1'�Wrl1¥i'b.'1'
the serious losses and in
cost of Insurance avoided,and by
fire; these and like con
terruption to business caused
Is
It
first cost.
siderations fully justify any additional
fully aware of the small
believed, that were owners between
the use of Wood
dllference which now exists the latter would
be adopted.
cases
and Iron, that In manyfurnish
estimates for all the Beams
We shall be pleased to structure,
80that the dilference
complete, for any specific
Addres.
at once be a8certoJned.
In cost may CARNEGIE,
BROS. & CO., Pittsburgh, Pa..
THE

ARTS.-A Lecture

of CentroJ New York.
before the MedlcoJ Association
By S. A. Lattimore, LL.D., Professor of Chemistry in
t e
� �oc��;�':-Tg�bvT�irRICtNPgfr��:��N�mw���
�e, 10 cent.. To be had at this office and of all news
deoJers.

A

=: ��i:I����tive
When

complete, wi1J. contaAln about 150 plaw., accurate(y
text. Parts 1 ana 2 now

E. & F. N. S PON,
446 Bro o m e St . , Ne_ York.

TIiRr. �..'1"��I;�E
N EW pI:DAR
. "§hW� G�d'iltr NO PEDDLING
j)aij.t
month. Hotel

m... "ante
SalarY' .'16 a

ELEVATORS .

Heat.-A Practical Treatise on Heat as applied to
the Useful Arts. For the use of Engineers, Architects,
etc. By Thomas Box. Second Edition, revised a.nd en
larged. Crown 8vo, cloth, $5.00.
e o
ofItis�t,::�� c�f-ll��� :n[ J��l:. fOU{$�¥t.1i��[��
. By
h
l
i��: r;,';.�. .fa��o����'i� c��: �vg,uJfXfh���lil�ur
Ahrebra-Self.TauKht. By W. P. Higgs. Crown
8vo, cloth, $1.00.
a
i
Ot«;� ���.r:�� C!r�,i;hih�leG!,�:�nO�y �lo�'l5la�;:'
Crown Bvo, cloth, $2.00.
a
J�fJ:A'r�!�e�, �:� f�����::tl��B� �:k�<gh��t�����
Bvo, paper, 20 cents.
c
an
c es o
olW.1l��!,�h,;�a� �� &in� B�t,,�I'lf�g� . '},�� �r�w:
$2.00.
Fires in Theaters.-By Eyre M. Shaw. 8vo,
paper, 50 cents.
Steam Towing on Rivers and Canals, by means of
a Submerged Cable. With a description of their Cable
a
es, F. J . Meyer and W. Wernlgh .
�m��8��, ���tg, ��.'&i�
MininK Ma c hinery.-A Descriptive Treatise on the
Machine , Tool and other Appliances used In Mining.
,!
PJ �'li�d�th'/;l't� s.tutr.:;,.,;wife�tr.':'��1f;J':zrtt;��

mIlE UNION IRON MILLS, PIttsburgh, Pa., Manu
.J. facturers of Improved wrought iron Bea.ms and
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HAS PAT. FRICTION PULLEYS, AN AUTOMATIC STOP, A
STRONG IRON FRAME, A SAFETY PLATFORM, AND IS
MADE IN A FIRST CLASS MANNER, AT VERY Low
RATES, BY
D. FRISBIE & CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN

Y.
E N GINES, BOILE RS, MAC H I NE R

�-.J

d

OHAMPI O N

_______
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A LL PURPOSES.

p- <£l�8'E'ilW6'i:iD ���

da y at home. Agents wanted. Outfit and
$12 aterms
free. TRUE & CO.. Augusta, Maine.

B . A . GRANT at CO •• manufaotnl'ers of ENVELOPJWI
aadPAPEK. I, t, 6, and 8 Home St • • CINCINNATI, OSlO.

ESTABLISHED 1844 .

a.nd traveling e�pensel

$66 afree.
Week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit
H. HALLETT & CO Portland, Maine.

JOSE PH C. TODD,

r
f
&
N
�r�rm�r�? J.?�� J��; tli':, 8!���� �':,�'\��r:g
Machinery, Steam Engines, BoRers, etc. Also Agenffor
the celebrated and improved Rawson & Rlttin er Hoist�
�'lfii
���fI':�:M��';h tP,,'i,"Jfiro�I°J:,���t���m�&�'hf��
and price. Address
.t. () . TOD D ,
10 Barclay S t . . New York, or Paterson, N. J .

.•

Steel Castings,

From 1 -4 to 10,000 lbs. weight. An Invaluable substitute
for expensive
forgin , or for malleable tr D castings reO
r
I
tr � e
u
� !'6WJ��� ��EL 'b l'g.ff�� �'8yt�t'� il'T�!
LINA STREET, P HILADELPHIA, PA.
GEORGE C. HICKS & CO.,
Baltimore • • d.

CLAY RETORTS, TILES, FIRE BRICKS, &c.
IITTerra Cotta Pipes of oJl slies.

CheaDest Rotary HaM Cornsheller III the U, S.

S l t,
t
� �eo����I��JX:
:e"ft;��".i'�d �:e\��£. k�P �t. .j\mr..;.Address
�Samples
Harris
$1.00. Large profils to agents.
burgh Pa., Familv Cornsheller Co. Lock Box 9.
MESSRS. B. DAMBACHER & CO. , Ham

e
c
r
le
��I;e';'��lTg�I� � �ft tt::'des': 'i¥e:��t�� ���
solicit consignments from American manufacturers.
CatoJogues and descriptive citcuiars deSired, bv man.

K A C H I N :B :a V
OF EVERY DESCRIP'I'.ON,

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING HANGERS PULl EYS
COUPLINGS, B BlLTINq;, T ANITE EMERY WHEELS
AND GRINDERS, IN STOCK.
GEO RGE P L A C E,
121 Chambers & 103 Reade Sts., New York City.

W" E E N � lVI E L
I n F I N E J E T B L A C K every , a r l e ty o f t u r n e d ... . o d work
P Jl I " t s o f ", .1 C h l O � 1 y: c A 'iii b n g. s ; b n W il l e �nct o t h e r m e t ol i
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l\ 'YI ER I C A N E N a M (' L C O I T W A fr R H I S .,. P R O V I Q C N C E R I
e m e n t with
B, a n arrang
.
.. _ _
-_tbePubllsb
erwewUlseodeveryread_
er of this Paper a sample packa.ge 0 f Transfer Pictures free.
Send sc. stamp for postage. They are highly colored, beauU.
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· Strong Planl8deliveredf. qf cosl oafel,
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door. Satist...,.
guarantsed. Splen_
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6 for $1 ;
ISfor $2. Send for
Now Oatal ue
Plant..
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RELIEF PLATES IN HARD TYPE METAL,
For Printing

ALL KINDS OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS
I n B oo k s, N ews pape r s, a n d C ata l og u es.

These plates are a n excellent'substitute for woodcuts, being used i n precisely the same
way, giving equally good results for much less money.
ELECTROTYPES AND STEREOTYPES
are,.made from them in the usual manner.
We offer special advantages to

M A N U FA CT U R E R S A N D I N V E N TO R S ,
as our mechanical work i s of the best quality and rapidly executed.
Our plates are used satisfactorily in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN and the SCIEN
TIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, and by Manufacturers and Publishers in all parts of
the country.

" OOPY."

We work direct only from Prints or properly prepared Pen and Ink Drawings. Any
other copy may be furnished, such as Photographs, Pencil Sketches, or the articles them
selves, in which cases we have drawings made in the best manner by our own trained
draughtsmen. Photographs, taken in the ordinary way, are suitable, and they may be of
any size. We make the plates larger or smaller, as desired.
We are glad to have customers prepare their own Pen Drawings, and append one or two

D I R E CT I O N S TO A R T I S TS :
The most important requisite in Drawings for our use is that every line shall be
perfectly black.
The paper or drawing board must be white and 8mooth.
For fine work drawings should be made double the scale of the plate desired.
Carefully observing these main points, the artist has the utmost freedom in his choice of
.
styles of drawing.
For further information and fine samples of our work, send stamp for current number
of our illustrated Quarterly Oircular.
-------

LIST OF ENGRAVINGS.

S H A F T S . P U L L E Y S.H A N GE RS
C O U P LI NGS ETC.
,

1 . THE LETTER WRITER.

2. THE ·CROSSING SWEEPER.

In Stock, and tor SoJe by
WILLIAM SELLERS & CO.,
Philadelphia, and 79 Liberty St., New York.
Price lists and pamphlets on application.
$57 60 ItAGENT'S
PROFITS per week. Will prove
or forfeit $500. New articles are
just pat
sent free to all. Address
ented. Samples
w. H. CHIDESTER 218 Fulton St., New York.
Salesmen to sell light hardware to
DeaWr8, No PEDDLING. Salary,
$1,200
a year. Hotel and traveling expenses
paid. Address DEFIANCE M'F'G CO.,
Chicago, Ill.

3. THE ROYAL PRINCESSES.
4. THE SKEIN WINDER.

5. THE SPAN I SH SISTERS.

•

6. A REST ON THE HILL.

OJ. THE FAIR CORRESPONDENT.

WANTED

8. BARTHRAM'S DIRGE.

9. GOING TO SCHOO L.

10. PEEP O 'DA Y BOY'S CABIN.
11. T H E SCANTY MEAL.

1 2 . THE AMAZON.

Po n d 's

Too l s .

Enlline Lathes, Plan er., Drills,

&c.

Send for Catalogue. DAVID W. POND, Successor to

LUOIUS W. POND, Worcel!l$e.t',

MaSll .

Please say where you

8aw

Printed on heavy toned plate paper, 12x15
inches.
Liberal discount to the trade.
Sent postpaid on receipt of price.
this.

P H OTO·E N C R AV I N C CO . , 61 Park P l ace, N ew York.

[ESTABLISHED 1846.]

Mnnn & Co.'S Patent o tfic B8.

The Oldest AKency f'or olicitinK Patents in the
United States.
THIRTY YEARS' EXPERIENOE.

MORE PATENTS have been secured through tbls
agency, at home and abroad, than through any other In
the world,
They employ a. their aS81stants a corps of the most ex
perienced men as examiners, specification writers, and
draugbtsmen, that can be found, many of whom have
been selected from the ranks of the Patent OfIice.
SIX TY THO USA ND Inventors have avoJled them
selves of Munn & Co. 's services in examining their in
ventions and procuring their patents.
MUNN & CO., In connection with the publication of
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, continue to examine in
ventions, confer with inventors, prepare drawings, spe
Cifications, and assiguments, attend to filing applications
In the Patent Office, paying the Government fees, and
watch each case, step by step, while pendingbeforethe
examiner. This Is done through their oranch Office, cor
ner F and 7th Sts., Washington. They oJ80 prepare and
file caveats, procure design patents, trade marks, and re
Issues, attend to rejected cases (prepared by the inventor
or other attorneys), procure copyrights, attend to Inter
ferences, give written opinions on matters of infringe...
ment, furnish copies of patents, and, in fact, attend to
every branch of patent bUSiness, both In this and In for
eign countries.
A SDeclal notice Is made In the SCIENTIFIC AMER
ICAN of all inventions patented tbrougn this agency,
with the name and residence of the patentee. Patents
are often sold, in part or whole, to persons attracted to
the invention by such notice.
Patents obtained In Canada, England, France, Belgium,
Germany, Russia, Prussia, Spain, PorlugoJ, the British
Colonies, and all other countries where patents are
granted, at prices greatly reduced from former rates.
Send for pamphlet pertaining specially to foreign pat
ents, which states the cost, time granted, and the re
quirements for each country.
Copies of Patents.
Persons desiring any patent Issued from 1836 to Novem
ber 26, 1867, can be supplied with official copies at rea.
sonable cost, the price depending upon the extent of
drawings and lenglh of specifications.
Any patent issued since November 27, 1867, at which
time the Patent Office commenced printing the drawings
and specifications, may be had by remitting to this of
fice $1.
A copy of the cloJms of any patent issued since 1688
will be furnished for $1.
When ordering copies, please to remit for the same as
above, and state name of patentee, title of Invention,
and date of patent.
A pamphlet, containing full directions for obtaining
United States patents, sent free. A handsomely
bound Reference Book, gilt edges, contains 140 pages
and many engravings and t.ables Important to every pat
entee and mechanic, and Is a useful handbook of refer_
ence fur everybody. Price 25 cents, mailed free.
Address
ltUNN & CO., '
Publishers SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,
37 Park Row, N. Y.
BRANCH OFFICE-Comer of F and 7th Streets,
Washington, D. O.

1 10

Inside PUKe, each insertion - - - 7' 3 cents a line.
Back PaKe, each insertion - - - $1.00 a line.
by measurement, as the lettffT' press.

FJngravings may head advffT'tisements at the same rate

per line,

as Priday morning to appear in newt issue.

tisements must be received at publication ojfice
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Premium aIleac( 01 All at Centennial, IIand and Self-inking.
Save money! Do
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D
Press for cards, labels, euvelopes, etc. Large
sizesfor large work .Anybody can work them,
:�e ��::! �:o�rn;e :OU� � ::'
a
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ali)) ¥' ehave much fun andmake money
� very fait at printing cards, etc.,
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Steam �i��;a

COVERING

-

---- - -----

A N D

A IR C O M P R E SS O R S .

MAN UfA C T U R E D BY

BUR lEIGHROCKDRILL C O

F I TCH B U R G M AS S .

SENI HOR PAMPHLE T ,

83 world.

WATCH ES.

Cheapest In the known

&lm Ie watch atuf out t free to .Agents.

For terms aadress COULT � & CO .ChicaJ(o

�

The fact that this shafting has 75 per cent. greater
stren!{th. a Hner finish, and f8 truer to gauge, than any
n
����� J:g'l����r: :!::���!���! ���feO�Ei�:���i�
COLLINS'PAT. COUPLING, and furnish Pullers' Hangers,
roost approved sYJ�ElCi"AWGITti�g on
.:��jlgitt��
Try street, 2d and 3rd Avenues, Pittsburgh:
Pa.
190 S. Canal Street, Chi�O, Ill. , and Milwaukie, Wis.
Sto
l
s
e
y
IT
��&im �1Nt,t�t 'H�'¥. ;gsU���"i:s�
GEO. PLACE & CO. 121 Chambers St., N. Y.
�1VO � x.. E S ·

STEAM

P U M P WO R KS ,

THE

o� 10'76.

The Full His'tory and progress of the
Exhibition, Maps of '; he Grounds, Engravings of

the Buildings, and accoun ' : o:'all ',he most notable
Scientific and Mechanical ,bjects, profusely illus
trated with Engravings, ''' ) given in the Seien
tifie Alnerican SnppleJDen't for the
ver.,· 1876. T;:tic work consists of TW'o Large
\/oIUJDCso comprising over 800 quarto pages,
equr. � i'l C],ua.ntlty of reading matter to over Seven
Thousaoo ordinary book pages. The space devoted

Physios, Geography, Geology, Mineralogy,

Astron

The whole iUustrated by over Two Thousand
Six Hundred EJngm1Jings. The wide soope of thi<!

omy.

splendid work , its snrprising variety of contentH.
its wealth of illustration, render it the most valu
able contribntion to scientifia literature extant,
while in prioe it is probably the most economical.
THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT for 1876.
complete, is supplied, stitched in paper, at the low
price of $5. Strongly bound, both volumes in one
book, $6.50. Bound in two separate books, $4 each,
or $8 for the two. Sold at the leading Bookstores
and News Offices. and by

lU.UNN k {)O., Publishers,

37 Park RoW', N eW' York.

N. B . --We suUply the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN and
SUPPLEMENT for 187'1' to subscribers at the com

bined rate of $7 for the two papers, we paying post
age. Any person wh o has already subscribed to
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN for 1877 may obtain either
the SUPPLEMENT for 1876 complete, or for 1877, as
preferred, by remitting to us the difference between
$7 and the amount already paid on his subscription
for SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN .
MUNN & CO., PUBLISHERS.

STROUDSBU RG,

,

PA.

E M E R Y W H E E LS A N D C R I N D E R S .

GEO. PLACE, 121 Chambers St., New York Agent. -

�

�aclline

Sclllenker's
ew
RevolVIng.DIe.
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[
e U T T [R
S

Send f°.i ��Te:.�ft��� prlce3
n
HOWARD IRON WORKS,
BUFFALO, N. Y.

STATE, COUNTY AND SHOP RIGHTS

forsale of C. Koons' Patent Rat Trap ; best out ; caught
16 one night. Enclose stamp to owners and manufac
turers, J. T. WILHIDE & BRO., York Road. Carroll Co'.,
Md.
PATENT FOR SALE.-HAY

LOADER

that rakes and loads' hay on wagon at the same ttme.
The greatest labor saving machine ever invented for
farmers. Just;what every farmer wants. Agents wanted
in every county tn the U. S. A. w.h lnventor and
Patentee, P. O. Box 168. Middlebury, Elk art Co., Ind.
$55 � $77 �. �e�lclfEtf���Kust� Mo.:.1�. li'rell.

LUT CH E S
IACN DT I EO LNECVAT
H
�"
O RS .
40

Their New Rotary Hook Lock-Stitch
Sewing Machines, the Standard S ew
ing Machines of the World.

VO LN EY W . M A S O N & C O . P R OV. R. I
YA LE

IRON WORKS,
v , nn

�Compare Wheeler &; Wil so n' s Cen
nia l Aw-ard t!l w-lth the Awards f'or
allY other MaChine.

te

[FROll[

en

New- Ha

Co

••

Builders of the YALE VERTICAL,
the best and most EcO'1tomleal,
u
r:lt�iz������,¥��� :;i:J��
the Rider Cut-01f.
SPECIAL TOOLS made to order,rl�n�t le��elo����. competi

n

THE OFFICIAL REPORTS.]

F U L L TEXT OF THE R E ASONS.

OF THE

SOIEN TIFIO AMERIOAN
Por I S ? ?,

THE MOST

POPULAR

SCIENTIJo'IC

PAPER IN

THE WORLD.

THIRTY-SEOOND YEAR.

VOLUME XXXVI,-NEW SERIES.

The publishers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN beg
to announce that on the sixth day of January, 1877, a
new volume was commenced. It will continue to be the
aim of the publishers to render the contents of the
new volume more attractivc and useful than any of its
WHEELER & WILSON M'F G CO., predecessors.
44 Fourteenth St., Uni o n Sqnare,
To the Mechanic and Manufacturer.
NEW YORK.
No person engaged in any of the mechanical pursuits

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION is

tory, Zoology, Microsoopy, Meteorology, Terrestrial

Three Medals and Three Diplomas.

CHINE," for the following reasons :
" A , Lock,Stitch Sewing Machine, unsur
passed in tile fine workmanship of its parts,
and possessing great originality, great adapta
bility to different classes of work, botll on
Cloth and Leather, beauty of Stitch, ease and
rapidity of motion, and completeness of ' dis
play. "
2. A Medal and Diploma for the " NEW
WHEELER & WILSON SEWING MA
CHINE. "
" For Superior quality of work in Leather
Stitching. " ,
3. A Medal and Diploma for SEWING
MACHINE NEEDLE-WORK.
" A superb display of Needle-work exe
cuted upon the Wheeler & Wilson Sewing
Machines, exquisite in design and finish, from
the lightest gauze to the heaviest leather. ' �

CENTIMiIAL EXHIBITION

'Dihe grellot

Wh��l�r & Wll�on I

THE T A N I TE co . -.

9� & 94 Liberty St .. New York.
Great reduction in prices. Send
catalogue The 1. A Medal and Diploma for the " NEW
" Knowles " has always been the bestfor
steam pump ·made. WHEELER & WILSON SEWING MA

ILLUSTRATED HISft:RY

very extensive, and llrobably forms the most com
plete and full history of the affair that can be ob
tained. The illustrathnn pertaining to the ExhI
bition aro more than 450 ;n number. A copious
Special Index of all matters relating to the Exhibi
tion is given. Those wh o desire to possess a com
plete anl: ::plendid illustrated Record of the Cen
tennial _2xposition should have the SCIENTIFIC
AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT for 1876.
In addition ':0 this splendid History of the Cen
tennial Exhibition, the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SuP
PLEMENT for 1876 cO):tains a vast amount of read
ing matter of great �,'alue for reference and preser
vation. It presents to the reader, in attractive
form, full accounts of the Advances made during
the year in all the chief departments of Science
and the Useful Arts, covering the progre ss in
Chemistry and Metallnrgy, Mechanics and Engi
neering, Electricity, Light, Heat, Sound, Architec
ture, Photography, Technology, Pisoioulture, Ag ri
cultnre, Botany, Hortioulture, Rural and Household
Economy, Materia Medioa, Hygiene, Natural His

A TRI PLE CROW N FO R

1 877.
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COMPANY.

R O CK D R I L L I N G M A� H I N £S

appear end

Centennial Laurels !

'

The Ko�h Patent File, for preserving newspapers,
Send for �::iitn�Pri�X�ia��J:'
�magazines, and pamphlets, has been recently tmproved
L ath e s , PI an ers , D n'11 P , \lbO.
and price reduced. Subscribers to the SCIE"TIFIC AMNEW HAVEN M A N U F A C'I'U R I N G CO. , ERICAN and SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT can be
, N ew- Haven, Conn. supplied for the low price of $1.50 by mail, or $1.25 at the
------ office of this paper. Heavy board sides ; inscription
.. SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN," in gilt. Necessary for
HARTFORD
every one who wishes to preserve the paper.
Address
MUNN & co.,
STEAM BOILER
Publishers SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.

Y. B. FWILII, Y. Pra'l 1. 1. w.o, PnI't
J, B. PIERCE. WJ.

� To

Works. BUSINESS DIRECTORY
.
ESTABLISHED 1826.
FOR 1877.
This Directory contains over (00,000 names of persons
CHARLES B. HARDiCK,
In all kinds of business. Arranged alphabetically ac
N o . 2 3 A d a m s S t r e e t , cording to States, and classified according to business.
It Is a valuable aid to the Merchant Manufacturer,
BROOKLYN N . Y.
MechaniC, for correspondence or the distributionand
circulars. The edition of 1877 Is the third year of issueof
and has already received a, largely increased patronage
NON.COliBUSTIBLJr STEAM BOILER AN D PIPE
from the business public.
Price to J'artles who send their order before the book
Is Issued $7,.(J().
GE{). DE COLANGE & CO., Publishers,
8 Bond st., New York.

PEBFEeT
iE � ��O � ld� � �
NEWSPAPER FILE
.
------M A C H I N I ST S' T O O L S .
TTERNS.

Inspeotion & Insuranoe

�tUttitau.

M Am'tkin'l'
CHINERY OF IMPROVED STYLES FOR
S HINGLES, HEADING and STAVES ;
also GUAGE LATHES for TURNING HANDLES. Sole P 13I..AI S D ZLL "-' CO.,
d
i
Pat.
s
Worc e ste r , lU ast!I. ,
���:� ,;{.ld�;,v�:
S����8¥t &HC'�� �����N�t.
Manufacturers of the Blaisdell Patent Upright Drills
FOR ALL C ORPORATIONS AND and other first-class Machinist.' 'f ools.
I MPORTANT
MANF'(} CONCERNS . - B u e rk ' fO W n t c h 
man's 'I'lme Detector, capable of accurately con
T HE BE S T
tro
motion of a watchman or patrotman at the
Iling the
di1ferent
stations of his beat. Send for circular.
AND MOST ECONOlliCAL
J .E. HU ERK,P . 0 . B o x 9 79, Hoston,Mat!lt!l
N. B .. -The Buit.against Imhaeuser 4". Co., of N ewYork,
P c
a
& J� i�;t!�r
ii::�e '},�C;:���.!���e� �.iin�rf':;��eJ:��
er
u
e
�Yff;,��nt;:'t:fu�n� o'ifd�yO����n�� �iJ. :e 3��tt u�Wf
according to law. . .
IS
" IN ALL THINGS, BUT PROVERBIALLY IN MECHANISM,
FRIEDMAN
N
'
S INJECTOR,
THE SUPREME EXCELLENCE IS SIMPLICITY."-Jas. Watt .
MANUFA CTURED BY
The Old Reliable Heald & S i sc o Pump
C a.. ..ies off the hono..s at the CENTEN
NATH A N & D R E Y F U S ; N ew York.
NIA. L . ->eke awa.. d of the Judges is
108 Liberty St.
based on its " SIMPLICIT 1', oo m
-.

Boiler Feeder'

pactness. and pe"fect'ion of
WO.RKMA.NSHTP . "

Send

f'or

Circnlar.

No higher pralse could be given, but no award what
'
ever was necessary to strengthen the confidence of
The H 0 A 0 L E V
to
thousands already using them. Whenever subjected
proved their P O R T A B L E S T E A M E N G I N E ,
severe practical tests, they havea1 always
pumps, and always
su, eriority over other centrifu
O M AT I C A L CUT - O F F R E G U L AT 0 R
B S it iS xa:e�olftt e�ri�rmBBNli�l�y�O t�e��: �U�u� W I TH AUT
AND
B A t ANC EO VAl \ E.
e d
e
:hlc:
M O ST E C O N O M I C A L ENG I N E M A D E
from one T H E BEST :.�
paclty, � cheapness. CapacYty of Pumps
S
e
ND
F O R C / R C t/ L A R
minper
gallons
thousand
thirt,f-flve
to
�allons
hundred
i
n ra
r
C O , LAW R E N C E . M A S S .
��t:; TheJ.C.HOADLEY
fi��, ���o:�����r:e w'h�: :'l� : :�iTiyf�� Pump
STAT E W H E R E Y O U S AW T H 1 -"
& SIsco
or other fluid Is to be raised, the �ea1d hundred
paper
stands without a rival. More than three tanners
use
makers use them. More than three hundred
STILWELL'S PATENT
and In
them. They are used in every State of the Union,
nearly every country in the world. Pumps alone, and
every Lime Extracting Heater and Filter.
o i
ii:,'g��
�o����'t"i'n� .:� ���t";'���6':i ��lt�::IY
to economy tn use of steam.
First premiums awarded at New Orleans in 1871, In Indispensable
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